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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report encompasses two major projects conaucted pursuant to

this ResearckContract. The major goals of these two projects were as

follows:

1. To provide specific information about district level effects

of current educational policies and programs on desegregation

goals.

2. To provide guidance for future school desegregation research

reflecting the practical needs and concerns of professionals

from other disciplines as their work relates to school deseg-

regation.

The rationale for the first of these two projects derivei from the

fact that school'desegregation, whether under,a court-ordered plan or as

a result of voluntary action, takes place within the context of numerous

other educational policies and programs. These policies and programs,

involving federal, state, or local actions, may help or may hinder the imple-

mentation and outcomes of desegregation efforts when they come together

at the district level. Little is known., however, about the actual effects

of the interaction between these educational policies and programs and

the desegregation process or about specific policy steps that may need to

te taken to control those effects.

This study was conducted to describe the manner in which selected

federal and state educational policies affect educational equity at the

local school district level in two districts that have been desegregated

for several years. The educational policies and programs fall under the

rubric of compensatory education. They include Title I of the Elementary and

4
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Secondary Education Act, 1965; Article 3 of the

!

/
ichigan.Public Act 94

(1979); bilingual educational programs supporta by both the U.S. Govern-

/
ment and the State of Michigan; and, to a li ited extent, the Emergency

School Aid ACt.

In this studi, the degree of educatio al equity in the schools is

identified by (1) the-extent of resegregation within the schools; (2) the

extent to which schools provide a common ed cational experience for all

students or differentiate in objectives, cur icula, and materials for tar-

get students; and (3) the achievement outcomes for target students in the

various compensatory-programs. A -

Although compensatory-education programs have generally been intended

to contribute to equal, educational opportunity for racial and ethnic minori-

ties, this study examines whether and to what extent these programs actually

may have enhanced educational equity in two desegregated school-districts

or may have functioned to maintain or:enhance educational inequities.

While this study des ibes the way in which federal and state educa-

tional policies and pro91r4ms have functioned in only wo school districts,

these case studies sh id provide a foundation for th design of more com-

prehensive reiearch;on the impact of educational poli ies and programs on

educational equity!:

The meth s in this study were designed to,det rmine the degree to

which thOmpl mentation of compensatory education programs--Titie I,

ArtiCle 3, E AA, and bilingual--in these two school districts tihanced'

the equality of educational opportunity. The criteria for determining the

contributi n of each 'program to equality of educational goals were: (1)
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the extent of resegregation within the schools; (2) the degree to which

the schools provided a common educational experience for all or differ-

entiated in objectives, curriculum, and materials for target student's;

and (3) the achievement outcome among target students in the various

compensatory programs..

Three basic procedures were used to obtain the information reported

in this study: (1) conducting focused interviews, (2) making observations,

and (3) reviewing related district documents, proposals, indreports.

Individual focused interviews were conducted with seleCted'?entral

office personnel, principals, compensatory education instructional staff,

special education teachers, and regular Classroom teachers in the two

school districts under study:

Observations of students' educational experiences were conducted,

with students randomly selected from 'the target lists of compensatory

education students in each of the districts. The purpose of these obser-

vations was to compare and contrast the educational experiences of students

involved in various combinations of compensatory education programs and

to provide information to supplement the interviewers' data.

The third procedure used, that of reviewing written materials,

involved the gathering and reading of a variety of district publications

to locate information related to resegregation, differentiation, and out-

comes. The documents and district publications reviewed included numerous

memoranda and brochures regarding such topics as school and student

eligibility for compensatory.education programs, desegregation history,

and district budgets.
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In summary of the findings of this study, it appears that while

neither of the two school districts has overtly resegregated within

schools on the.basis of race, the compensatory education programs which

we have examined function in each of,the school districts to resegregate

the poor and minority students in several ways. The most obvious of

these is the practice of spulling-out" the students for Title I, Article

3, bilingual, and, in some cases, ESAA programs. Eligible students are

specifically identified and regularly taken out of the mainstream class-

rooms for instruction or other activities. These students are generally

disproportionately black and/or members of ethnic minority groups.

Pull-out and other patterns of resegregation in the elementary

schools generally were due to three factors, according to the staffs in

the two districts. The first reason given for the need to provide

separate instructional prcgrams is that federal and state regulations

encourage the practice. The easiest way for school staffs to provide

federal and state agencies with evidence that the allocated resources go

only to the target population is to isolate that population from the non-

compensatory population. Although the intended or manifest purposes of

Title I, Article 3, and bilingual programs are to overcome the disadvantages

of target populations and enhance the possibility of an equitable education

for all, a latent or-unintended function of these programs is to resegre-

gate the target students at least part of the time within the school.

The second crite ion used in this study to examine the effect bf

several federal and st te educational programs and policies on desegrega-

tion goals was the de ree of differentiation in objectives, expectations,
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and instructional programs provided target students in comparison to

non-target students in the two school districts. Again, there is no

evidence that differentiated programs were provided overtly on the

basis of race. Programs were differentiated, however, for ethnic

minorities with language background different from English. In accord

with what were perceived as appropriate bilingual educational programs,

minorities identified by a different language and cultural origin were

systematically provided differential instruction in English and, to some

extent, in their native language and culture.

Although the Title I and Article 3 compensatory education programs

did not overtly differentiate between blacks, whites, and otherminorities,

the eligible and target populations were clearly disproportionately black

and ethnic minority students.

The primary goals of federal Title I, bilingual, and Emergency

School Aid Act programs are to assist in overcoming educational disad-

vantages and to provfde equitable education. These are cleirly in har-

mony with the goal of desegregation, that is, the equal protection of the

laws, or equitable education. The state compensatory education program

under Article 3 of Michigan Public Act 94 has a similar goal with parti-

cular reference to basic skill achievement. Analysis of the way in which

these programs have functioned in two desegregated school districts in-

dicates that the specified programs have not provided equal protection

and equality of education as measured by the criteria of resegregation,

differentiation, and achievement.

8



The emphasis in the federal and state policies and guidelines for °

the several programs tends to reinforceperhaps require, differentiation

and resegregation. Pull-Out for separate differentiated educatioral

services for compensatory education students is stimulated by the need

to account for the use of resources for the eligible population and the

emphasis upon supplementary service rather than supplanting regular

services. This pull=out, combined with the theories of individual dif-

ferences in learning abilities and individual needs, clearly promotes

the practices of differential objectives, differential expectations,

and differentiated programs with the concomitant resegregation of students.

If the two case studies of desegregated school districts are

typical of desegregated schools, the policies and practices characteris-

tic of Title I, Michigan Article 3, bilingual;-and ESAA programs should

be changed. These policies 'should emphasize the goal ikf equitable high

quality education for all, rather than endorsing differentiated individualized

educational objectives. School,districts should be rewarded for overcoming

the disadvantages,of the target populations, whether minority or majority

students, rather than for maintaining ihese students in the programs and

limiting their level of achievement. Programs should be devised that

promote desegregation and equitable outcomes within the schools in harmony

with the goals of a balanced student body composition.

Pursuant to the second major goal of the contract, three symposia

were held at Michigan State University. The premise supporting each of

these symposia was that future research should be based not only on the

interests of educational researchers but also on the needs of individuals

in other professions, as their work relates to school desegregation.- .If
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research on desegregation is to provide knowledge which can be applied

by allwho mandate, implement,.or evaluate desegregation plans, it is

necessary that those who participate in the desegregation process have

a voice in.,shaping the nature of future research.

Both general interest and condrete ideas were expressed by symposium

participants even prior to attending the symposia. Before coming to the

symposium involving representatives of the media, participants indicated

they were interested in such topics as student interactions and perceptions

in desegregated schools, techniques of achieving desegregation, and effects

Of desegregation on the quality of education. They also expressed interest

in how to report desegregation news.most effectively in terms of the public

interest, whether white flight results from desegregation, and the general

effect of the media on the progress of school desegregation.

The second symposium involved representatives of local and state

school systems and other educational policy makers on the national level.

Again, their interest in having input into the future scope of desegrega-

tion research was indicated by the topics in which they expressed interest

prior to their symposium. Among these topics were the role of the state

in desegregatNplanning, financing court ordered desegregation, district

.consolidation vis a vis school desegregation the role of states in

sushioning desegregated school districts against enrollment declines, the

treatment of handicapped children under court ordered desegregation, and

possible conflicts between desegregation and other programs such as com-

pensatory education and bilingual education. Questions mere also raised'

about the extent of public commitment to school desegregation, the



commitment of the business and professional community, and the possibility

of violence as a consequence of school desegregation.

The third symposium was held for attorneys and judges who had been

and were currently involved and interested in school desegregation.

Among the issues raised concerning the courts' role in school desegregation

were court supervision of school districts during desegregation implements-

tion,.the use of special masters to oversee desegregation in major urban

school districts, demographic changes which may accompany school desegre-

gation, programs of ancillary relief, school-community relationships in

desegregation planning and implementation, and the relative effectiveness

of various implementation techniques. Other issues included the outcomes

for pupils of school desegregation, its impact on residentia segregation,

and its actual and possible relationships with curriculum.

All these interests were expressed prior to the dates!when the

three symposia were convened. The proceedings of all three symposia

were recorded, transcribed, and summarized, and many specific questions

raised therein have been identified:

The outcomes of the three symposia suggest that members of the

professions involved have not always availed themselves of theresearch

literature that now exists on school desegregation. Indeed, many of

their questions have been addressed by research to a degree that exceeded

participants' awareness.

In general,.the questions raised by participants fell into the

following identifiable dimensions of the desegregation process or products.

ii



1. Educational quality

, 2. Processes of achieving desegregation

3. Resegregation

4. Ancillary relief

5. 'Curriculum

6. Tbe relationship between desegregation and achievement

7. Outcomes of specific student racial ratios

8. Att1tmd4Aoward desegregation

9. Definitiens and perceptions of school desegregation

10. Effects:of-desegregation on school faculty and staff

11. The role5Of, parents in school desegregation

12. The effeits of desegregation on the community

13. Desegrii,4;ation along economic lines

14. .ThCtole of language minorities in school desegregation

15. Alternatives to busing as a technique

16. Resistance and opposition to'busing and desegregation

17. Violence in desegregating schools

18. Demographic issues associated with school desegregation

19. Financial aspects and requirements of school desegregation

.20. Policies, procedures, and behavior of school boards relative

to desegregation

21. Teachers' unions and school desegregation

22.. The rnle of the media in school desegregation

The large numer of questions generated in these-sY'mposia do not

collectively constitute a definitive research agenda. Setting an agenda
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requires evaluating, ordering, and setting priorities. In these terms,

a formal agenda did not emerge from the many issues raised and the

r'

questions posed. In the interest of avoiding whatever bias may be

infused into an evaluation and ordering of these questions, perhaps it

should simply be observed that one indication of the importance of a

research question is its frequency of citation. Therefore, those areas

in which interest is expressed most frequently would seem to merit

serious attention in the future research agenda of school desegregation.

Certain areas of research now appear to be gaining in importance

and in some cases this reflects the sentiments expressed in the symposia.

'For exampfe, quality of education is clearly becoming a more pervasive

concern in the context of school desegregation. The processes involved

in school desegregation also have received nillich recent attention in

ethnographic analyses of single schools and classrooms. Resegregation

within desegregating schools and classrooms continues to.be a concern,

and ancillary relief techniques have become extremely important in vir-

tually all recent desegregation court orders.

The interest which emerged from the symposia, with respectto

outcomes broader than the cognitive achievement variables, has also been

more widely observed in the literature recently. This promises to con-

tinue as an important issue.

In general; many of the issues raised in the symposia either are

receiving attention from researchers currently or could feasibly be

addressed in research in the near future.
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Chapter I: INTRODUCTION

Desegregation and Educational Equity

School desegregation, whether under a court-ordered plan or as a result

of voluntary action, takes place within the context of many other educational

policies and programs. These policies may stem from federal, state, or local

actions and may either help or hinder the implementation and outcomes of

desegregation efforts when they come together at the district level. Little

is known about the effects of the interaction among educational policies and

programs and the desegregation process or about specific policy steps that may

need to be taken to control those effects.

The purpose of this research is to describe the manner in which selected

federal and state educational policies affect educational equity at the local

school district level in two districts that have been desegregated for several

years. The educational policies and programs to be examined are broadly

identified as compensatory education. They include Title I of the Elementary

Secondary Education Act, 1965; Article 3 of the Michigan Public Act 94 (1979);

bilingual educational programs supported by both the U.S. government and the

State of Michigan; and, to a limited extent, the Emergency School Aid Act.

For the.purposes of this study, the degree of educational equity in the

schools will be assessed by (1) the extent of resegregation within the schools;

-(2) the extent to which schools provide a common educitional experience for

all students or instead, differentiate in objectives, curricula, and materials

for target students; and (3) the achievement outcomes for target students in

the various compensatory proVams.



Ihe-1954 Supreme.Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education declared

that racial separation in schools denies black students equal protection of

the 4w. This decision has contributed to a national policy of equality of

educational opportunity of which school desegregation is one important element.
N\

This deritktes a primary goal of mixing races in school facilities; but in

addition .to\the achievement of racial balance in individual sools through

busing, magnerschools, and a variety of other means, the courts have ruled

that racial imbala'nce within the classrooms of desegregated Schools constttutes

denial of equal,,prote tion.

Literature describing various outcomes of desegregationlindicates that

the process of desegregation has not consistently reduced the inequity in

educational outcomes (St. John, 1975; Weinberg, 1975). The evidence suggests

that, in some school districts, the desegregation of student bodies has been

followed by a significant reduction in-the gap between minority and majority

students' measured educational outcomes. In other school districts, the gap

4 in achievement scores has remained essentially the same, and in a few instances
:t-

even increased. To Iutther reduce such educational inequities between minority

and majority students in many districts, the courts have ordered ancillary

relief pyograms in additicin to desegregation. The various compensatory

education programs financed by both federal and state legislation have generally

been intended to serve ksimilar purpose. Cohen summarized the philosophy

behind these ancillary and compensatory programs when he wrote, "The quality

of experience seems to be as important as the quantity of bodies." (1974, p. 36).

Although the compensatory education programs identified above have

generally been intended to contribute to equal educational opportunity for

racial and ethnic minorities, the questions p4ed by this study examine the

extent to which these programs have, in fact, enhanced educational equity in

19



two desegregated school districts or have, on the contrary, functioned to

maintain or enhance educational inequities.

It is important to recognize that this study is in no way a definitive

answer to the question. Its purpose is to describe the way in which federal

and state educational policies and programs function in only two school

districts. These case studies should, however, provide a foundation for the

design of more comprehensive research on the impact of educational policies
I

and programs On educational equity.
I

Although ;the intent of various compensatory education policies is to
i

overcome the isadvantages of minority and poor children, the consequences of

these programs1 may be quite different than intended. The concept of manifest

and latent funIctions as developed by Merton (1949) is useful in this analysis.

The policies i plemented as a result of various legislative acts can have

consequences that are both intended and unintended. The consequences of

implemented policies may be functional, nonfunctional, or disfunctional. When

the consequenges of a,policy coincide with the aim or purpose of a policy, they'

are identifieci as manifest functions. If, however, the consequences diverge
1

from the intended aim, they may be considered latent functions. In this context
1

educational p

aim of educat

On the other

practices th

purposes are

programs fun

Several

licies may result in practices that coincide with the overall

onal equity, thus contributing to the goals of desegregation.

and, the same policies may result in programmatic guidelines and

t diverge from the national policy of educational equality. Our

therefore, to examine how particular educational policies and

tion in two school districts.

Definition of Concepts

concepts crucial to this study have been used by others with some-

what differ,nt meanings. Before proceeding we want to clarify the usage in

this project.

2o



The Goals of Desegregation: Segregated school were decTared unconstitu-/-

tional because they denied equal protection of the laws to children in Minority

schools. The decision clearly indicated that equ7tl eaucation could not be .

provided in segregated schools. Equality in education is thus identifiedls

the goal of desegregation. The criteria for determining equality have not been

clearly defined or established, but several have been used.

Equal access to education is,a primary and widely \accepted criterion.

Since schools and educational programs are not all the same quality, access

has come to mean access to the same*schools and the same educational programs.

A second criterion may be termed equal participation. Several comTts

have ordered ancillary relief in addition to racial mixing of student bodies.

These procedures, generally intended to equalize the education received Within

the mixed schools, involve'equality of participation in classrooms, courses,

educational programs, counseling, and a variety of other, educational activities.

A third criterion of equality of education is the outcomes ofeducation.

The U.S. Office of Education study of Equality of Educational Opportunity

(Coleman, 1969) used the achievement of students as the crucial criterion of

equality. This has increasingly become the final criterion foi7 determining

equality of education.

The goal of desegregation as used in this study is equality of education

for all as determined by equity of access, pirticipation, and out omes. The

terms equality of education, educational equity, and equal educati nal

opportunity are used as synonyms.

Compensatory education is used in this study to refer to any educational

program intended to,overcome the disadvantages which,any group of students may

experienctin the educational system. The disadvantages may be associated with

a variety of factors such as poverty, race, or limited English language proficiency.

21
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Resegregition refers to the practice of separating some groupS of

students from other groups of students for all or a portion of the school

day on a regular and continuing basis. The group is defined as racially

and ethnically resegregated if the,composition of the group deviates more

than 15 percent from the composition of the student population as a whole.

Groupings which would not be termed resegregative would-include occasional

short-term groupings with no potential for'identification or for labeling

students as superior or inferior. But if differential labeling occurs or

is likely to occur through repeated identification of such groups, inequality

in education probably exists.

Differentiation refers to educational practices which imply differentiated'

judgments of the academic worth or potential of two or more categories of

students. Differentiation is determined to occur when (1) different educational

goals and/or objectives are set for different students; (2) different levels of

expectations are held as appropriate for some students and not for others; and

(3) different levels of instructional methods and materials are provided for

different students in a given age-grade level.

Educational outcomes refers to the desired results of the educational

process. These include a wide range of behavioral categories, but ih this study

the outcomes measured are generally limdted to the basic communication and

computational skills. In a few instances other cognitive and affective outcomes

have been identified.

\The Purposes of Compensatory Education Proqrami

Beforeexa infng the function of'the four educational programs in the two

school districts it is essential that we determine whether or not the intended

purpose of each w s in harmony with the goals of desegregation--that is, to

assist in proVidin equal edutational opportunity to all students. A brief

22
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analysis of the purposes of each program follows:

Title I

The purposes of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

(ESEA) of 1965 are cited in Section 101, Declaration of Policy, which states:

In recognition of the special tducation needs of children of low income

families and the impact that concentrations of low income families have
on the ability of local educational agencies to support adequate educa-
tional programs, the Congress hereby declares it to be the policy of the

United States to provide financial assistance to local educational agegcies

serving areas with concentrations of children from low income families to

expand and improve their educational programs by various means (including

preschool programs) which contribute particularly to meeting the special

educational needs of educationally deprived children. Further, in

recognition of the special education needs of children of certain migrant

parents, of Indian children and of handicapped, neglected and delinquent

children, the Congress hereby declares it to be the policy of the United ,

States to provide financial assistance to help meet the special educational

needs of such children.

The passage of this act served notice of the intention of the federal

government to assume direct financial responsibility for providing children,

particularly the economically disadvantaged, with services that would_contribute

to their cognitive development. This goal, of providing financial assistance

to school districts to fund special services for low achieving children in poor

schools o improve their academic achievement, is in accord with desegregation's

goal of providing equality of educational opportunity.

Article 3

The State of Michigan, Article 3 of Public Act 94 (1979), entitled

Improvement in Basid Cognitive Skills, is a compensatory education act which

-

provides state funds for programs designed to improve the achievement in basic

cognitive skills of pupils enrolled in grades K to kswhickgave extraordinary

need for special assistance to improve competency in those basic skills'and

for whom the districts are not already receiving additional funds by virtue

23
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0

of the pupils being physically, mentally, or emotionally handicapped. Article

3 considers puptls in "extraordinary need" as being those who have attained

40 percent or fewer of the state reading and mathematics objectives.

With its emphasis on improvement in achievement, the purpose of Article 3

is congruent with that of providing equality of educational opportunity. In

the State of Michigan', large numbers of minority and poor children are in

Article 3's target population. In an examination pf a representative sample

of Michigan public elementary schools, research indicated that students in

majority black schools and low socioeconomic white sicshials achieved a signifi-

cantly lower mean percentage of reading and mathematics objectives than students

in White schools generally, and high socioeconomic white schools in particular.

(Brookover, et al., 1979).

ESAA

The Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA, 1972), a progilm of the United States

Office of Education, is designed ,to meet the special needs incident to the

elimination of minority group segregation. It is intended to reduce or prevent

minority group isolation in elementary and secondary schools with substantial

proportions df minority group students and to aid school children 'in overcoming;

the educational disadvantages of minority group isolation (Section 702, Emergency

School (1id Act). Clearly this program is intended to foster educational equity

for children attending desegregated schools.

Bilingual Education

Other compensatory education programs which focus on equity are the various

bilingual education programs. The importance of bilingual - bicultural educ-

ation to the securing of equal educational opportunity was
,

expressed by the

federal government in 1968'with the passage of the Bili4ual Education Act,
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Title VII ESEA, and by the State of Michigan with the passage of the State

Mandatory Bilingual Program, Section 41-A of'Public Act 94. In Title VII

.the Congress declared the following to be the policy of the United States:
4.

In order to establish equal educational opportunity for all children

(A) to encourage the establishment and operation, where appropriate,

of educational programs using bilingual educational practices,

techniques and methods, and (B) for that purpose to provide financial

assistance to local educational agencies, and to state educational

agencies for certain purposes, in erder to enable such local educa-

tional agencies to develop and Carry out such programs in elementary

and secondary schools, including activities at the preschool level

which are designed to meet the educational needs of such children,

and to demonstrate effective ways of producing for children of limited

English-speaking ability, instruction designed to enable them, while

using their native language, to achieve competence in the English

language (Section 880b).

Similarly, Section 41-A is designed to assist children of limited English-
,

speaking ability to achieve on a level commensurate with students who speak only

English. It is designed for "Children of limited English-speaking ability who

have or reasonably may be expected to have difficulty performing ordinary

classwork in English because their native tongue is a language other than

English or because they come from a home or environment,where the primary

language is a language other than English."

It seems clear that the policies cited in Title I of ESEA, Article 3 of

Michigan Public Act 94, the Emergency School Aid Act, Title VII of ESEA, and

Section 41-A of Michigan Public Act 94 have purposes that coincide with those

of equality of educational opportunity. Because of the limitations in defining

and enforcing federal and state policies, results do not always

conform precisely to intent (Derthick, 1970). The problem,. in light of the

concept of manifest and latent functions, becomes one of examining the consk;.

quences of these public policies as they are implemented in the local district

(Whiley et. al., 1973). Are policies implemented in a manner which supports
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C.

the goal of equality of educational opportunity (manifeSt functions), or are

.the policies latent and either dysfunctional or nonfunctional for the unit

(school) in relationship to the goal of equality?



Chapter II: BACKGROUND OF THIS RESEARCH,

,Historical Background

The early 1960s brought a new focus to the United States government's

efforts to improve the achievement of minority and poor students. This strategy,

which was devised shortly After the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education deCision,

was one of compensatory education.

Compensatory education programs are based on the sociocultural premise

that low income and minority children d6 not perform well in school because of

, "disorganization Vtheir family,sti4ucture, inadequate childrearing patterns,

underdeveloped language and other unique cull:fir-10 feitures"1PerselT7T977,

p. 76). Katz writes that low achievement can be attributed to "atasic failure

of socialization process in the home . . . early childhoodexperiences in

poverty environments create enduring personality formations that are inimical to

effective achievement striving not only in the classroom but, indeed, in

virtually all areas of life," (1969, p. 13).

Dolce concrIrs with Katz:

A victim of his environment, the ghetto child begins his school career,

psychologically, socially and physically disadvantaged. He is oriented

to the present rather than the future, to the immediate rather than

delayed gratification, to the concrete rather than the abstract.' He

is often handicapped by limitedverbal skills, low self esteem and a

stunted drive toward achievement (1969, p. 36).

.These children,as a group; have been referred to as "culturally deprived,"

including the economically disadvantaged and racial and ethnic minorities, such

as blacks, Puerto Ricans,, Native Americans, and Mexican-Americans. Compensatory

education programs are designed either to remediate or to prevent the assumed

.c)
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deficits that cause these children to fail in school (Bloom, 1965). These

programs are intended to provide services which will remedy the damages imposed

.by the home or cultural environment so that these children can have an equal

opportunity for success in the schools.

Impetus was given to the concept of compensatory education during the

administration.of Lyndon B. Johnson. Johnson't programs during the era of

the Great Society were.based on a belief in the self-fulfilling prophecy

related ta poverty. According to the self-fulfilling prophecy theory, the

factors that cause poverty are so interrelated that it is almost impossible

for the causes not to become the consequences as well. Johnson's War on

Poverty, announced JanuarY 8, 1964, in his State of the Union message, made it

c ear-thEt-a-uctitef-weapon-07-th-e-battle would-be-better schools, better health,

better homes and better training and.job opportunities" (Spring, 1976, p. 198).

Thus education became an important area of federal policy.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

The theory of a poverty cycle and the possibility of education as a means

of breaking the cycle provided the rationale and the strategy for a major

governmental focus on the education of the disadvantaged child. In 1965 Longress

passed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of which a major

component, Title I, focused on the poor child in the funding of a program of

compensatory education. Title I became the major educational component of the

War on Poverty.

Although the originators of Title I were concerned with the broad philo-

sophical ideas of the cycle of poverty, redistribution of educational resources,

and the elimination of cultural deprivation and educatiOnal disadvantage, the

act itself specifically cites three fundamental Ourposels. These purposes were

28



spelled oui in detail in a National Institute of Education (NIE) publication,

Evaluating Compensatory Education: An Interim Report on the NIE Compensatory

Education Study (1976) and are summarized as follows:

1. To provide financial assistance to school districts-in relation

to their numbers of low-income children and, within those districts,

to the schools with the greatest numbers of low-income students.

2. To fund special services for low achieving children in the poorest

schools.

3. To contribute to the cognitive, emotional, social, or physical-

development of participating students.

Title I provides funds to school districts under state approved projects'

by the U.S. Office of Education. Curing the Act's first year, Congress appro=

priated $775 million to state andplocal education agencies which accounted for

five-six s of the-total-funds-authorized underESEA-48ailey_and_Mosher, 1968).

-In 1978-79, the cost of this program to the federal government exceeded two-

billion dollars (HEW Publication No. OE 79-01043). Funds are allocated with

the goal of directing them to the school districts and schools serving large

numbers of low income children.

The formula used in allocating funds is complex but, in general, provides

that each school district receive for each formula-eligible child a percentage

of the average expense of educating a child in the state where the district is

located. The formula is applied at the county or local education agency level.

Title I has hot been fully funded since its first year, and the percentage of

the average state expenditure received varies lrom year to year. Although 40

percent is authorized by statute (Public LaIN 95-561, Section 111 a), in 1977-,

districts received only 16 percent (NIE, 9730-77) of the-state expenditure for

each eligible child.
^

To insure-that Title I funds are distributed according to the statute,

there are a number of regulations attached to the funds allocatton process, and
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the federal government monitors the states to insure-compliance with the rules.

Similar rules and regulations guide the local education agencies in distributing,

these funds to schools and pupils. The primary concern is that funds are used

for the intended beneficiaries and that the funds actually supplement the expendi-

tures for that population (NIE, 9-19-77).

State and federal regulations exist, in part, because of past district and

state misuse of Title I funds to provide general aid for district-wide needs

(Berke and First, 197?) and avoi4ance of the intent of equality of educational

opportunity by improving education in existing segregated schools (D. Cohen, ,1969).

States and local districts are responsible for program monitoring to make sure

that Minimum standards are met for compliant resolution, auditing, technical

assistance, disseMriMtion of information, record'keeping, fiscal control fund

accounting, enforcement,-reporting, etc. (PL 95-561, Section 171-174).

In addition to the funds allocation.reqdrements, there are a number of

requirements that districts mustjuse in the design and implementation of.their

programs. Described in Sectton 124, these tequirements include the fallowing:

.1. Assessment of Educational Needs
2.- Formal Plans
3. Sufficient Size, Scope and Quality
4. Coordination with other Programs
5. Evaluations.
6. Information Dissemination,
7. Sustaining Goals
8. Participation of Parents and Staff,
9. Training of Educational Aides

The above program develppment,regulations and the funds allocation rules

provide a framework for state and local education agencies as they develop and-
.

implement projects under Title I. iState,and local agencies'have the flexibility

of tmposing additional.regulations as long as they are within the context of the

federal framework. Asa consequence, the,funds allocation and program development

processes differ as they are implemented in the various 4ates and local school

districts.

30
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The State of Miehi an, Article 3, Public Act 94

Title I is not the only legislation which focuses on the "disadvantaged"

or "deprived" child. Since 1963, when California enacted the first state

compensatory program, other states have begun to appropriate funds to school

districts to meet the special educational needs of poor children. In 1971,

the-Michigan State Board-of Education asked the state legislature for funding

of programs to provide additional support for compensatory education in

Michigan. The legislature appropriated $22,500,000 for compensatory education

during the 1971-72 school year. In- 1979-80, $32 936,500 was allocated

(Article 3, Section 31).

_Article 3 of the State of Michisgan, Public Act 94 (1979) entitled, "Improve-'

ment in Basic dognitive Skills," provides state funds for:programs "designed

to improve the achievement in basic cognitive skills of pupils enrolled in

grades K to 6, who have extraordinary need for special asiistance to improve

competency in those basic skills and for whom the.districts are not already

receiving additional funds by virtue of the pupils being physically, mentally,

or emotionally handicapped."

This article considert those in "extraordinary needH to be pupils who have

attained 40 percent or fewer of the reading and mathematics objectives as .

measured'by the Michigan Educational Assessment Program Test. .

Funds are allocated-at the rate of $250.00 per eligible pupil to districts

which have 15 percent or more of their K-7 pupils attaining 40 percent or less

of the 'reading and mathematics objectives over three years as measured by the

'Michigan Educational Assessment Program. Allocations to eligible districts,'

as determined by the formula., are distributed inslescending order to districts

with the greatest concentrations of eligible pupils Until the appropriated funds

are exhausted. Like Title I, Article 3 has several statutory requirements
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designed to insure that the funds support special services for the intended

students and are not used as general school aid. Section 35 of Article 3

requires that:

1. The district has applied for the funds on a department form.

2. The district show comparability among schools within the district.

3. The district involve parents, teachers and administrators in program
planning and implementation.

4. Not less than 50 percent of the funds be spent in areas that have
high concentrations of low income pupils as described in Title I
legislation.

. Pupils selected be educationally deprived and selected from among
the low achievers.

6. Programs have performance objectives and these objectives be evaluated.

erv ces e specifitto the needs of the participating children and
be suplementary.

8. Records of compliance be kept.

Like Title I, Article 3 programs are monitored to insure compliance with

the requirements, and state rules and regulations further specify how districts

must meet the requirements of the statute.

Bilingual Programs

Bilingual education programs emerged from early Supreme Court decisions

concerned with the'constitutional rights of private schools to offer foreign

language instruction and'the rights of students to attend these schools in

place of public schools. As early as 1923 in Meyer v. Nebraska (262 U.S. 390),

the court ruled to invalidate the prohibitions against foreign language

instruction in private schools.' Prohibitions against this instruction were

said to violate the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment. This decision

was further supported in Farrington v. Tokushige (273 U.S. 284, 1927). More

recently the courts have been confronted with the issue of the rights of students
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of limited English speaking ability in schools receiving federal assistance.

In Lau v. Nichols (414 U.S. 563, 1974) the court ruled that a school

district in,California which receiyed federal funds must provide either bilingual

or English-as-a-second-language courses whenever students of a non-English

speaking background are enrolled in large numbers in the district's schools.

In Serna v. Portales (499 F. 2d 1149, 1974), relying on Lau, the court ordered

bilingual education programs as a remedy in a civil rights action.

Concerns about the education of ethnic minorities resulted in the passage

of Title VII of ESEA and Section 41-A of Michigan Public Act 94. Both of these

acts have rules and regulations similar to those of Title I and Article 3-
\

previously discussed. These rules and regulations require evaluation, advisory

ttifigITMeAsutable_objectiyes. States_and_local

educational agencies in turn have developed implementation guidelines and
41,

strategies to. provide direction to the schools receiving funds* under these

programs.

Related Research

With the large dollar amounts expended on compensatory education, it seems

reasonable that evaluation and research efforts would focus on the results of

these programs.
,

The fundings of early research on compensatory education and achievement

have been summarized by Averch (1972) as follows:

1. Beneficial results are rarely found in the large scale studies,
though a few short run smaller surveys tend to show modest positive

effects.

2. Pupils from the more disadvantaged economic backgrounds seem to have
greater progress in highly structured programs.

3. The short rmn gains fade away rapidly if not reinforced.

4. The level of funding is not a sufficient condition of success.
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The Education Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-380) directed the Nationar,

Institute of Education to conduct a comprehensive study of compensatory educ-

ation programs. Congress requested that NIE examine the accomplishments of

compensatory education programs over the previous ten years and seek information

as to how they might be improved. In response, NIE examined the legislation

and conitracted for research to judge whether Title I and, to a lesser degree,
1

t

other tate compensatory education programs had met the funding objectives in

delive y of services for child development.

:

he results of NIE's research, as reported by the National Advisory Council

'I
on Education of Disadvantaged Children, indicated that 90 percent of all school

districts received Title I funds, used-primarily in the elementary grades to

serve more tnan six million children with program emphasis in basic skills

instruction. However, the survey noted that due to limited funding only 66

percent of eligible children were served.

The instruction for Title I students was largely individualized and in

small classes. An average of five and one-half hours per week were spent in

special instruction.

The Instructional Dimensions Study (Kischner, 1976) examined the location

of instruction and found that first graders did better when in mainstream

rather than pull-out instructional programs.

According to the Kischner study, 75 percent of the children in compensatory

education programs received pull-out instruction. This method removes compen-

satory education students from regular classrooms. The study noted that while

most compensatory education students are in heterogeneous homerooms, 24 percent

of these students receive all of their instruction in groups.composed of only

compensatory education students. Though this procedure may insure that the

programs are not supplanting, it constitutes a type of homogeneous grouping.
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Ability grouping, the most common type of homogeneous grouping,

arranges groups of students in different sections or classrooms within a

grade (Mills and Bryan, 1976). Students are placed on the basis of their

performance on standardized tests, past academic performance, teacher, counse or,

or administrative recommendation, or some combination of these criteria. The

aim is to create groups of students with similar characteristics which are

felt to affect learning. According to Rosenbaum (1976, p. 5), "ability

grouping selects on the basis-of ability, differentiates instruction.*

quantity and intensity of work, and attempts to suit work to each student's

unique intellectual abilities." The goal of such grouping is instructional

improvement. The practice in compensatory education prograMs is similar.

Students are tested and the lowest achievers are provided with compensatory
4.

education services, primarily outside the regular classroom.

Another type of homogeneous grouping is tracking which attempts to

"hoMogenize classroom placements in terms of students' personal qUalities,

performance or aspirations" (Rosenbaum, 1976, p. 6). Tracking is particularly

prevalent in secondary schools where students are assigned to curriculuM

groupings such as College Preparatory, Business,or General, based on a variety

of factors of sometimes questionable validity.

In both ability grouping and tracking, the plan is to increase the h

geneity of student groups based on some specific performance. According t

Findley and Bryan Study (1971) on ability grouping, approximately 82 percen

of the districts studied used test scores as the sole basis or one of the

criteria for student placement.

Much research has been done on ability grouO1l7 to determine its advanta es

and disadvantages. Research has considered the effec-t of abilitY grouping on

achiev/ement, affective development, opportunity, and\stratification. Studies
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have shown that due to abil ty grouping and homogeneous grouping.practices,

black and white students lea almost entirely separate lives in many racially

m xed schools (D. Cohen, 1974 and, as a result of such practices, minority

st dents' opportunities for h' her occupational and educational attainment

are diminished (E. Cohen, 1975 ).

Compensatory Education and Resegregation

Compensatory education programs that place disadvantaged or deprived

youn sters together for instruction have the potential for aiding in the

proce s of resegregation.

A. a result of desegregation policy, the racial mix of students within

schools may vary greatly from school to school. In addition, it is widely

known th t desegregated schools display wide variations in the way in which

students re distributed in various classrooms and rirograms within the

racially m xed environment. In s me desegregated schools, classrooms and

programs ma be such that minority tudents are evenly distributed while in

others, with the saMe desegr gate istrict, minorities may be concentrated

in some class oms and programs ging underrepresented in others.

Minority o er- or underrepr in classrooms and.programs may

risult from inte tional efforts t prode resegregation or may be a latent

fuction of the iiipiementation of pecifi ;programs or policies such as

compensatory education. Placement ractices within the desegregated schools

have an important impact on/the raci 1 cOmposition of the classrooms and programs

within the desegregated environment. One of the most frequently used place-

ment practices for br'inging about rise regation is class placement by ability

(Levin and Moise 1975).

Data on the racial composition of co pensatory education programs suggest

that thes programs can have resegregative effects. Glass (1970) has expressed

/ I
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the concern that pull-out instruction, a type of placement based on ability,

produces this effect. NIE data shows that national*, higher proportions of

minority students are enrolled in compensatory education programs than their

total enrollment. (NIE, 7-31-77). NIE data also indicate that there is a

signifitantly higher proportion of minority group children in classrooms wtlich

contain compensatory education students than in the districts as a whole. The

disproportionalities cited remain bas;ically constant across grades. (NIE 12-30-76).

The presence of disproportionate'numbers of minority children in certain

classes and programs has provided the impetus for litigation. The most note-

worthy case involving the resegregative effects of ability grouping and tracking

is Hobson v. Hansen (269F. Supp. 401). This case involved the ability grouping

and tracking practices of the Washington, D.C. School System. Plantiffs alleged

that *hese practices discriminated against poor and black children only. ,They

presented evidence to show how these practices resulted in resegregating the

races. The court held that a system of grouping which places minority "students

in the lower curriculum groups and inhibits movement between groups is unconsti-

tutional.

A similar case was Larry P. v. Riles (343F Supp. 1306, 1972), filed

against the San Francisco Unified School District. Relying heavily on the

Hobson v. Hansen decision, the court,ordered the defendPnt to refrain from

dependence on I.Q. tests in placing black students in EMR classes, if the con-

sequence was ratial imbalance as had been demonstrated in the plantiffs'

'statistics for the'San Francisco Unified School District.

Research studies designed to determine theeffects of racial mix in the.

classroom have tended to support'the courts' decisions on the importance.of

^.

racial balance in the classroom. (McPartland, 19.68).

Hickerson (1963), in a California high school study ittempted td learn .

37
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whether minority and nonminority ttudents received similar kinds of educational

experiences. He found that proportionally, black representation in the advanced

English sections and college preparatory curriculum was lower than that of white,

Mexican-American, and Filipino students.

Rist (1978), in a case study of the integration of thirty black students

in the Brush Elementary School in Portland Oregon, reached a similar conclusion.

He observed that although the children were said to be "placed in classes with-

out regard to'race, the black students usually ende'd up in the lower holf of

the class."

The National Institute of Education has included placement practices as

'one of the mechanismt which enhances resegregation in education. NIE views

this problem as one of its priority research concerns as educators begin to

deal with second generation desegregation issues. NIE considers the long term

effects of resegregative placement practices "profound for life chances ahd

adult-opportunities" (NIE, p. 22).

In a comprehensive review of the research on the relationship between

school desegregation and academic achievement, Weinberg (1975) concluded that

one of the important factors which lead to dramatic gains in the achievement

of racial minorities in desegregated schools is comparable desegregation at

the classroom level and a lack of rigid placement by ability.

The federal government is also concerned about the impact of placement

practices on the racial mix.of students in desegreiated schools. Districts

may become ineligible for certain funds if they maintain any.practice, such

a ability grouping, that racially isolates students (Mills and Bryant, 1976).

Even though the intent of these practices may not be racially motivated,

the consequences appear to disproportionately relegate minority students to

lower ability groupings, such as compensatory education classes thus

\
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resegregating them within the desegregated setting. "Substantial minority

overrepresentation 4n these programs is universally found, no matter who

undertakes.the inquiry- whether education researchers, litigants objecting .

to particular classification practices, or even state departments of education

(D. Kirp, 1973, p. 761). Jpdge Skelly Wright, in his comments in Hobson\v.

Hansen, sums up this behavjor by educators, stating that "the arbitrary qlity

of
)thoughtlesvness"

cap be just as harmful and destructive to students as

"the Perversity of a willful scheme (296 F. Supp. at 496).

\Compensatory Education and Differentiation

Implicit in the idea of grouping and siinilar placement practices is the

concept of differentiation. Av indicated above, differentiation refers to

educational practices which render differentiated judgments Of academic worth

or potential and which identify.classifications or categories of students.

Differentiation includes the setting of different goals and objectives with

accompanying varied levels of expectations and the use of different instructional
-"

methods and curricular materials w ich may ultimately limit student mobility

both within the school and in socie

Although current educational Practices n the U.S. subscribe to the idea

of differentiation, this has not always been the case. Common schools, a

prevalent educational institution during the early nineteenth century, were

based on he rinciple of eqvity in education and, to that end, the goal was to

peovide coWnion educational experience for all children irrespective of back-

gro nd Coleman 1969). The common schools concept changed duriny the 20th

centu as Ame ican edu ation began'to prepare children for differentiated

occupa ional oles in so iety (Hurn, 1978). The idea of equality becar one /

of prov ding dividual ch ldren with the ktnd of program that best met their
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individual needs. Students were tested, classified, and assigned to programs

with curriculum designed to prepare them for "differential destinies" (Brookover,

et al., 1974).

The importance of public education for selecting and subsequently channeling

students through differential educational experiences was further enhanced in

the 1950s by an emphasis on differentiated education for talented yvith and in

the 1960s with a similar differentiation for disadvan aged youth (Spring, 1976). .

The concept of equality became one of developing special educational

programs intended to provide-equalc nces for children of all backgrounds. The
,,,-

differenttiting function, instead of the uni ing 4unction, became the mode

(Gumbert and Spring, 1974) and individualizati n of instruction, the primary

method. Reconciling the distinction between quality as qual access to a

commonNcurriculum and addressing individualit of needs can be difficult in

the classroom, where teachers cannot be sure t t the oiffeirentiation of work

to meet individual needs does not serve to incre se inequities which grouping

was designed to avoid (HMI, 1978).

Brookover, et al.'(1974), in their presentation of two ideal types of

educational systems, draw a distinction between the equality-oriented school

and the differentiation-oriented school. In the equality-oriented school,

there is no formal identification of differences or classification and labeling

of students. Students are randomly clustered and share common goals and

curriculum. In the differentiation-oriented schobl, there exist carefully

planned systems for identifying student differences and policies and practices

which classify, label, and assemble students for individual instruction and

differential goals and curriculum. As is the case with ideal types, rarely

is a pure form present in reality. Brookover, et al. note, however, that the

prevalent type of school in America fits the differentiation-oriented model.

4
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Based on the idea of differences, students are subsequently placed

into programs, such ai áompensatory education, which are designed to remedy

these differences. Actording to,some, this practice serves to enhance the

differences rather than alleviate or diminish them.

The post Brown v. Board of Education era provides still another focus on

equality 'that is related to differentiation. The Civil Rights Act of 1964,

ESEA of 1965, and the Equality of Education Study of 1966 placed emphasis on

the importance of educational outcomes as a measure of equality. The idea that

it was the siate's obligation to provide equal educational outcomes for all

children began to receive some acceptance. Attempts to provide equal educa-

tional outcomes may, in fact, result in a denial of equal educational opportunity.

This position is summarized by Brookover and Erickson (1975, p. 384):

The almost universal belief in limited learning abilities and in the
appropriateness of highly differentiated levels of achieving much
human behavior causes many to believe that American.education cannot
and,should not bemodified to enhance the achievement of students
labeled as slow learners. The current emphasis upon individual
differences and the resulting individualization of educational programs
based upon presumed differences in ability are not likely to produce -
change that will enhance the.learning for all. Moit proposals for the ,

improvement of American schools are firmly based on this concept of
wide ifferences in ability to learn and the design of widely differentiated
and indMdualized programs of instruction. Treatments and educational
-reform based upon this perception are almost certain to enhance the
differences in learning rather than.maximize the learning for all.

In short, treatment by differentiation or matching individual differences

and instructional strategies may serve to maximize those differences. This
0

situation is particularly critical where ethnic group differences are involved.

These kinds of assumptions about ability and remediationtecome apparent when

bne carefully examines policy decisions such,as those that underlie programs

ofcompensatory education.

An analysis of current federal education policies reveals the conscious and

Aeliberate differentiation of students. While it is not the intent of these



policies to deny equal opportunity or to harm students, they may in practice

Research conducted by the American Institute of Relearch (AIR) on

- individualization and its relationship to achievement, /supportsothe Brookover-

Erickson conclusion. In their study of many federally supported programs, AIR

researchers found,no evidence that individualization was substantially And

positively correlated with achievement. These data are interesting in that

compensatory education programs focus on indiv;idualization as a goal. In fact,

the AIR data indicate that students enrolled,in programs with the most moderate

emphasis on individualization showed the greatest improvement (Longstep Study, 1976).

Similarly, AIR conducted a study to determine the cognitive and the

affectiye impact of bilingual education on students in Spanish/English bilingual

education projects funded through ESEA Title VII. The results showed that the

fall-to-fall achievement gains in English, reading, and mathematics were

"neither significantly nor substantially different" from what would have ,been

_ expected.without participation in a Title VII Project (AIR 1978, p. 13).

The Instructional Dimensions Study -(Kischner, 1977) found that for both

compensatory and noncompensatory education students in_first grade reading and

math, "the individualization element is not an important.predictor of achieve-

ment as a unique source."

These studies suggest that programs which differentiate among students

have limited value in enhancing achievement. Individualized instruction to

asiime that all Students oester common objectives may enhance achievement, but

differentiation and individualization practices generally involve different

objectives for different-Students.

Instructional differences between groups were observed by Heathers,(cited

in Persell, 1977, p. 89) who noted that teachers stressed the acquisition of
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facts and used rote drill when dealing with "slow learners," while dsing

approaches that emphasized concepts and independent projects with high

abilit tudents. Heathers also noted a nationwide study by Squire which

revealed that Eng tsh_teachers used monotonous, uncreative instructional

methods with "slow learning" sections.

,Perseli (p. 90) also discuised a study by Keddie on streaming or tracking
.

in the British comprehensive schools. This study showed that students in

different streams received different educational content within the saMe

curriculum.

Stein (1971), in expressing a similar view, noted that black and Puerto

Rican kindergarten children are taught "to hang up their clothes and take

turns while white children are taught numbers and letters."

As noted earlier, research on placement-by-ability has shown that slight

improvements occur in the academic performance of the.high ability students

and substantial losses for the average-to-low groups.. Although other factors

such as S.E.S. may be involved in some grouping studies, it may be concluded

that the 'classification by ability contributes to these changes in achieveMent.

Little consideration is given to the possibility that_gains by higher groups
1

may result from differential curriculum content, goals, objectives,and/or

instructional methods provided to these groups and not to the other groups.

It appears, from the studies cited by Persell, that students in the-higher

groups have access to the instructional methods most valued in education, and

that they are also provided with curriculum content that is more advanced.

This may result, as in the instance of compensatory education_pr!grams, in

widening the gap in educational achievement between differentiall-y-ib

students and in limiting the potential for student mobility. Hobson v. Hansen

addressed the issue_of limited student mobility within a track system that
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1

provided a "watered down" curriculum to lower ability students inthe Washington,

D.C. Schools:

More importantly, each track bffers a substantially different kind
of education, both in pace,of learning and in scope of subject matter...
For a student lled into one of the lower tracks, physical separation
from those in ot erilracks is, of course, complete, insofar as classroom
relationships are Concerned, and the limits on his academic progress
and ultimately, /the kind of life work he can hope to attain after
.graduation, are,set by'the orientationsof the lower curriculum...
In theory, since tracking is 'Supposed to be kept flexible, relativelY
few studenti should actually ever be locked into a single tract or
curriculum. Yet, in violation of one of its principle tenents, the
track system is-not flexible at all.

Rosenbaum (1976) has noted that in addition to the effect that tracking has

on such variables as school participation; friendship choices, and the development

of social stereotypei, this system also "actually influences students' IQs in ways

that support the,operation of the track system" (p. 13). Even though these

practices may be instituted to serve legitimate pedagogical-aims or tc meet the

statutory requirements of legislative mandates such as Title I and Article 3,

they may, in realityk function to restrict student opportunities for mobility

by locking them into differential educational experiences which do little to

improve their skills and may even assist in maintaining and promoting the

variations that led to the initial placement. Thus, in compensatory educational

programs, placement may serve to defeat the goals of equality of educational

opportunity.

The impact of the programs supported by the Emergency School Aid Act was

evaluated after a three year period (Coulson et al., 1977). Although the

assumptions regarding treatment and control group research deiign were not met

in some respects, the findings of this research are'relevant to our study. The

results showed significant evidence of positive ESAA program impact for an

elementary school sample in the third year. In five of the six grade level

reading and math achievement test, the treatment schools showed larger gains
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than the control schools, but only two were statistically significant at the

.05 probabilfty level. There was no evidence of program impact in the secondary

school sample or a pilot elementary school sample. Overall there was little

evidence.that the program resulted in a catch-up by this treatment group. The

ttudy did show a clear positive astociation between the number of hours the

elementary'students spent,in.mathematics instruction and students' residualized

post-test mathematici'scores.

Although there is evidence of positive impact on educational outcomes in

some of the compensatory education programs identified in this study, it is-

certainly not conclusive for all of them. An examination of the ways in which.

such programs function in specific school districts may help in understanding

the success or failure ofthese programs to achieve the goal of desegregation

which is to provide equitable education for poor and/or minority students.



The Research Methods

In actord with the purposes of this study, the methods used were designed

to determine the degree-to which the implementation of compensatory education

programs--Title I, Article 3, ESAA andbilingual--in two school districts

enhanced the equality,of educational opportunity. The criteria for determining

:the cOn`xibiltton of each programhto the goal of equality of education were:

(1) the extent of resegregation within the schooli; (2) the degree to which the

schools provided a coMmon education experience for all, or provided different

qbjectives, expectations,:and materials for target students, and (3) the achieve-

ment outcomes among target students in the various compensatory programs..

Three basic procedures were used to obtain the information reported in this

study: focused interviews, observations, and review of relevant district docu-

ments, proposals, and reports.

Individual focused interviews were conducted with selected central office

personnel, principals, compensatory education instructional staff, special

education teachers, and regular classroom teachers in the two school districts

under study. Using interview guides, the interviewers elicited responses and

recorded-them. Teachers and aides in District I volunteered for the interviews

and were paid a modest honorarium for the time spent with the interviewer.

Since nearly all staff members were interviewed in each of the schools studied,

the possible bias from volunteering was minimized. In District 2, randomly

selected teachers were interviewed in randomly selected schools.

Observations of students' educational experiences were conducted with

students randomly selected from the target lists of compensatory education

students-in each of the districts. The purpose of these observations was to

compare and contrast the educational experience of students involved in various
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combinations of compensatory education programs and to provide information to

supplement the interviewers' data. Observers conducted one-day unobtrusive

observations of these randomly seletted students.

The third procedure used, that of reviewing written materials, involved

the gathering and reading of a variety of district publications to ldcate

information related to resegregation, differentiation, and outcomes.' The

documents and district publications reviewed included numerous memoranda and

brochures regarding such topics as school and student eligibility for compensatory

education programs, desegregation history, and district budgets.

The criterion used for the determinatiOn of racial resegregation, was a

variance of fifteen percent or more from the district, school, or classroom racial

composition. This standard coincides with the Michigan Board of Education's

"Guidelines on Integrated Education Within School Districts". and has been used

by the Office of Civil Rights of the.Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Where minority participation ind eligibility figures were within the range,

desegregation was considered present.

The Interview data was used to determine whether or not the various staff

members applieddlfferentiated learning objectives, expectations, and instriction

to compensatory and noncompensatory students. The interview data were treated

as information given by reasonably informed participants in the system. The

criteria for decision-making regarding differentiation, were based on the pre-

dominant evidence obtained from the various sources. Where the informants agreed

on the Ways in which the prOgrams operated, tteir. responses were reported as the-,

fact for the district. Where disagreement existed among the respOndents, the

discrepancies are reported as sucti.

The outcomes of the programs were determined by the academic achievement

data available. Both school systems had good evaluative data available, but
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only limted bases for comparison of outcomes between compensatoryeducation

students and other students.

There were some variations in the data available in the two school systems.

These will be noted in the following findings for each system.



Chapter III: DISTRICT ONE CASE STUDY

Description of District 1

This cas study was conducted in a medium sized, midwestern,\tirban School

district that- ad been ordered by the court to desegregate. In 19 the Board

of ,Education,of this distrfct,appointed.a.Citizens Advisory Committe on 'Educa-

tional Opportuni and chargedit with developing a desegregation

timetable for the district.

The-Board of ucation adopted the plan, but a series of recall elections,

,

board reversals, cou t actions, and appeals followed. Despite the setbacks, the

schools in District 1 were desegregated in several stages during the period frbm .-

1971-78.

District 1 had a student population in grades kindergarten through 12 of

more than 26,000 pupils in the 1979-80 school year. Of this total, approximately

33 percent were minbrity.

The district was composed of forty-one elementary schools,live junior

high schools, and four senior high schools. It operated in 1978-79 with an

annual general fund budget of more than $60 million, with federal and state

compensatory education programs providing revenues of more than $7.5 million.

Federal and state compensatory education programs in District 1 included Title I

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and Article 3 of Michigan

Public Act 94, federal Title VII, ESAA and state bilingual programs, and

Emergency School Aid Act programs.

Part A of ESEA Title I, as it operated in this district, was designed to

assist underachieving students living in low income areas and to increase their

skill levels in reading and mathematics.

Students eligible for programs funded Under Title jn the district were

identified at the building fevelI and, adcording to district guidelines, were to

-32-
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be selected based on lowest achie4ement in reading and mathematias. This

1

selection was made by building staff in several ways. Selection of .kindergarten

and firs grade students was based primarily on teacher judgment. In grades

two through six, one or-more (4 the fol1owi4 criteria were used:

1. Past participation in ,Title I Pro ram.

2.. District ,Instructional Wdance Plan.

3. Diagnostic testing from,basal s ries or supplemental materials.

Pi*school tesIng for kinderga tners.

Michigan EducatOn Assessment Program results for upper elementary
students.

Ultimately, the building staff had to rank order all students by grade, and

those students who had been identified as having the greatest academic need

were tO be provided T4le I sbrvices_first.

The District Instructional Guidance Plan (DIGP) was used to select the

learning objectives for Title I students and to evaluate their success in meeting

their objectives. This system-uses a mastery learning approach (test-teach-test)

which is composed of 135 kindergarten-through-grade 6 reading objectives and

155 kindergarten-through-grade 6 mathematics objectives Each Title I student

was expected to master.16 new DIGP reading objectives and/or'16-new DIGP

mathematics objectives for the School year.

Like Title I of ESEA, Article 3 of the Michigan School Aid Act provides

formal assistance to districts for programs designed to improve the cognitive

(reading and mathematics) skills of low achieving students. All of 'the

elementary schools in District 1 received Article 3 funds.

Article 3 eligible participants were identified by ranking all students in

one building according to their scores on the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT).

,The quota of,Article 3 eligible students per building was set by the district-



and was filled by selecting those students with the lowest Stafford Achievement

Test scores until the quota was reached. Schools received approximately $200

for each Article 3 eligitile student in the building.

Like 'Title I, Article 3 cognitive objectives and' evaluation criteria were

based,on the District Instructional Guidance Plan and students were expected to
;

emaster,16 neW pIpP reading objectives .and 16 new mathematics objectives durin§

the school year.

District 1 has received ESAA funds since the 1974-75 school year. Twenty

schools involved in the desegregation plan have received ESAA funds. T e ESAA

program has three componeni: ESAA Basic, ESAA Special Projects, and E AA

\Bilingual. In 1979approxima ely 1500 students participated in these/Programs.

The goals of the prOgram in Di trizt 1 were not limited to improving academic

._achievement, liut included programs designed to\'mprove student self-concept,

school attitudes, and parental in olvement. In he cognitive realm, ESAA students

ed to achieve 16 new DI P reading objectives and 16 new DIGP mathematicswere ex

objectiv In 1979-80 the first p iority area of the ESAA programCwas. in the

affectiv ategory and intluded a cot seling program and programs for use With

elementar, tudents to _enhance student self-concept, to increase student involve-

iment, and t deVelop positive social,en ironments. The second primary area,

the cognitiv ategbry, in luded remedial reading and math programs, bilingual

services, and arts pro ram. Inservice and human relations programs for

,teachers were also inclu d.

Students identffied it the ESAA reading\and math programs must be members

of minority groups attendin a desegregated scool and must be below grade

tics. Fgr partic pation in the ESAA program,level in reading and/or mathe

bilingual students must be bel w grade level on t .!\SAT in eadin6 and math,

attend a 'desegregated school, a 4 be Spanish surnamed and/ r have another

language spoken in the home.
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The Title VII and Section 41A Bilingual Pro rams as operated in this district

provided services to students from dual language backgrounds. More than 2,000

students were served in this program:during the 1979-80 school year. The groups

included American Ind an, Spanish; Arabic, Vietnamese, French, and Germa'n student's.

The goals of ,this pr gram included increasing students' reading, mathematics,

and ,language skills. Students selected' fortparticipation were those with a

language othethan English spoken at home and with scores on the SAT at or

below the 50th percentile in reading. Cognitive objectives were that 75 percent

of the stude ts woUld gain 16 new DIGP reading and 16 new DIGP math objectives

and that 50 percent would score at or above the 50th percentile.on the SAT

reading an math tests.

Descrfp-tfon-of-the-Sample-SChools

Because the policies and programs under consideration existed in this district

primarily at the elementary level, the population for this study was limited

to elementary schools, three of which were selected for intensive study by the

following procedure:

All deseyegated schools were categorized on the basis of whether or not

ttiey were receiving funds under the Emergency School Aid Act of 1972 and/or

the Elementary Secondary Education Act, Title I. Seventeen schools were excluded

because they were participating in other major research efforts or special

programs. The remaining twenty-four elementary schools comprise the population

of-schools under study.

These twenty-four schools were grouped into three categories.as follows;

Category A -- Those .schools that had both ESAA programs and the

ESEA Title I, *grams. Seven of the twenty-four schools fell into .

this category.
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Category B -- Thole schools that °did not have ESAA programs but

did have the Titlel program. Eight of the schools fell into this

categorY.

/
_Category C Thole schools that had neither .ESiyk or Title I programs..

Nine schools fell into ths category. ,

All of the elementary schools in this district parttcipated in the Article 3

program. Each school in each category was assigned a number. Using a table of

random numbers, one school from each category was selected for the three-school

sample. The schols were identified 'as School A, School B, and School C,

:consistent with he selection categories outlined above.

1

School A was an elementary school serving approximately 300 students in

grades kinddrgarten through four. The student population in 1979 was 44 percent

minority. The school received funds from ESAA, Title I, Article 1, and Bilingual,

as well as from other programs such as migrant and Indian.

School B was an elementary school serving approximately 300 students in

.grades kindergarten through six. The student population in 1979-80 was 39

percent minority. .The school received funds under'Title I, Article 3, and

Bilingual,as well as-for other programs such as migrant and Indian.
,0

School C was an elementary school serving approximately 350 students in

grades kindergarten through six. Thestudent-population in 1979 was 26 percent

minority. The tchool received funds from Article 3 and Bilingual programs plus

some special migrant and Indian program funds.

Staff Discription
6

Thirty-one teachers, three prihcipalsthirteen central administrators and

seventeen instructional aides were interviewed for this study. All volunteered

to participate. Demographic data for personnel in these categories is,included

in Table 1..
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Table 1 -- Demographic Characteriitics of Staff Interviewed in District 1.

Teachers and
Aides

,n = 48

Central Office
Adminittrators

n = 13

Principals'
n = 3

Taiil
n=64

Sex

No. No. % No.

Male 5 (10.4) 7 (53.8) 3 (100.0) 15 (23.4)
Female 43 (89.6) 6 (46.1) 0 49 (76.6)

Race

iBlack 10 (20.8) 4 (30.8) 0 14

White 37 (77.1) 8 (61.5) 3 (100.0) 48 75.0)
Hispanic 1 (2.1) 1 (7.7) 0 2 3.1)

Level of Education

High School or Less 10 (20.8) 0 0 10 (15.6)
Some College or Bachelor's 9 (18.8) 0 0 9 (14.1)
Some Graduate or Master's 20 (41.7) 2 (15.4) 1 (33.3) 23 (35.9)
More than Master's 9 (18.8) 11 (84.6) 2 (66.0) 22 (34.3)

, Years Experience

Mbre than 15 years 10 2 (15.4) 3 (100.0) 15 (23.4)
10-15 years 16 33.3) 2 (15.4) 0 18
3-9 years 12 25.0) 8 (61.4) 0 20 11.2
Less than 3 years 10 (20.8) 1 (7.7) 0 11 17.2



'..:1Descriptiod of the ,StUdents Observed
.

Ei4ht fourth grade students and two third grade students were observed

in this study. Of these students, two were Latino, four were black,and four

were white. There were five males and five females. Seven of these students

were enrolled in compensatory education programs.

Analysis and Results

Resegregation

In addressing the issue of resegregation, the research questions were

directed toward examining the nature of theselection process which determined

student eligibility for the compensatory education programs under study.

Information also-was elicited to deOrmine the racial-ethnic characteristics
.

of the students selected. Finally, information was obtained regarding the

location of the instructional services provided and the impact of these locational

decisions on the racial/ethnic characteristics of the instructional groups.

The selection processes described in school district documents were verified

in interviews with the principals. All princiOals clearly indicated the means

, by which ,,,,tudents were selected for Title I and Article 3 participation. Similarly,

all central office administrators interviewed were aware of the criteria. Teachers

were aware of the existence of compensatory education programs in their schools,

and both teachers and instructional aides were familiar with the selection

processes used. When questioned regarding familiarity with the criteria used

to select students for.participation in the programs, nearly all of the teachers

and instructional aides sho):ied knowledge of theie criteria. The evidence

shows that state and federal guidelines were followed by the district in the

selection of Title I and Article 3 eligible students.

All of the regular classroom teachers interviewed stated that they had

students in their classrooms who participated in the Title I and Article 3
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programs. Staff members indicated jenowledge of the tests usedtosTècL

participants for the programs and of the various cut off points and quotas

operating *IL their schools. Rarely were criteria other than standardized

achievement test scores, criterion referenced test scores, or teacher judgment

cited by respondents. In some instances, instructional aides indicated that

AFDC eligibility was used as a selection criterion. This response probably

reflected the fact that these students came from poor families.

Racial Composition of Title I and Article 3 Enrollment

The racial composition of the,eligible group resulting from these selection

procedures is of particular interest for this research. District data indicated

the nUmber of children by racial/ethnic group who participated in Title I and

Article 3,activities during the 1979-80 school year. Minority students comprised

48 percent of Title I only enrollment, 59 percent of Article 3 only enrollment,

and 48 percent of those enrolled in both Title I and Article 3 programs. Of

the total number of children participating in Title I, 48 percent were minority

students, while 53 percent of the total Article 3 enrollment were minority. As

previously indicated, district K-12 minority enrollment during the 1979-80 school

year was 33 percent. Based on the 15 percent criterion for resegregation as

defined for this study, Title I enrollment, Article 3 enrollment; and their

combined enrollments must be considered resegregated.

A similar situation existed in the compensatory education programs for

the three sample schools. Data indicate that of the 281 students participating

in Title I and/or Article 3 programs in the sample schools during the 1979=80

school year, 153 or 54 percent were minority-stddents. This percentage is

substantially greater than the 33 percent district minority enrollment and the

35 percent district eleM'intary school minority enrollment, indicating resegregation



by program involvement in the thtee sample schools combined. This figure

is also greater than the 52 percent average minority enrollment in Title I

only, Article-3 only, and Title I and Article 3 combined district-wide. The

data also indicate that this disproportionality is pafticularly attributable

to overrepresentation among black students. These students, while constituting

only 22 percent of the district's elementary students,- comprised 42 percent,of

those students from the sample schools who were enrolled in Title I and/or

Article 3 programs. AlthoUgh Caucasian elementary level enrollment figures

were at 5-Percent district-wide, only 46 percent of those participating in

Title I and Article 3 programs at the sample schools were Caucasian.

Minority overrepresentation can also be noted if one considers the combined

minority enrollment in the sample schools as compared to minority enrollment

in Title I and-Article 3 programs. Total minority enrollment at the three

le-schools duplicated the 35 percent minority enrollment district-wide at

the elementary level. Of the total number of minority students enrolled in

the three schools, 53 percent of the Latinos were involved in Title I and

Article 3 programs, 46 percent of the black students, 25 percent of the Native

American students, and 33 percent of the Asian 'students. Of the total Caucasian

student population in schools A, B and C, only 21.3 percent were involved in _

these compensatory education programs.

When the sample schools are considered separately, minority overrepresentation

is noted in each (See Appendix A). In School A minorities constituted 63 percent

of Article 3 and/or Title I.enrollment, while representing only 44 percent of

the total school population. Similarly, in School B minorities represented 39

percent of the school enrollment and 53 percent of the programs' populations.

In School C, the total school minority enrollment was only 25 percent, while

these students represented 45 percent of the enrollment in the compensatory
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education programs. Racial/ethnic disp*roportionalities were apparent when

data were examined' by grade level. Data indicated that in all except grades

two and five minority students constituted 50 percent or'more- of Title I and

Article 3,/program enrollments. The exception in grades two and five can be

attributed to low enrollment of minority students in these grades in School C.
Q

All bilingual students in District I may be placed in one of the non-

English speaking cultural groups. The majority of these students are of

Hispanic origin and are part of a significant minority group with some racial

and ethnic characteristics distinguishing them from the dominant white group.

Federal and/or state bilingual services are provided either in separate classes

or by special teachers who take the student out of regular classrooms to pro-

vide the instruction. It is, therefore, clear that bilingual compensatory

education services,result in the target students being regularly separated from

other students for a portion or all of the school day. Personnel in District I

reported that the regulations administered by the Michigan Department of Education

are such that resegregation of bilingual students was necessary.

For the most part, services provided under the Emergency School Aid Act

in District I served all students. In one of the sample schools, however, black

students were provided a special physical activity program which was not available

-to other students. These minority students were taken from their classrooms to

the gymnasium for a period on a regular basis. The school staff recognized this

as resegregation, and several faculty members expressed concern about it.

Staff Perceptions of Title I and Article 3 Enrollmint. 'Regular classrocm

teachers were questioned during the interview sessions about the racial/ethnic

composition of their classrooms and the racial/ethnic backgrounds of students

in their classrooms who participated in Title I and/or Article 3 compensatorY

programs. Each of 20 regular classroom teachers interviewed had an average of
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ten students involved in these education programs. Fifty-five percent of

these were minority students. Teachers supported by Title I and Article 3

indicated that of 241..students served, more than half were-minority. The

reports by staff members are consistent with the 54 percent minority student

participation reflected in district-wide data.

When data from the various sources is combined, it is evident that

minority students wer;e overrepresented in compensatory education programs.

The instructional services provided for students participating in the

Title I and Article 3. programs in these schools were primarily in the areas

of reading and mathematics. This instruction usually took place in locations

outside the regular classroom, although teachers often indicated that the

special instruction was also reinforced within the classrooms. The most common

locations outside the classroom as indicated by teachers and instructional

aides. in their interviews, were special learning rooms and hallways. This pull-
.

out instruction, according to teachers and instructional aides interviewed,

usually required that participating students leave the regular classrooms for

up to 45 minutes each day. Most of the teachers and instructional aides stated

that students were out of the classroom for periods of ftbm 30 to 45 minutes

and that they were likely to be out of the classroom et a time when the other

students were receiving instruction in reading and/or mathematics.

The interest in whether or not Mjnority students were overrepresented in

compensatory education programs was combined with an interest in whether or

not disproportionate numbers of minorities were being pulled out of desegregated

classrooms and placed into more segregated learning situations Teachers and

instructional aides largely agreed that the various racial and ethnic groups

were equally likely to receive this special instruction outside the regular

classoom. This response was interesting because data at the district, school,



grade, and Classroom levels clearly indicate that students involved in the

compensatory programs were morelikely to'be minority, and consequently were

the same students being pulled out for the special compensatory instruction.

The inconsistency in the staff response is amplified when one examines

the racial/ethnic characteristics of the randomly selected students whose

educational experiences were unobtrusively observed. Sixty percent of these

students were minority, and of those observed who,participated in compensatory

education programs, 50 percent were minority. The observations also indicated

that students leaving their Classrooms for compensatory instructionAsually

joined instructional units composed of a larger percentage of minority students

than their regular classyooms.

The students being obterved spent from 15 to 90 minutes in compensatory

education instruction with i mean pullTout instructional time of 34 minutes-.

In all except one instance, students received compensatory instruction in a

,group more racially segregated than their regular classrooms. In most instances,

when compared to the racial composition of the regular classroom, the compensatory

instruction groups could be described as resegregated, using the 15 percent

variance definition.

Teachers and instructional aides were queried as to their perceptions

regarding this situation. After being questioned.about the racial/ethnic

Characteristics of students involved in compensatory education programs, the

teachers and aides were asked whether or not minorities were overrepresented in

the compensatory education programs in,their schools. Of the 48 teachers and

tnstructional,aides interviewed, less than half felt that minorities were over-

represented in compensatory education programs in their schools. About as many

of the respondents felt they were not. Some were uncertain. Principals were

also divided in their responses; one felt that such overrepresentation existed
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in his school, one that it did not aind the third was uneertain. About half

of the central administrators felt that minority students were overrepresented

in tilos compensatory education programs in the_school_district

Discussion of the above topic often elicited long periods of interviewee

silence and, in some instances, very obvious tension. The responses ap0eared

to result more from the respondents' evaluations of the appropriateness of the

services for the students than from a consideration of the actual numbers of

racial/ethnic minorities participating in the programs. In numerous instances,

when the enrollment figures cited by respondents clearly indicated disproportionate

minority enrollments, the response concerning overrepresentation was still

negative. It appeated, hat actual figures mattered little in perceptions of

overrepresentation. The presence bflarge numbers of minority children in these

programs was not perceived as overrepresentation. In some instances, interviewees

asked for clarification of the definition of overrepresentation and the definitionl

of 15 percent variance was given. Even in the instances in which school record

data clearly indicated deviations beyond the 15 percent range, respondents mere

as likely to deny as they were to affirm the existence of overrepresentation of

minority students in the compensatory education programs.

The denial of overrepresentation among-teachers and instructional aides

was somewhat clarified by those respondents who affirmed minority' o0errepresentation

in compensatorveducation programs. These interviewees were asked why this

situation had occurred. The most common response was that it was due to factors

in the family background of minority students such as socioeconomic status, single

parent families, poor living conditions, lack of interest in education, high

mobiliiy,,working parents,and cultural differences among minorities. (See

Appendix B,) These family background factors were considered as causally related

to low achievement and resultant placement in compensatory education programs.



'They were-also deemed to be particularly characteristic of,minority-famifies.

The second most frequently cited reason for.minority-overrepresentation

in compensatory education programs was relategl_to_pragram-guidelines_many

of the interviewees felt that the programs existed for minority students,

primarily with a particular type of family background, and these were the

students whose needs the programs were deiigned to meet.
1.

The third most frequently cited response was that minorities need the

services more--that these were the students who were not succeeding ,in school

and who required the Compensatory services to attain some iinimal level of

educational succeis.

The fourth category of responses cited prejudice, racism (personal and

institutional), cultural bias, and discrimination as the reasons for minority

overrepresentation in compensatory education programs. These respondents felt

that due to the operation of racism, System bias, and personal prejudices,

minorities were disproportionally assigned to compensatory education programs.

Other reasons given for this overrepresentation included the nature of the /

identification and selection processes used by the programs, the tests administered

to determine eligibility, and the fact that the educational system is geavyd

toward providing disproportionate programs for minority children.

In summary, the data from the various sources indicate that the s lction

and identification procedures used to determine enrollment in compensato

education programs were well understood by staff members and in complianc with

-federal and state guidelines. Standardized achievement and criterion referenced

test scores and teacher judgment were the critiera most frequently cited. The

results of the selection procedures, however, are a latent fUnction in that

. resegregation occurred along racial and/or ethnic lines at the district, school,

grade,'ahd classroom ,levels. This resegregation was further marked by the pulling
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out of students from desegregated classrooms for compensatory instruction in

more segregated groups. Bilingual instruction was sometimes provided in

e9 ally provided in segregated

activities. Staff members were about as likely to confirm this overrepretentation

as they were to deny it and those confirming it attributed its existence primarily

to factors in the family backgrounds of the minority children selected for and

involved in the compensatory education programs under study,

Differentiation

An important aspect of equality of instruction in elementary schools is

\the extent to which students are differentiated in order to provide different

ypes of programs to meet individual student needs. This research focused on

d fferentiation of\learning objectives established for compensatory education

st4pents, the various staff expectations for these students, and differentiation

of i struction provided to the-compensatory education students. Three aspects

of th instructional programs were of concern in thiS research': _Who gives the

instru tion to compensatory education student's? What ievel of instructional

material are used with these children? What curriculum is. covered by compensatory

education students during the course of the school year? This research also

sOuot to termine whether or not the existence of compensatory education programs

. in the distriCt exacerbated differentiation.

Learning Objectives

Differentiation in the learning objectives-for, compensatory education

students, as compared to those objectives set for noncompensatory education

students, was investigated through district documents and interviews with

various staff members. -Written district documents indicated that the goal for

students, in the several compensatory education programs was a lain Of 16 new

District Instructional Guidance Plan objectives in reading and/or mathematics
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during the school year. The number of objectives to be achieved by non-

compensatory students was not clearly specified in District 1. Some interviewees

ereexpeetedt efefred

to 20 objectives as the goal for noncompensatory education students. This

discrepancy was never resolved. It was, however, clear from the interviews

that all students were working toward DIGP objectives. Coriipensatory,education

students were more likely to be monitored on their success or failure in attaining

the objectives due to evaluation requirements in these programs.

District documents reporting attainment of DIGP reading and mathematics

_objectives by compensatory and noncompensatory education students at each

elementary grade level during the 1977-78 school year showed that "compensatory

education students show a higher rateforattainment on early objectives in the

hierarchy, while noncompensatory education students show a higher rate of

attainment on the later objectives" (Selps, 1979). This material indicates

that though all students are working-toward the same set of learning objectives,

compensatory students frequently are working on lower level objectives. This

distinction max,explain the inconsistencies in the responses noted. Similar

treatment would have implied thit Compensatory and noncompensatory education

students had the same number of learning objectives, but, this was not clear

from either the interviews or the district documents."'

Respondents who indicated that learning objectives were different for

compensatory and noncompensatory students were asked to describe the difference.

Among teachers and instructional aides responding to the nature of the difference,

the response most frequently mentioned was that the grade level of the learning

objectives set for ,compensatory education students was lower than that set for

students not involved in a compensatory education program. About half the

central office administrators indicated that compensatory/education students

had objectives at a lower'grade level Principals did not cite diffeeences
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on this variable. About one-fourth,of the teacheA and instructional

.
aides indicated that fewer leaTing o jectives are set for the compensatory

ees-responda that different

objectives are-'set for all students based on their individual needs.

When considered separately, the arious data collected on Whether or not

differentiation exists in the,learning objectives set for compensatory education

students are inconclusive. By combining the varioUs pieces of data, hoWever,

it appears that the learning objectives.set fbr compensatory education students

are frequently it A lower level than those established for noncompensetory

education students. The data do not indicate that there are consistent differences

in'the number of learning objectives established for the two groups of students.

The lower level objectives for compensatory students are in accord witit the

guidelines; and since these students have previously achieved below grade leVel,

many district staff members perceive that it.is appropriate to Set lower level

objectives for them.

There is little'question about the difference in objectives for bilingual

students. The first priority in.these programs is the teaching of English.

This is generally suPplemented by'some appreciation of the students' native

cultures. Basic skIlls and other objectives are a part of the intended; outcome

of the bilingual programs, but these, temporarily at least, have a somewhat

lower priority for the bilingual program students. Most respondents considered

16 reading and 16 math'objectives per year the goal for bilingual as well as.

for Title I and Article 3 students. The objectives specified for bilingual

students are often on a loWer level thin their age-grade would indicate.

The ESAA programs are oriented toward the achievement of "affective"

objectives as well as cognitive ones. The former are generally common. for ,all

students, although, as noted earlier, in one school only minority students were

included in one particular activity. The cognitive objectives focus on
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overcoming the disadvantages of minority students, but there is evidence that

different objectives are set for minority students in this program.'

In summary, it appears that the reading and math objectives set for many

Title I. and'Article 3 students are at a lower grade level than for most non-

compensatory students in the same school grade. This may be true also for

bilingual students. The number of reading and math objectives for compensatory

education students is clearly specified as 16 per year in each area, but tlie

number set for noncompensatory students is not clear. Although the staff in

District I do not clearly identify differences,between compensatory and non-

compensatory objectives, there is substantial evidence that objectives for the

compensatory education students are often on a lower level and may be fewer in

number than for noncompensatory students.

Expectations Held for Students

Determination as to whether expectations held by the staff for compensatory

education students differed from those held for noncompensatory education

students was addressed by askina interviewees what percent of each category

ofstudents they expected to master the objectives held for them Regular

teachers, compensatory and special education teachers,and instructional aides

responded to this set of questions'.

The data'indicate that of the three personnel types, regular classroom

teachers had the highest expectations for compensatory education students,

while the lowest expectations for these tilmdents were held by instructional

aides.

The great majority of regular classroom teachers expedted that neaily

all of their compensatory education students would achieve the objectives

set for them. .A somewhat smaller proportion of the compensatory special -



staff and instructional aides felt that compensatory education students

would achieve this level of,Success.

Regular classroom teachers also were more likely than other personnel

to report that their compensatory education.studenti actually achieved the

learning objectives set for them. MAU of the regular teachers, but only

a third"of the compensatory education teachers and instructional aides,

reported that most of their compensatory education Students had achieved-the

objectives:

About half of the instructional aides expected that compensatory educa-

tion Students would achieve more than half of the objectiveS heTd for non-

compensatory education students, while only a few expected that these students

would attain nearly all of the objectives held for noncompensatory education

stLdents.

In summary,.it appears that the instructional aides in this sampled had

the lowest eXpectations for compensatory education students. Fewer compensa-
,

1/-
tory education students taught by the aides were achieving the objectives

held for them when compared to students taught by regular teachers, compensatory

teachers, and other special teachers. Regular teachers had the highest

expectations and reported the most students achieving their objectives.

%

Instruction

Differentiation in the instruction provided to compensatory education

students was assessed by examining who provides the instruction for these

students, the level of instructional materials used, and the curriculum

covered during the course of the school year. Data were collected from the

intervieW sessions to'determine if differentiation existed on these variables.

Data from the interviews indicate that special instruction-provided to

compensatory education students outside the regular classroom is provided

slightly more often by instructional aides than by subject_matter specialists.
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_When the special instruction is provided within the classroom, it is most

likely to be provided by instructional aides. Data gathered from unobtrusive

observations support the interview data, indicating that students pulTeCout

of regular classrooms for compensatory instruction were about equally likely

to receive instruction from an aide/as from a specialist. In the thirteen

pull-outs observed, seven instr).1 ional sessions occurred with subject matter

specialists while six were with instructional aides.

None of the students observed received their compensatory instruction

within the regular classroom. When present in the classroom,instructional

aides graded papers., prepared dittos, watered-plOts and did other record

keeping and housekeeping tasks. iThere was no indication that students not

involved in compensatory education programs received any instruction from

aides or specialists. In one scool,the reading specialist did spend one

day per week -providing enrichment activities for noncompensatory education

students. Regular classroom teathers further indicated that they met often

(more than,once a week) with thelproviders df the special instruction to

discuss their pupils' progress and instruction. The communication between

these personnel types was usually considered informal. Responses from

compensatory education staff were similar.
0

Interviewees were asked how the grade *level of the instructional materials

used with compensatory education students compared with that of the instructional

materials used with noncompensatory education students. Most teachers and

instructional aides noted that instructional materials used with compensatory

education students were, to syiedegree, different from those used with

noncompensatory education students. There was no difference in the breakdown

of responses by personnel type. The majorlty of each group noted differences

in-the materials used with the two categories of students.



Those interviewed noted that a_primary difference in the use of instruc-

tional materials was that compensatory education students were more likely than

regular education students to use instructional materials below grade level.

These students wtre also more likely to use special comMerciallearning materials

such as instructional.kits, filmstrips, games, And flashcards and Were-more

likely to use materials developed by teachers.

,The final aspect of instruction investigated was differentiation in the

curricUlum or teaching units covered during the course of the school year by

Compensatory education students, compared with noncompensatory.education students.

'More than'half of the teachers, instructional aides, and principals stated that

the Curriculum (teaching units) covered was the same for both compensatory and

noncompensatory edUcation students. A smaller proportion of the Central

Administration concurred in this opinion. Of those who said it-was not the

same, most respondents noted that compensatory educition students were working

'on a lower curriculum leverand were likely to receive extra drill, more

reinforcement, and supplemental instruction. Some respondents indicated that

although compensatory education students were covering essentially the same

curricula, they received less complex more generalized exposure, with less

conceptual depth'.

Bilingual'instruction was provided by special bilingual staff persons.

In some instances this instruction (Vietnamese, Arabic°, Spanish, Ojibwo, etc.)

was provided at a central location. Bilingual instruction was intended

primarily to develop proficiencyn theEnglish language and as a consequence

to improvecompetency in basic skills. Learning objectives were identified

for each child and a Personaltied Education Plan was prepared. 'Like other

compensatory education.students, bilingual students were more likely to use

instructional materials that were below grade level, supplementary teacher-

developed materials, and special commercial learning materials. The district
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also made use of tfiecial Bilingual Resource Centers. In addition to language

instruction, students involved in the bilingual programs often received

reinforcement in aspects of their basic culture.

Summary of Differentiation

The data regarding differentiation support the following summary comments:

(1) Differentiation existed in the learning objectives set for compensatory ,

education students. Students in compensatory education programs generally
, -

were working on reading and mathematic objectives at lower grade levels than

most students.not involved in compensatory educationlprograms. This reflects

a belief by district educators that such differentiation is appropriate educa-

tional practiceandis in harmony with the federal and state regulations.

(2) Differentiation existed in expectations for mastery of learning objectives

for students involved in compensatory education programs. Those personnel most

likely tb provide instruction for compensatory education students were aides

and specialists, most of whom had lower expectations for these students than

did the regular classroom teachers. In addition, perhaps as a function of

these lower expeetations, instructional aides and specialists involved in compen-

satory education programs-reported fewer compensatory edpcation students actually

achieving the learning objectives that were set for them. Regular classroom

teachers did not report differences between the expectations held for compensatory

education-students and those held for noncompensatory education students, although

the level of the obje0.ives being taught might vary. (3) Differentiation existed

in,the grade level of the instructional materials used with compensatory, education

students. Th'ese students were more likely than noncompensatory students to use

instructional materials-below grade level, special'commercially-develooed materials,

and teacher-developed ma..:erials. Differentiation also existed in instructional
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personnel. Compensatory education students were more likely to receive instruc-

tion from subject matter specialists and instructional aides. No differentiation

was noted in the curriculum covered dui.ing the school year.

Achievement Outcomes

In 1979 slightly more than 50 percerit of Title I students served in the

district gained 16 or more DIGP reading objectives, while nearly 70 percent

gained 16 or more DJGP,mathematics objectives. Almost 20 percent of the students

served gained less than ten objectives. District data indicated a substantial

increase in the percentage of Title I eligible students achieving 16 or more

reading objectives from 1976-77 to 1978-79. Little change was noted in the

mathematics achievement for the same time period (See Appendix C).

In 1979, district-wide, 51.6 percent of the Article 3 eligible students

.mastered 16 or more objectives in reading, while 65.6 percent mastered 16 or

more of the mathematics objectives. As in Title I, the number of students

achieving 16 or more objectives in Article 3 programs showed an overall increase

from 1976 to 1979.

Of students involved in the ESAA Basic Program, 53.9 percent mastered 16 or

more reading objectives while 73.6 percent mastered 16 or more mathematics

objectives. Forty-six percent ot'ESAA bilingual students mastered 16 or more

DIGP reading and 74.5 percent achieved mastery of 16 or more DIGP mathematic

objectives. Forty-seven percent of students involved in ESAA bilingual programs

completed 16 or more reading objectives and 68.4 percent achieved this level of

objectives in mathematics.

pistrict data indicated that there was "virtually no difference in the

perfotmance of minority and majority categorical students" on attainment of

DIGP objectives in either reading or mathematics, although female students

consistently performed better than male students in both subjects.
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Limited data were available to evaluate the extent to which intended out-

comes other than basic skills were achieved by compensatory education' students.

Numerous members of the staff indicated that compensatory education students

had improved self-concept, but there were no objectfve data available to support

that conclusion.

Because minority students generally were achieving at lower levels than

majority students, District 1 proposed through the ESAA program to improve the

minority Students' sense of control over their academic environment. During

Fall 1978, students in desegregated schools were administered the "Sense of

Futiltty Scale" which measured the students' perception of their possibility

of success in the school system. Minority students had significantly higher

feelings of futility than majority students, and the ESAA students had a

significantly higher sense of futility than non-target students. During the

1978-79 academic year, 50 percent of,the target students improved on the "Sense

of Futility" measure and 50 percent-remained the same or decreased. ,There was

no significant difference between pre- and post-test means on this measure. A

sub-group of target students in a spedial guided interaction program made a

significant gain in sense of control in the academic environment.

A comparison of basic skill achievement among the several compensatory

education student groups and the noncompensatory education students was not made.

The evaluation of compensatory education was not based on whether or not the

target students were achieving at equal levels with other students. Rather, the

effects of the programs were measured by the gains made or the objectives mastered

,by the,compensatory education students. The 16 math and reading objectives

identified for target students are frequently on a lower grade level than for

other students. The achievement of all 16 objectives by 100 percent of the

compensatory education students each year might result in no redUction in the

7
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'inequality. It might even cause an increase in the gap between the compensatory

and noncqmpensatory students. The percentage of students mastering 16 objeaives

in both reading and math in the several compensatory education groupi was

considerably lis's than 100, however. It is, therefore, unlikely that these students

were achieving equitable outcomes compared to noncompensatory students unless the

latter were achieving at the same low level.

_Comparative basic Skill Achievement data were available, however, for minority

and white students for several years for District 1 schools. Since the compensa-.

tory education students were disproportionately minority, some indication of

the outcomes of these programs may be, obtained by a comparison of minority and

non-minority achievement. District data for 1978-79 indicated that there was

a considerable gap in majority/minority achievement. In 39 of the 41 elementary

schools, minority reading achievement as' measured by SAT scores was below majority

students. This was the case for all 41 ichools on mathematics achievement. Data

for the three sample schools coincided with district-wide data: In each sample,

school majority achievement on the SAT in math and reading was higher than

minority achievement. Appendix D shows a comparison of minority/majority achieve-

ment longitudinally over a four Year period at the three sample schools. In

school A, from 1976 to 1979, the average percentile rank for minority students in

read" dropped three points while majority students gained six points. In math,

durin the same period, minority students gained one percentile point while

majority students gained six points. School A had numerous compensatory education,.

programs operating. In School B during the same four-year period, both majority

and minority students gained three percentile points in reading, while in math,

minority students stayed at the same level and majority students lost two per-

centile points. In school B, Title I and Article 3 programs were operational. ,

School C, which operated only t'he Article 3 program, showed increases of seven'
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, percentile points for minority students in reading, while majority students

lost two percentile points'. In math, majority students lost four percentile

points while minority students gained three. These data appear to indicate that

schools operating with the most compensatory education programs had the least

success in closing the achievement gap between majority and minority students.

Although comparable achievement data were not available for the target

students and noncompensatory education- students, it seems unlikely that the

compensatory education ptiOgrami had produced equality of basic skill achievement

in District 1. Even though only 46-75 percent-of these students mastered the 16

objectives set for them, it may be that these programs served to enhance the

self-concept of students. Comparative data Were not available on this intended

outcome, however. The data concerned with students' sense of control did not

indicate any significant change for ESAA students generally, but a significant

improvement in a group receiving a special guided interaction program was noted.

Overall, the outcome data indicated that there was some improvement in

the reading achievement of compensatory education students over the years, but ,

that inequalities in outcomes were not materially reduced: The fede"ral and

state emphasis on providing identifiably separate services for compensatory

education and the belief in great differences in ability among students have

tended to result in programs that do not have equitable achievement outcomes as

their goal.

General Observations on Compensatory Education

A further general assessment was made of the extent to which the existence

of the compensatory education programs under review affected the educational

program., Teachers and instructional aides were'asked if the instruction they

provided would differ if the resources provided by compensatory student programs
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did not exist (See Appendix E The vast majority of the teachers and aides'

reported that their instructi n would differ if they no longer received these

resourcei. All of the princ4pals and most of the central office administrators

4.

indicated that instructional programs would differ.

Most of the personnel interviewed felt that the priMary difference in the

instructional prOgram would be the loss of staff. The personnel most frequently

referred to were instructional aides. The loss of aides would result primarily

in decreased individualized instruction and instructional time provided to the

target students. There was concern that withoui the instructional aides the

- regular classroom teacher would have to manage a wider range of academic abilities

and have more reading groups and'a larger class size. Compensatory education

prograth resource losses would result in fewer supplies and materials, less testing,

less.reinforcement for slower students, lower expectations for target students,

less parental involvement, and less staff inservice training.

Another difference noted was that less time would be spent with noncompen-

satory education students; if compensatory education programs and resources did

not'exist. This indicates that some interviewees viewed the existence of compen-

satory programs as beneficial to the regular education students.

The fact that the data indicated the importance atiached to the enhancement

of the individualiked instruction that comes with the implementation of compen-

satory eduCation programs supports the idea that these programs exacerbate dif-

ferences in instruction. Were it not for the resburces rirovided by compensatory

programs, there would be fewer or possibly no aides--the personnel found most

likely to dffferentiate expectations set for compensatory education students.

There would also be no pull-put,' which leads to resegregation of students along

racial lines. Finally, there would be less individualization-of instruction,

which produces differentiation in instructional personnel, in materials, and in

learning objectives.
75



Further data regarding whether or not compensatory education programs

exacerbate differentiation can be extrapolated from interview responses regarding

the most positive and most negative outcomes of compensatory education programs.

The types of responses to this inquiry are reported in Appendices F and G. On

the positive side, staff members most frequently.indicated that compensatory

education programs increase target pupils' reading and mathematics achievement;

secondly, that the prograMs improve students' self-concepts and attitudes; and

thirdly, that compensatory education programs provide an opportunity for indi-

Vidualization. The three most frequently cited negative outcomes were that the

program guidelines exclude certain children that need assistance; tnat they

stigmatize and label students who are involved; and that the programs increase

segregation or cause resegregation along racial lines.

Individualization, stigMatization, segregation or resegregation, and

exclution ire all relevant to equality of education. The fact that staff members

saw these as potential outcomes of compensatory.education programs supports the

idea that these programs differentiate among students. Further, data cited

earlier regarding the racial/ethnic characteristics of students participating in

compensatory education programs clearly indicated the presence of high proportions

of minority children. Thus, it is minority children who were most affected by

this differentiation.

To summarize, the data indicate that the existence of compensatory educaticn

programs produced some resegregation along racial/ethnic ,lines and also resulted

in differentiation among students in learning objectives established, expectations

held, and instruction provided. There is no evidence that achievement differerces

were significantly reduced. These findings do not indicate that DistriCt I failed

to operate compensatory education programs according to federal and state guide-

lines. Rather the findings indicate federal,state, and local policies have not

functioned in a manner to achieve educational equity in the district.



Chapter IV.: DISTRICT TWO CASE STUDY*

Introduction

In 1968, a group of District 2 community members, including both blacks

and whites, petitioned the local.school board to adopt a plan of redistricting

to integrate the district's schools.

As a result of this petition, the board instructed the school district's

central, administration to develop a plan for the integration of District 2.

Two committees were' appointed by the board to achieve this purpose. A series -

of school board changes, a State Civil Rights Commission Report and various

court actions and appeals followed the initial desegregation action. By 1975,

the U.S. Supreme Court had refused to hear the appeal and desegregation was

implemented.

District 2 is in a midwestern city. In 1978-79 there were 23 elementary'

schools, five junior higli schools, and two high schools. Approximately 30

percent of the nearly 15,000 students were black.

An examination of the regular classroom enrollments at the elementary

school level in District 2 did not provide evidence of classroom resegregation

within schools. There may,_however, have been racially unbalanced groupings within

classrooms. As will be noted in the sections on compensatory and special education

programs, some of which were carried on,in regular classrdoms, these groups were

disproportionately minority.

*Much of the data andinalysis for this case study is adapted from a
review of the results Of a school desegregation court order.
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At the secondary school level, within non-tracked or regular courses, no

evidence of section segregation was found.

All of the compensatory education programs examined in this study had been

implemented in District 2. More than 2500 students in the 23 elementary schools

were served by Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or by

Article 3 of the Michigan School Aid Act, or both, during the 1979-80 school

year. During the first two years of desegregation, the district igeceived funding

through the Emergency School Assistance Program (ESAP). In subsequent years, aid

was receivedthrough the Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA). The primary emphasis

in these programs was at the secondary level to complement the concentration of

Title I funds at the elementary. level. The Title VII and Section 41A Bilingual

Programs had provided services for approximately 250 non-English native language

students at,the time of the study (1979).

Methodology

Information for this.study was gathered by interviewing a random sample of

District 2 elementary and secondary classroom, compensatory education, and special

education teachers. One regular classroom teacher was selected at random within

each grade at each of seven elementary schools in the,sample. These schools were:
randomly selected from all the district elementary schools, after a stratification

of the schools was made on the basis of school level (lower eleinentary, upper

elementary) and black population (less than or equal to the mean greater-than the

mean). Teachers in the following subjects were randomly selected from two junior

high schools: Art, industrial arts, reading, English; foreign language, math,

science, social studies, and music. As in the case of the elementary schools,

these junior high schools,were randomly selected from a stratification based

on the black population in the schools. Teachers were randomly selected in both

the high schools from the following subjects: Home economics,,industrial arts,

art, business education, math, science, health and safety, social studies,. English,
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'foreign language, and music. A total of 28 elementary school, 23 junior high

school, and 29 high school classroom teachers were interviewed. One compensatory

education teacher wasinterviewed at each of the seven elementary and five

junior high schools. In seven elementary dnd eleven junior high schools,

special education teachers of emotionally impaired, emotionally and mentally

impaired, and learning disabled students were also interviewed.

Overall, 13 percent of the district's elementary school classroom teachers,

14 percent of the junior high school classroom teachers, 20 percent of the

senior high school classroom teachers, 27 percent of the compensatory education

teachers, and 39 percent of the EI, EMI, and LD teachers were interviewed for

the study.

The role that counselors and principals played in the academic placement

process and the degree to which there were racial differences in the counseling

process were assessed by interviewing seven elementary school principals and

four secondary principals. All of the-eleven counselors at the secondary level

were interviewed. In an effort to determine the degree to which sixth grade

teachers used the stated District Placement Criteria, nineteen sixth grade

teachers were interviewed after being randomly selected from the total population

of sixth grade teachers in the district.

The methods used in District 2 differed from those used in District 1 in

the following ways: 1) teachers interviewed in District 2 included compensatory,

special education, and regular classroom teachers in both elementary and'seCondary

schools; 2) secondary counselors and sixth grade teachers in District 2 were

interviewed, but teacher aides were not; and 3) interviews with randomly selected

District 2 teachers were voluntary and no stipends were offered for assisting in

the study! It should be noted that in contrast to District 1, data available

in District 2 permitted us to examine special education and secondary school course

enrollments.
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Findings

Resegregation

Resegregation in District 2 was determined on the samvbasis as in District

1. Minority students were considered to be underrepresented if minority enroll-;

ment in a program or Fourse was 15 percent below the pencentage of minorities

enrolled in the elementary school or appropriate grade level in the secondary

schools. Minorities were considered overrepresented if their enrollment was 15

percent above the percentage of minorities enrolled 'in the elemeniary school or

appropriate grade level in the secondary schools. The number of white black,

and ethnic minority students in Title I, Article 3, and bilingual programs-in

the elementary schools and the course enrollments in secondary schoois were

examined to determine the extent to which resegregation had occurred in these

schools.

Title I and Article 3

Analysis of the enrollment data revealed that black students were di pro-

portionately represented in Title I and Article 3 programs for all of t e years

since desegregation. For example, in 1976-77, 43 percent of the blac students

enrolled in elementary schools were in the Title I program, as comp red.with 18
e

percent of the district's white elementary students. These figur s were 48

percent and 22 percent, respectively, for 1977-78. This-racial disproportionality

persisted during the 1979-80 school year as noted in Table 2.

Only 42 to 52 percent of the students in these compen tory education programs

were white, while more than 60 percent of the elementary/Students were white.

Although overrepresentation of minority student in Ti le I and Article 3 programs .

was not found in all elementary schools, it was\founlin more than half. For'

example, in 1977-78, the percent of black studen in Title I e ceeded the percent

//X
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of black students in the building by more than 15 percent in 11 of the 18

buildings which had Title / programs.

Table

Ratial Composition of Ofstrict 2 Students in
Title I and Article 3 Programs 1979-80

Compensatory Program Enrollment

Race of Students Title I Only Article 3 Only Both
,.,

Black 205 763 365-

White 199 746 346
,

,

Other 21

I

42 15

Students in Title I and Article 3 programs were generalltpulled out of the

regular classrooms during varibus periods of the school.day to receive instruction

by a special teacher of teacher aide. All but one of the seven students observed

for a full school day were removed from the classroom either singly or in small

groups from oneNto five,times during the day. The groups were usually composed

of larger proportions of minorities than found in the regular classroom and

frequently could be identified as black and other minority.

The interviews with elementary teachers confirmed the pull-out practice.

Only a few of the teachers reported that compensatory education occurred in-the

regular clatsrooms. Over half reported that students were sent out, and al3Out
A/

one third reported both in-classroom and pull-out instruction.

The tendency to resegregate the Title I and Article 3 students through the

pull-out process is lot due to any overt intent to segregate minoritistudents.

if
81
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Two re sons for the practice are apparent: First, federal and state regulations

requi e that services be provided only to eligible students. This can be most

rea ily assured by removing the target students from the regular classroom for

th special instruction. Second, there exists a widely-held belief that

dividualized instruction designed to meet special needs is the best way to

instruct disadvantaged students. Regardless of the reasons, it is clear that

the Title I and Article 3 students qre to some extent set apart and resegregated

in most District 2 schools.

Bilingual Program

District 2's.bilingual program had been primarily a pull-out tutorial

program serving children with limited English speaking ability in grades K-12.

-in,the 1979-80 schoql,year, at the request of the State Department of Education,

three ielf-ctintalned bilingual ciassrooMs were set-up in one elementary school

--
for first, second, and third grade Hispanis_stmdents. The Court amended its

-)"
desegregation order to permit the transportation of students to self-contained

classrooms in a designated school if this did not make the school disproportionately

minority and if the classes were not exclusively minority. These classes composed

of about 40 percent monolingual English speaking and 60 percent students with

other than English as a native language. The Hispanic students were'bused to

these three classrooms from other District 2 elementary schools. Fourth through

sixth grade Hispanic students and first through thtrd grade Arabic students were

bused to two other elementary schools with resource centirs where students

received from one to two' hours of instruction daily. Several classes.in English

as a second language were provided for bilingual students in the high schools.

Other Spanish, Arabic, Vietnamese, and Persian students were provided 30-60

minutes tutorial instruction three to five times per week by bilingual teachers 1

or aides.

82 ,
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The goals of the bilingual program, as reported in the interviews were

(1) to provide a supportive, Comprehensive educational environment for students

who speak English as a second language, (2) to,tmprove the students' academic

achievement and English communication skills, (3) to-enhance the self-image

of the bilingual sltudent, and (4) to instill in all children a respect for the

diverse cultures of society.,

The four,language groups identified by the district for participation in

the 1978-79 bilingual program were Spanish Persian Vietnamese and Arabic.

Of the 251 students in ihe 1978-79 program, 47 percent were Spanish speaking

students in grades K-6. In K-12, Arabic language students represented 16 percent

of the bilingual 'students; Vietnamese, represented 11 percent; and Persian,

10 perCent. Overall, 62 percent of the students in the bilingual program,-brades

.K-12, were Spanish speaking, and 73 percent of all Spanish-'surname students in

the district were in the program. Many of these students were also s,2rved in

the special programs for migrants.

Self''-contained classrooms, transportation to !resource centers, pull-out

tutorials, and English-as-a-second-language classes were all identtfied as

-minority programs. They all, therefore, represented a measure of,resegregation

within or between, schoOli.. Staff of the tchool districtexpi'essed concern' about

the resegregation, but many parents urge these types of programs and the program

guidelines essentially requires it.

Special Education Programs
P

Also examined 'were differences in the proportions of races enrolled in the

. Emotionally and Mentally Impaired (EMI)., Emotionally Impaired (EI), and Learning

-Disabled (LD) programs in the,district's schools.

The percentages of students of different racial and ethnic backgrounds

within separate educational levels (early elementary, later elementary, junior
,

$
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high, sentor high) of the EMI, EI, and LD programs for the years 1970-71

through 1978-79 are shown in Appendix,H. These data are based on the total

student enrollments within a specific program. The enrollments are expressed

in terms of the percentages of the district's students for each racial or

ethnic group in a given progra7. The figures do not.demonstrate consistent

patterns of disproportionate minority enrollments, but blacks are overrepresented

in some programs for -iome years.

Secondary Course Enrollments. In addftion to the patterns of resegregation

°resulting from compensatory education and special edUcation programs, an examina-

tion was made of the extent to which secondary school courses were segregated.

Although not directly related to compensatory education programs, separate courses

and programs presumably could be reduced or eliminated at the secondary level if

compensatory education programs achieved their goal of overcoMing disadvantages

at the elementary level.

At the junior high school level, it was found that (1) nearly all (10 out

of 11) of the*courses were non-representative in black enrollments for 1978-79;

(2) the number of courses which had representative black enrollments decreased

from 1975-76 to 1978-79; and (3) black enrollments were higher in the lower-

level non-college-bound courses (e.g., reading and individual and regular math).

The,same findings were evident at the senibr high school level. The only

difference between' the junior and senior high schools was that at the senfor

high school level, the extent of course segregation had increased. At the)senior

high school level, 62 percent of the science ,courses at one,high school and 50

percent of the science courses at the other school were not representative.

(See Table 3.)

The pattern of ,racially disproportionate representation was consistent.

Black students,were never.overrepresented in the accelerated classes nor in

IP
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college-bound English, select math, and advanced biology courses. While the

district had stated that students freely made their own choices of classes in

which they enrolled, in reality, little free choice was involved. Once a student

-,-, was placed in a reading class, or in a lower-track math class, his "free choices"

became limited not only at the time the decision was made, but for subsequent

school years as well.

Table

Percentage of Courses Offered Which Are Not Representative
in Black Enrollment at District 2 High Schools

1975-76 and 1978-79

School 1

1975-76 1978-79

School 2

1975-76 1978-79

English 36% 41% 20% 40%,

Reading 100% 100% 100% 50%

Mathematics 42% 84% 58% 46%

Fpreign Language 85% 46% 62%
_

71%

Science 78% 62% 67% 50%

Social Studies 0%
_

31% 20% 21%
- ,

Business Education 22% /32% 0% 15%-

Music 60% 73% 50% 17%

Health & Safety 0% 0% 70%. 0%

Art 14%. '29% 22% 38%

Industrial, Arts 42%. 40% 19% 48%

Home Economics 60% 67%e. 36% -56%

Media Or 50% 100% -67%
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The principal, counselor and sixth grade teacher interviews suggest that

placement in classes was a function of prior studentaachievement in a subject

area. Most of the respondents specified student "ability" as a factor underlying

class assignment. If achievement is an index of ability and placement is a

function of ability, then it is not surprising that the enrollment in lower

level junior high school mathematics and reading classes was disproportionately

,

black, since many black students entered junior high school with poor achieve-

ment in reading and mathematics skills. This in turn,-indicates that the

compensatory education programs had not overcome the educaticmal disadvantages

of the-black students in the elementary schools studied. The patterns of

resegregation within the secondary schools were even greater...than those in the

elementary schools.

Differentiation r
Goals - Objectives. Racial disproportionality in certain courses and

, programs raises the issue of whether regular classroom teachers, compensatory

education teachers, and special education teachers sought to provide equal
,

educational outcomes for all students.

, Based on the interviews donducted with a random sample of,district teachers,J-,

it appears that at.least half of the regular classroom elementary school teachers

had different goals and objectives for different students. W'hile they indicated-

that their goals varied asa function of students' ne2us, typically this referred
-

to student performance or abillity. Within a regular elementary school classroom,

this was the basis for grouping, with racial differences between groups being

reported by about half of the sampled teachers. Similar goals and objectives for

different students were re
10

orted by most of the sampled regular classroom secondary

school teachers, but, as we have seen, a disproportionate enrollment pattern

distinguished many classes.

. .



About half of the elemeatary school staff (regular and compensatory education

teachers) reported having individualized goals for compensatory education students.

Most of the regular classroom teachers with mainstreamed special education

students reported having the same goals and objectives for them as for their

other students. Long-term goals that special education teachers had for their

students were-reported by almost half of the teachers to differ from the goals

for students not in a special education program. In addition, almost all of the

special education teachers had individualized student goals. Since enrollments

in certain courses, as well as in compensatory and special edddation programs,

were found to be disproportionately black, the results of these interviews suggest

that many black students in the district may have been receiving instruction

based on goals and objectives which were different from thdse for white students.

These differences in goals and objectives may account for the failure for certain

courses and programs to result, as reported, in equitable student outcomes.

Goals and Objectives for Compensatory Education Students

The sample af regular classroom teachers were asked about the goals and

objectives they held for compensatory education students. About half of the

elementary school %eachers said they had the samA objectives for their compensatory

education students as for other students. Differing abilities, skills, and motor

desvelopment were cited as reasons by those who had different objectives. On the

Junior high school level, over three-fourths of the responding teachers said they

had the same objectives. When the objectives differed, they were said to differ

due to the Tevel of textbook used.

'The day-to-daY goals and objectives for the students receiving compensatory

educatton were said to be the same as the day-to-day objectives for the regOlar

students by more than half the elementary school and juniqr hlgh school teachers

interviewed. The year-end goals and objectives were also saidlto be the same by
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most of the elementary teachers and many of the junior high school teachers.

When the year-end goals differed, it was on the basis of criteria for mastery,

materials used, and assignments made.

The sample of elementary and junior high school compensatory education

teachers cited one or more of the following reasons for the placement of students

in compensatory programs: Teacher recommendations, MAT scores, or being at

least one grade level below the acceptable level. All of the respondents reported

that there were no racial differences in the application of the placement criteria.

Eighty-nine percent of the respondents reported that compensatory education was

carried on both in and out of the regular classroom.

About half of the teachers interviewed, indicated that the district provided

speeific objectives for compensatory education students. Most of the teachers

who said there were specific dittrict objectives indicated that those objectives

were the same for both compensatory education and noncompensatory education

students. In addition, most of the interviewed teaqhers indicated that the

objectives taught compensatory education students were the same as the district's

goals and objectives for these students and also indicated that the long-term

goals for these students were the same as for regular students. However, most

of the teachers indicated that the objectives for each-compensatory education

students varied from student to student. Individual'needs of the students, along

with differfng ability levels, were the major reasons given for having different

goals. Most of the respondents, however, reported no identifiable groups of

students for which there were different objectives.

As reasons for a student to be removed from the program, most respondents

cited passing the required academic tests-and being not less than a year below .

grade level. lAll of the teachers said that the'same criteria were applied to

all students, regardless of race. The length of time students were in compensatory

education was said to vary from four weeks to three years, but none of-the teachers
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indicated that there were any racial differences in the average length of time

spent in the compensatory education program.

The objectives set for the compensatory educatiori programs were identified

in)the plans and 'proposals prepared for the various programs. District 2

objectives were generally that students gain one month's academic growth fOr

each month in school. In the ESAA project objectives for 1978-79, forexample,

Objective I stated that "80% of the 2,417 'minority students who are below

national norms will reflect one month's academic growth in reading for each

month in school."- The objectives for other subjects and other programs were

similar. The goals for these programs were, therefore, that 80 percent of the

target students would not fall further behind the norm.

It should be noted that the professional staff in this district believed

that 80 percent of students achieving a year's growth was appropriate for

compensatory education programs and the level of,objectives recommended in

federal and state guidelines. The achievement of these objectives would not

result in a decrease irrthe inequity between the target students and others.

Rather, the inequities might i'ncrease for 20 percent of the students.

Expectations. It is almost a maxim in educational literature Ciat teacherr'

expectations may,influence student achievement. This section addressed the

issue of the degree to which teacher expectations orstudeni performances in their

classes are said to differ as a function of student race. The same methodology

and sample of teachers described in the previous section are also applicable here.

Regular classroom, compensatory education, and special education teachers were

aiked what percentages of regular, compensatory education, and special education

students they expected to,master the goals and objectives for them,'What

proportion of regUlar, compensatory education, and special education students

actually mastered the objectives,and which students were least likely to master

tt4m.
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About three'out of four of the regular classroom elementary and Secondary

teachers expected 80 perceht or more of the students in theirtlasses to master

their goals and objectives, but somewhat smaller proportions reported that 80

percent or more of their students actually mastered those goals and objectives.

The elementary teachers felt that those students 'east likely, to master thergoals

ahd objectives were those who had problems in their family, had low attention

spans, were immature, or had poor language' skills. Racial differences in these

kinds of students were reported by many of the elementary teachers. Junior

high school teachers felt that students least likely to masterigoals and

objectives were those who were absent, had low reading scores, or, had poor

Motivation. Other reasons included being unprepared for the course and not

having parental support., 'Few of the junior high teachers reported any' racial

differences in the likelihood of goal mastery, but those who did,indicated that

blacks were less likely to master goals than other students. High school students

least likely to master the goals and objectives included absent students, poor

readers, and those.with poor attitudes. Blacks were reported as least likely to

master objectives by a minority of the high school teachers.

The regul'acplassroom teachers were asked to estimate what percent of their

compensatory education students mastered the goals and objectives they had for

other students in the class. The most typical estimates among the elementary

'teachers were in th'e one half to three-fourths range. Junior high school teachers

estimated that smaller proportions of their compensatory education students mastered

the objectives set for noncompensatory students. The comPensatory education

teachers expected a higher proportion of their students to master-the objectives

than did the regular classroom teachers. None of the compensatory education

teachers reported any racial differences in their expectations, and most of the

elementary compensatory education teachers said they expected between one and two

9;4
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years' growth for students in/their programs.

Home problems and attendance problems were,cited most often by the

elementary teachers as reasons fbr not achieving a year's growth. Attendance

and discipline problems were the reasons given by the_ junior high teachers. Most

elementaryteachers reported that students of different racial or ethnic groups

were equally likely not to achieve a year's grdwth.

Although most of the teachers interviewed indicated that they expected both

compensatory education students and other students to master about the same

percent of the objectives held for them, it is likely that the level of the

objectives set was somewhat different and lower for compensatory education students.

Most teachers felt that compensatory students should be expected to master the

same knowledge and skills as noncompensatory students, but most also reported

that a much smaller proportion of the former learned these objectives.

All but one of the central administration personnel interviewed reported

that compensatory education students were expected to learn less and on a lower

grade level than noncompensatory education students. The one administrator

thought this was true for about one third of the compensatory education students,

but that two thirds were expected to learn the same as others. All reported that

the curriculum covered by compensatory students was different from that of other

students and that instructional materials used were more likely to be Wow

:grade level..

The reported leveKof expeciations held for compensatory education students

by most teachers intervieWed was more likely to be similar to the level of

expectations for other students than-different. However the expectations reflected

in the objectives set in the plans and proposals prepared.for these programs

appeared to be lower than the expectations held for non-target students.

The difference in objectives and expectations held for compensatory education

students was assobiated with differential instriucti.on and materials. In 'accord
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with the belief that students from poor families are less likely to learn well,

many students, disproportionately minorities, were often instructed at lower

levels than. others. This Was frequently, trin for Title I, Article 3 and bilingual

students. Evidence of this was the reading level of the instructional materials.

It was most dramatically demonstrated at the seventh grade level when some students

were placed in reading courses and others-in English. This differentiation of

instruction was evident throughout the schools.

Outcomes

The most appropriate indicator of the extent to which compensatory education

programs serve to reduce inequities in education is the outcomes resulting from

the programs for targeted students compared to outcomes for non-targeted students.

Little data were available in District 2 on which to base a comparison: Data on

the degree to which compensatory education students achieved a normal year's

growth, and the comparison of minority and non-minority student achievement

provided partial insWers to the question.

Title I Achievement

To some extent, the achievement of Title I students reftected the results

Of Article 3 programs because the two programs overlapped. Assuming that non-

targeted students leved a year's growth inia year/on the average, the degree

to Which these compensatOry programs resulted in reducing the,inequities in

imtcOme itle I students was reflected in the grade equivalent unit gains
\

in reading and math for T udents.

Data which indicate the number of students within each school gaining less

than 1.0/grade year, 1.0 to 1.5 grade years, and 1.6 or more grade years are

presented in Appendix I. The percentages of students in each program wh,y4ar,

within each category of grade-equivalent unit gains is shown.
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As can be seen in Table 4, at least 50 percent of the Title I students

in the reading 2-3-4, reading 4-5-6, and mathematics 4-5-6 programs in 1976-77

and 1977-78 gained less than 1.0 year. Since et least 43 percent of theelementary

school black students were enrol ed in a compensatory education Title I program

during this period, this suggets that many of the black students may have been

continuing to'fall behind in reading and mathematics, even though they were

presumably receiving remediation. The data do not contain a racial breakdown of

grade equivalent gain units, so this inference has to be m de on the basis of

overall student achievement.

Similar data for the students served by the Title I migrant program indicate

that less than 50 percent were achieving at the normal levels.

Minority-Majority Achievement

Although a comparison of the achievement of minority s udents to that of non-

minority students does not reflect the outcomes of compens ory education programs,

it does give some evidence of the extent toAthich equity in outomes were being

achieved. The comparative Metropolitan Achievement Test data shOin Appendix J

-

indicate relative achievement of various groups over several areas tot several

years. These results may be affected by Title I, Article 3, bilingual; Migrant

gSAA, and a variety of reading improvement programs.over several years.

Inspection of the graphs in Figures 1-12 of Appenaix J leads two very

clear conclusions:
,

1. Minority and non-minority, students on the everage are close
together in reading and math as measured bY, the M.A.T. at the
second grade, and both groups are at or,aboe grade level.

. The differences-between minority and non-miniwity achievement
increase in social studies and science as well as reading and
math as the students move through the second to ninth grades.

Since all the compensatory programs served a disproportionate number of minority

students the minority achievement resulted, in part, fi=om these programs.



Table 4

Percent es of Students Achieving Grade Equivalent Unit Gains in Title I Programs
1976-77, 1977-78

1976-77 1977-78

Less than 1.0 to .5 1.6 years Less than 1.0 to 1.5' 1.6 years
Program 1.0 year yrs. or are or more 1.0 year yrs. or more or more

Reading.
Grades -3-4 77

Rradin
Gra 4-5-6 54

Mat ematics
tades 2-3-4 43 48

78

24

thematics
Grades 4-5-6 50

22

19

50

47

54

17

30

38

26

5

Source: ESEA Title 1 Evaluation)Reports for the School Years 1976-77 and 197,-78

1

r.

-,=
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.Certainly these achievement test.data provide no evidence that the various

compensatory programs had overcome minority diiadvantages. Rather,,if they

had any impact on minority achievement, they served to increase the relative

disadvantage compared to non-minority students.

Other Outcomes

Little data were available to determine the possible-effect of compensatory

education programs-t-Title I, Article 3, bilingual and ESAA--mother intended

outcomes. The ESAA plans mentioned reduction in minority suspension and reduction

in dror outs as intended outcomes of that tirogram. Although there was some

drhge from year to year, there was no consistent trend in either of these

outcome.indicators.

The enhancement of student self-concept was frequently mentioned by staff

members as a desired outcome of the various programs, but there were no data on

which to determine if this had occurred.

In general, there was no available evidence that the compensatory education

programs had reduced the inequitable outcomes of education in District 2. Some

respondents suOested-during the interviews that the achievement outcomes would
a

have been much lower among target students if the programs had not been available.

. This is possible, but no evidence was available to support thts contention.

The evidende available suggests rather that the programs'may have increased the

inequities.

Summary

Using three criteria--resegregation, differentiation; and outcomes=-to.:

determine the c.tent to which compensatory.education programs--Title I, Articl

,

bilingual- and, ESAA--had providedsequity in education in District 2, it may be

- concluded that these programs had not'achieved,this intended purpose.
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Resegregation

There was no eviderice of within school or classroom segregation in the

elementary schools or required courses at the secondary level. There was

evidence, however, of resegregation in Title I, Article 3, and bilingual

programs. This was u4ually through the regular pull-out of students within

the school for varyin,g periods of time, but in 1979-80 some bilingual students

, were being transported to separate self-contained classrooms and resource

centers in other buildings.

Although secondary-course enrollments were not directly determined by

compensatory education programs, the disproportionate enrollments in 7th grade

reading or English and math classes, as well ai in many other courses, were

evidence that compensatory education in elementary school had not produced

equitable enrollthents at secondary levels. The disproportionate enrollments in

many secondary sehool courses were not-the result of overtly racial placement.

Minority students were guided in disproportionately large numbers into lower

level English, math, and other courses: These assignments were based on

assessments of past performance and ability as well as on the teachers'and

counselors' judgment of appropriate placement.-

,

Ability grouping, resulting in racially identifiable groups, occurred

within at least half the elementary classrooms. This is to a limited extent

a resegregation process.

'Federal and state guidelines and local school practices based on the

presumed differences in ability and prior student performance resulted in

very significant patterns of resegregation within the District 2 schools.

Differentiation

Differentiation in objectives set for students, expectations held for

them, and instruction provided was evident throughout, the District 2 schools.I. 97
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Minoritystudents were more likely than majority white students to have lower

objectives set for them, lower expectations held for them, and lower-level

instruction provided. The compensatory education programs examined had not

overcome or reduced the differentiation at any level.

Although it is not possible to attribute the differentiation process solely

to the compensatory education programs, it is likely that they contributed to

it. The requirement that only eligible students be served and the emphasis on

planning individualized programs for compensatory education students supported

the practice of differentiation among students. This is buttressed by the

widely held belief that there are great differences in ability to learn and

that minorities and whites from poor families are likely to have less ability.

The belief that differentiated or individualized educitional programs are the

'best way to instruct different students was common in District 2. The combina-

tion of beliefs and compensatory education guidelines resulted in extensive

differentiation in the education of District 2 students. Minority students

were most likely to receive the lower level programs.

Outcomes

if the resegregation and differential educational programming resulted

in equal educational outcomes for disadvantaged students,' the educational

system might be justified in those practices. This was not the case in

District 2. There was no evidence that the various compensatory education

programs had significantly reduced the inequities in achievement or other

educational outcomes. Although some staff members maintained that the achieve-

ment gap would be still greater without the programs, evidence on which to base

this conclusion was not available. The achievement data available indicated

that half or more of the Title I students fell further below the norms each
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year rather than catching up. Comparison of the minority and non-minority

students indicated that the inequalities in reading, math, social studies and

science achievement increased as the students moved through the schools.

There were no significant changes in suspension or drop-out rates after

desegregation and with the availability of ESEA, Article 3, and ESAA programs.

Although District 2 balanced the enrollment in its schools and in the

elementary and required course secondary classrooms, equitable education did

not occur within the schools. 'The compensatory education programs intended to

aisist in achieving this goal dfd not 'succeed. The regulations guiding these

'programs and,the instructional practices implemented in them tended to

encourage within-school resegregation and differential objectives, expectations,

and'instruction*. In short, the compensatory edUcation programs did not overCome

the inequities in educational outcomes.



Chapter V: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND SUGGESTIONS

In the previous chapters, an examination was made of the extent to which

compensatory education programs promoted equality of educational opportunity

in two desegregated school systems. No attempt was made to identify these

' as representative,school districts, and the examination of each was a case study

in itself. This summary of the findings in the two districts should in no

way be considered generalizable to other desegregated school districts.

Resegregation

There was no evidence that either of the two school districts had overtly

resegregaied w;thin schools on the basis of race. It is equally clear, however,

that the compensatory education programs which we have examined functioned in
I

each of the school districts to resegregate the poor and minority students in

Several ways. The most obvious of these was the practice of "pulling-out"

students for Title 1,,Article 3; bilingual and, in some cases, ESAA programs.
1

Eligible students Itire specifically identified and regularly taken out Of the

regular classrooms for instruction or other activities. These students were

generally dispropo ionately black and/or members of ethnic minority groups.

The special readin and math instruction for Title I and Article 3 students

sometimes occurre
cl

in school corridors or in laboratory rooms closely identified

with the facilities for educable mentally retarded students. In District 2

some bilingual instruction for elementary students occurred in separate buildings

to which students were bused. In at least one school studied in Distridt 1

black students were removed from the classrooms for special gymnasium activiiies,

under the Emergency School Aid Act program. These latter activities identified

and resegregated the minority students for the activities provided by the

-82- lOj
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co4ensatory education programs. To the extent thatpoor and minority students

are identified for compensatory services separate from the noncompensotory

students and such services are perceived as inferior, such resegregation is

potentially a denial of equal protection of the laws.

The Title I, Article 3, and bilingual 'programs all are intended to over-

come the disadvantages of the poor and minority students so that they can

function in the educational system on an eqiitable basis with other students.

One criterion of the effectiveness of these programs in achieving this aim could

be the extent to which the students who have "benefited" from the programs are

indistinguishable from others in later school years. Although we have not

provided detailed data, the evidence obtained in the school districts indicated

that the elementary school compensatory programs did not overcome academic dis-

advantages sufficiently to prevent differential programs apIA resegregation within

schools at the secondary school level. Secondary schoo students were not

officially tracked in either school system, but mino ity students were dispro-

portionately found in courses ond programs that w re not designed for college

preparation. In District 2, the decisions mad at the end of the sixth grade

regarding students' programs at the seventh rade level resulted in a dispro-

portionate number of poor and minority studdnts in the lower level mathematics

and English courses. This subsequently,led to a small proportion of minority

students in advanced level mathematics, sci,nte, and English courses at the

high school level. It would appear, ther ore, that the compensatory education

programs did not guarantee equitable ed cation for eligible students in these

school systems. Resegregation at the secondary level was clearly observable

in the type of course populated by racial and ethnic minority students compared

to the white majority students. ,
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PuTVgbut and other patterns of resegregation in the elementary schools

generally were due to three factors, according to the staffs in the two districts.

The first reason given for the need to provide separate instructional programs

was that federal and state reg atiOns encourage the practice. The easiest way

for school staffs toprov e federal and state agencies with evidence that the

allocated resources go only to the target population is to isolate that popula-

tion from the noncompensatory population. Although the intended or manifest

purposes of Title I, Article 3, and bilingual programs are to overcome the

disadvantages of target populations and enhance the possibility of an equitable

educacion for all, a latent or unintended function of these programs is to

resegregate the target students at least'part of the time during the school day.

Differentiation

The second criterion used to examine the effect of several federal and

state educational programs and policies on desegregation-goals was the degree

of differentiation in objectives, expectations, and instructional programs .

provided target students in comparison to non-target students in the two school

districts. Again, there was no evidence that differentiated programs were

provided overtly on the basis of race. Programs were differentiated, however,

for ethnic minorities whose language background was different from English.

In accord with what were perceived as appropriate bilingual educational programs,

minorities identified by a different language and cultural origin were system-

atically provided differential instruction in English and, to some extent, in

their native language and culture.

Althbugh the Title I and Article 3 compensatory education programs did

not overtly differentiate among blacks, whites, and other minorities, the

eligible and target populations were.clearly disproportionately black and ethnic
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minority students. The extent to which target students in these programs were-

provided differential education could be perceived as being appropriate for

minority students.

Generally speaking, the majority of regular classroom teachers and some

special compensatory education teachers identified the objectives of the basic

skills instruction for compensatory education students as being the same as

the objectives for noncompensatory education students. The data available,

however, sUggest that the number of basic skill objectives and the perceived

grade level of these objectives were frequently lower for compensatory education

students than for other students. In District 1 the number of reading and math

objectives set for Title I and Article 3 students Was clearly identifiedas

16 for each year. The number of reading and math objectives set for each year

for the noncompensatory students was poorly defined and quite differently

defined by different respondents in the system. The total number of objectives

set for reading and math for grades K-6, however, would clearly require that

an average Of 20 or more objectives be mastered eath,year. The mastery of

16 objectives per year by the compensatory education students would not result

in mastery of the total number of basic skill objectives identified for the

K-6 years.

. .The specific objectives for basic skills were not clearly identified i

District 2 except by the instructional materials used. The specified goal of

the compensatory education programs was year's growth for each of the students.

The preponderance of evidence however, indicated that the target students did

not all achieve a year's growth, and the pnerally accepted objectives seemed

to be decidedly less than a year's growth for the target students. Furthermore,

in both districts the objectives for the compensatory education students may

have been at a significantly lower grade level than those generally held for

students at a given age.

3
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The purpose of the bilingual programs was to improve the English

language competence of students with 4her native languages and to enh nce

appreciation of their native cultures. This latter objective was not eld for

the non-bilingual students. The basic-Atli objectives stated for bilingual

students were similar to those for other compensatory education stude ts.

The Emergency School Aid Act programs were varied in the several schools

in District 1. Generally, they focused on secondary level students i

District 2. The District 1 goals were largely more affective than c gnitive

in nature. These were not generally differentiated among the racial groups.

In one school studied in District T; however, an ESAA program was pr vided

for blacks only. In District 2, the ESAA program was designed to p ovide

human relations services in secondary schools and to improve instru tion through

instructional specialists consulting with regular classroom teacher . In

District 2, there was no evidence of differentiation between the o jectives

for minority and non-minority students.

This study also sought to determine to what extent the staffs of the two .

school distriCts held differential expectations for minority and on-minority .

students through the operation of the compensatory education prog ams. _This

was a very sensitive issue among the districts' staffs. There w s apparently

some conflict in the minds of the school personnel Concerning thr differential

expectations held .for compensatory education students. It is cl ar, however,

that many teachers, perhaps the majority of teachers, in these istricts

expected less learning from the students in Title I, Article 3 and bilingual

programs. Many teachers identified students from disadvantage home backgrounds

as less able to learn, and therefore considered it inappropria e, perhaps even

unkind, to expect chtldren from so-called disadvantaged famil es to achieve

at normal levels. Although the degree to which these differe tial expectations

actually resulted in differential programs was not investiga ed, it seems likely

104
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that the differences in instructtonal materials and instructional levels

resulted, at least in part, from the staff not expecting the students to learn

at the level of other students.

Associated with differential objectives and sometimes differential expecta-

tions was a common practice of providing target students with different instruc-

tional materials. In District 1, instructional materials were adapted to the

objectives identified for the compensatory education students. They were, in

many instances, different from those used for the noncompensatory education

students. In District 2, the reading instruction for compensatory educatiOn

students was commonly in lower level books than for the regular students in

a given grade. Since elementary Title I, Article 3, and bilingual programs

were essentially pull-out programs taught by teacher aides or instructional

specialists, supplementary and different instructional materials were more

requently used by these teachers than by the regular classroom teachers. The

materials used for bilingual students were significantly diffefiiit from those

used for the non-bilingual ones. There is little evidence, however, that there

was any differentiation in the instructional materials or other services as a

result of the ESAA programs in District 2. The variation in ESAA programs from

school to school in District 1 makes it difficult to generalize about that district.

There is considerable evidence that compensatory education programs have

stimulated school districts to clearly specify objectives for target students

in order to evaluate the programs. Such a clarification has not been made,

however, for noncompensatory education students. The former students are

evaluated by the degree to which they have achieved the objectives identified

for them, but they are not compared to the non-target students. In District 1,

for example, it is impossible to determine whether noncompensatory education

students mastered more of the specified objectives than did the compensatory
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education students. In District 2 it may be presumed that the objective was

for noncompensatory education students to achieve a year's growth as measured

by standard norm referenced tests, but there is no evidence that students not

involved in Title I, Article 3, or bilingual programs achieved this level.

It was much more difffcult to obtain definitive evidence concerning the

differentiation of objectives, expectations, and instructional programs for

target students (and thus racial-or ethnic minority students) than it was to

determine the degree to which resegregation occurred. Staffs of the two school

, districts, both teachers and central administrators, were generally sensitive

about the identification of differential programs, except for the bilingual

programs which clearly called for differential objectives and instruction.

Some staff certainly did not set different objectives, hold different expecta-

tions, or provide different instructional programs for the targeted students.

Others--and this was more commonly true of the teacher aides and specialists

who worked more exclusively with the compensatory education students--held

different objectives and different expectations for their students and provided

different instructional programs. -These differences were generally explained

and justified by the same reasoning used to justify the resegregation which has

occurred in the districts. The guidelines for bilingual, Title I, and Article 3

programs clearly support supplying supplementary instructional services which

presumably are to be different from the regular classroom instruction. These

differences in objectives and tnstructional programs are also-justified by the

belief that the students from disadvantaged backgrounds .:Yre different abilities

and different needs. Given this belief, regular instructional programs to

achfeve the standard level objectives and expectations are inappropriate for

the target students. Differential objectives and programs are therefore necessary

and appropriate for students served by the various compensatory programs. Many
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members of the staff would insit that it was not only appropriate, but

absolutely necessary, to establish dffferent objectives for these students

and provide different instructional programs for them. They were perceived

as not able to achieve at the same levels or master the same areas of knowledge

as other students. This belief system provides a foundation on which to justify

differential education for racial and ethnic minorities as well as other dis-

advantaged students.

Outcomes-Achievement

All of the-prograMs examined in this study--Title I, Article 3, Bilingual,

and Emergency School Aid Act Programs--were intended to improve the quality

of education provided to the target populations. Since the target populations

are predominately perceived at less advantaged and in need of special services

to provide them quality education,, the purpose of these policies and programs

has generally focused on an fncreased degree of equality in education. Equality

in education presumes some basis for determining the quality of education

received. In an earlier period in our history, equality was essentially deter-

mined by availability of educational programs to all groups of students. In

recent decades, however, the quality of education has been assessed by the

outcomes rather than by availability. Clearly the criterion of quality is

perceived as appropriate in each of the'programs examined in theie school districts.

Although not specifically mentioned, the U.S. Supreme Court certainly implied

that the quality of segregated black schools was inferior to that of desegregated

schools. Black students do not receive equal education in schools identified

as inferior, The purpose of Title I and Article 3 is to.i*prove the performance

of the target students. Michigan Article 3 legislation identifies this specifi-

cally in.terms of reading and mathematic skills. Bilingual programs, both state
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and federal, are intended to overcome language and cultural handicaps so that

target students can function at a hfgher level of achievement. It is appropriate,

therefore, to ask the following in regard to all the programs: Have they,

improved the outcomes for target students? Did they provide a higher quality

of education? Did they assure a greater degree of equity for these students?

The two districts studied provided little data on which to assess the

outcomes of the various programs other than achievement in the basic academic

skills of language, reading, and mathematics.

The data on the basic skill achievement in each district was quite different

and notcomparable. It was therefore, necessary to examine them separately.

In District 1, there was evidence that between 1976-79, the percentage of

compensatory education students mastering 16 objectives per year in reading

increasid. That percentagewas approaching 60 percent in 1979. If we assume

that 16 objectives is a normal year's growth in achievement, more than 40

percent of the target students did not achieve a year's growth during the

academic year. Furthermore, many of these objectives were at grade levels

below that in which the student was enrolled, indicating that the gap in

reading between disadvantaged target students, (disproportionately minority).

and majority students had not been closed. If we assume that more than 16

objectivesnwere the goal for the non-target students, the gap between them

and the compensatory education students was even greater and may not have

narrowed at all in many schools. As we have indicated, a comparison between

the District 1 target students and the non-target students was impossible at

the time of the study. The pattern of achievement in mathematics among target

students was a little higher than in reading, but had not improved significantly

in the year preceding the study. The same problem, as in the case of reading,

existed in a,comparison of mathematics outcomes. Since students in the compensa-

tory programs had been achieving 50 to 70 percent of the stated achievement goals,

1.06
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which may be less than for regular students, and frequently on lower grade

levels than goals for other students, we must conclude equitable achievement

had not been reached in District 1.

The outcomes in math and reading achievement for District 2 students in

compensatory programs have been evaluated in terms of the percentage of a year's

growth as measured by standardized norm referenced tests. The data indicated

that on the average, more than half of the compensatory education students

were achieving less than a year's growth in reading and in math. This indicates

that these,students were not catching up with noncompensatory students. If

the latter were achieving a year's growth on the average, most of the students

being served by Title T and Article 3 were falling further behind each year.

The percentage of noncompensatory education students achieving a year's growth

on these tests in District 2 was not available. Other District 2 data, however,

clearly demonstrated that black students were achieving at decidedly lower levels

than white students and that the gap had not been closed in the years preceding

the study. To the extent that the compensatory education students were minority,

which they were in a disproportionately-high percentage, these programs did not

provide equitable educational outcomes for minority students.

Equality of educational outcomes seemed to have-little relevance in either

school district. Evaluation of the compensatory educational programs which we

have examined was based exclusively on the percentage of students achieving the

relatively lower objectives held for students in these-programs. There were,

therefore, little data which to make a valid comparison of the outcomes for

the target students and for the other students.

Much has been written about the importance of improving students' self-

concept, particularly among minority and other disadvantaged students. There

ts no evidence, however, on which to determine whether this has been achieved

lt)J
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jn these two districts and, if it has, whether it is associated with any

increase in basic skill achievement or other outcomes. Evidence from other

research (Brookover, et al., 1979) indicates that black students in Michigan

elementary schools have decidely higher concepts of their academic ability

than do white students in Michigan schools. Although we do not have data for

studentiiin-these two school districts, it is possible that black students in
C.

these districts also had higher concepts of tir academic ability and higher

self-esteem than the white students. This may be\the result of the special

services to disadvantaged students in which there has been much emphasis on

the improvement of the students' self-esteem and their general feelings about

themselves. Data from the same research, however, indicate that the higher

self-concepts which black students express do not necessarily produce higher

achievement. In fact, in a random sample 'of Michigan elementary schools, the

mean achievement of black students is clearly below that of white students

(Brookover et al., 1979). It is possible that schools have succeeded in com-

municating to minority students that they should think well of themselves,

but have not provided the kind of instructional programs that fulfill their

expectations. From the same study, we learn that the black students"perceive

that the stiff expects much less of them and evaluates them less well. Perhaps

as a consequence, they feeV a much higher sense of futility than the white

students. So, improved self-concept may be a necessary, but not sufficient,

cause for higher achievement. Although we have no evidence from these two=

school districts, it is possible that the programs examined have resulted in

higher self-concepts of ability and higher self-esteem for minority and poor

students without enhancing the achievement in the basic skills or other areas.

Evidence from District 1 indicates that the ESAA program in general did'not



sigrTf1iEy improve target students' sense of futility over one year. One

sub-program of guided interaction did, however, produce significant improvement.

The staffs of the schools studied generally believed that the Title I,

Article 3, and bilingual programs enhanced the achievement of the target students,

but, as noted, there is little justification for this conclusion in the evidence

availLale. Much of the belief about this was derived from the emphasis that

school staffs placed on the importance of becoming.aware of disadvantaged

students and the importance of enhancing their self-esteem. There was little

concern about having these students achieve at the same level as non-target

middle class white students. Neither districtilad adequate achievement or other

outcome data to make valid comparisons with the noncompensatory students.

Apparently no one considered it important to determine the extent to which

policies and programs actually functioned to overcome the disadvantages and

provide equitable educational outcomes. No one in either school district, for

example, considered the possibilityof using as a criterion of success, the

percentage of compensatory education students who become ineligible for the

program each year because their achievement had reached a higher level. Some

estimated that this might be about ten percent of the students.

Placement of minority students in secondary school courses and programs

and other evidence concerning dropout and suspension rates also indicate that

the programs have not produced equitable outcomes for minority students.

Discussion of Findings

The primary goals of federal Title I, bilingual, and Emergency School Aid

Act programs are to assist in overcoming educational disadvantages and to

provide equitable education. These are clearly-in harmony with the goal of

desegregation, that is, the equal protection of the laws or equitable education.

The state compensatory education program under Article 3 of Michigan Public
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Act 94 has a similar goal with particular reference to basic skill achievement.

Analysis of the way in which these programi functioned in two desegregated

school districts indicated that the specified programs had not achieved the

equal protection and equality of education goals of desegregation as measured

by the criteria of resegregation, differentiation, and achievement:

It seems unlikely-that the programs as now functioning in the two school

districts will achieve equality of education goals of desegregation. This

speculation emerges frorithe assumptions on which the prog rams are based and

the learning theories which dominate the beliefs of the school systems. The

underlying assumption regarding the students tnvolved in the compensatory

education programs is that they are vastly different in learning abilities from

other students. The assumption is that a wide range of learning abilities are

aggravated by disadvantaged home conditions to the extent that it is unlikely,

that target students would be able-to achieve at the same or similar levels

as students from middle class families. The predominate purpose of the programs

as they function in these districts is to provide an educational program that

fits the abilities of the target students. This emphasis upon individual

differences and adapting programs to those differences is reflected by the lack

of concern for determining whether or not students in the programs are achieving

at an equitable level with other students.

The emphasis upon indivioual differences and individual attention is

buttressed by a humanistic approach which emphasizes the importance of compensa-

tory education students, particularly minority students, feeling good about

themselves and enhancing their self-esteem. Although this is certainly a

desirable goal, apparently ,it does not guarantee maximum achievement. The

individual instructional, attention that it generates tends to promote the emphasis

upon differentiation, resegregation, and the achievement of differential out-

comes for the target students.
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The emphavis in the federal and state policies and guidelines for the

several programs tends toreinforce, perhaps require, differentiation and

resegregation. The need to account for the use of resources for the eligible

population and the emphasis, upon supplementary service rather than supplanting

_regular services stimulates pull-out for separate, differentiated educational

services for compensatory education students: This, combined with the theories

Of individual differences in learning abilities and individual needs, clearly

promotes the practices of differential objectives, differential expectations,

and differentiated programs with the concomitant resegregation of students.

The laws providing for compensatory education services tend to encourage

the identificatioh of large numbers of eligible students and the maintenance

of these eligible targetchildren in the program. The Michigan Article 3

program clearly rewards the school district if the achievement of the eligible

students does not rise above the cut off level. Similarly, if federal and

state bilingual education programs achieved their aims in shorter periods

of time than the resources are provided in the laws, these resources would .

probably cease to be available. School districts are encouraged to describe

very extensive need for imOroved education programs in order to receive Title I

or ESAA funds. If students in eligiple schools were all achieving at above

average levels, it would be difficult to justify the need for federal funds

from either,of these sources. Thus there is little or no incentive in the

state or federal Tegislation to provide high quality educational programs and

produce high levels of student achievement through these educational programs.

The practices'of pull-out resegregation and differentiation in objectives

and instructional programs might be justified if the outcomes in achievement

clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the resegregation and differentiation.

If within A limited period of time, resegregation and differentiation brought'
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the target students up to a level of performance equal to that of middle

class majority students, the practice of resegregation and differentiation

might be tolerated. In the absence of effectiveness, it seems questionable

that the various pull-out and differentiated programs can be justified in

the name ofiqual educational opportunity. It would seem appropriate for

the evaluation of the several compensatory educational programs to be based

bn the results in providing high quality equitOle outcomes rather than the

achievement of some limited inequitable level of objectives.

Retommendations

The failure of the compensatory education programs in these two districts

to provide equitable educational outcomes which are the goals of desegregation

suggests the need.for comprehensive study of the effects of various policies

at the district and sthool level. If educational equity is the aim of federal

and state governments in the desegregation of schools, it should certainly be

applied. to other federal and state educational programs. When such prograMs

result in resegregation, differentiation of students, and inequitable outcomes,

they clearly are not compatible with the goals of desegregated education. A

comprehensive study to determine the extent to which these educational programs

result in inequities should have high priority..

If the two case studies of desegregated school districts are typical of

desegregated schools, the policies and Practices characteristic of Title I,

Michigan Article 3, bilingual, and ESAA programs should be changed. These

policies should emphasize the goal of equitable high quality education for all,

rather than endorsing differentiated individualized educational objectives.

School districts should be rewarded for overcoming the disadvantages of the

target populations, whether minority or majority students, rather than for

maintaining them in the prograMs and limiting their level of achievement.

11 4
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Currently the resources provided for these programs are justified ki the

_number of d'sadvantaged low achieving minority and language handteapped

students in the system. If these school districts found that 01 Title I
ri ----

and'Articlel students achieved at above average levels within a=year and

that their bilingual students and newly desegregated black students were

all achieving at high levels and speaking fluent English after a few months

of special services, they would find it difficult to justify' receiving the

resources provided by theie programs. The policy should be to reward such

a performance rather than withhold resources from schools that succeed in

providing high quality equitable education for the disadvantaged.

It would seem appropriate to devise programs that promoted desegregation

and equitable outcomes within the schools in h rmony with.the goals of a

balanced student body composition. It seems ssential that a comprehensive

study be designed to determine the degree to which desegregation within

schools and equitable outcomes are being ac ieved by these programs. If

the findings of such a study are similar to/those in Districts 1 and 2, changes

in the educational policies would certainlj, be in order unleis equitable

education is no longer a goal in imerican society.
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APPENDIX A

PERCENT MINORITY ENROLLMENT TITLE I AND ARTICLE 3 BY GRADE

DISTRICT ONE

SCHOOLS A, B, AND C.,' 1979-80

1 K
0

1 2 3 i 5 .6

:All Grades TI
413 % Minority

School

%. Minority

% Difference TI,
A3 Minority vs.
School Minority

Percent Minority TI 6 A3

School A .50. 57 60 81 63 44 - 19

School B 50

.61

48 45 65 50 47 67 53 39 14

school c (Article 3 Only) 50. 50 33 59 50 22 58 45 25 . 20

123 1 4
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APPENDIX B

WHY MINORITY OVERREPRESEhTATION

HAS OCCURRED - DISTRICT ONE

STAFF INTERVIEWED: Teachers, instructional aides, central office
administrators, and principals.

Number of Response

Response Categories Responses Rank

Family background of minority children
Low socio-economic status
Working parents
Single parents
AFDC
Living environments
Mobility
Cultural-differences
Lack of_faith in_edUcational system 15

Program Guidelines

Greater numbers of minorities
_ not succeeding, minorities

need the services-more

N.

Prejudice, institutional racism,
personal racism, past discrimination,
cultural bias

Identification and selection process,
tests

Educational system design gives -

=disproportionate efforts toward.

minorities

10 2

10

6

6

Total Number of Responses 48

3
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ApPEND1X C

Percent of District One Title 1 and Article 3 Students Mastering Sixteen.or More District
instructional Guidance Plan Reading and Mathematics Objectives, 1976-77 to 1978-79,

% Gaining 16 or More % Gaining 16 or More

Program Objectives--Reading Change Ojectives--Mathematics Change

1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1976-79 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1976-79

Article-3 26 45 52 +26 65 60 66 .4-1

Title 1 31 45 50 +19 75 68 70 -5

1 9 123
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APPENDIX 4), FIGURE 1

FOUR YEAR LONGITUDINAL ACHIEVEMENT, BY SCHOOL YEAR
AND BY BUILDING, OF MINORITY AND MAJORITY

STUDENTS IN SCHOOL A

Average
Percentile READING MATH
Rank

100

90

80_

70--

6o

50

40

30

20

10

50

ci

59
56 .56

5 1

45 44

MOW
1. .1

7g 49
47

Note:

76 77 78 79 76

Majority Percentile
g Minority Percentile

77



Average
Percentile
Rank

100
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/ APPENDIX D, FIGURE 2
/

POUR YEAR LON ITUDINAL ACHIEVEMENT, BY SCHOOL YEAR
AND BY 1314ILDING, OF MINORITY AND MAJORITY

STUDENTS IN SCHOOL B

REAbiNG

90

80

70

60-- 58

37

60

/.
A

31

59

35

/

61

0 /`
40

50

4o

3o-1

20

10

76 77 78 79

Note: gilMajority Percentile
Minority Percentile

132

. 57

MATH

59
55

ig " N.., 36

32 7fr

76 77 78 79
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APPENDIX D FIGURE 3

FOUR YEAR LONGITUDINAL ACHIEVEMENT, BY SCHOOL YEAR.
AND BY BUILDING, OF MINOAITY AND MAJORITY

STUDENTS IN SCHOOL C

Average--.
Percentile READING' MATH
Rank

56
53

55
56

4o

3-3

6

57 57 .

arm.. offima ammo mwo

38 38
35

76 77 78 79 76 77 78 . 79

Note: = Majority Perceniile
r 0 Minority Percentile

133
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APPENDIX E

Response to an inquiry concerning what dilferences in the
instructional program in your school district would result
if-the_resources provided for by the compensatory education
-programs di-a-not-exist._

STAFF INTERVIEWED: Teachers, instructional administrators,
and principals.

Response Categories

Less aides, itaff reductions

Less indivTduanzed instruction

Wider range of abilities to hanale---
-wfthin_the regular classroom, more
reading iiabps4-larger class size,
less time spent with i-eguial-students

Number of
Responses

26

18

15

Less money available for supplies and
materials 8

Less time would be spent with slower
students

Less testing, less monitoring

Lowering of goals and expectations
set for tliem (compensatory
education students)-

Others
more discipl ine problems_
have to scrape-up materials more
programs would not exist
liss-paretwolvement
less staff-inserVice--____
less reinforcement for-sttidents--

2

8

Total Number of Responses 90

135
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Response Categories

APPENDIX ,F

POSITIVE OUTCOMES OF

'COMPENSATORY- EDUCAT100ROGRAMS

Compensatory education programs
increase pupils' reading and,
mathematics achievement

Compensatory education programs
improve students' self-concept
and attitude

Compensatory education programs
provide for individualization
of instruction, small group
instruction, one to one instruction

Compensatory education programs
provide special supplementary
services to disadvantaged children

Others
provide staff inservice
assist in desegregation
teachers learn how to work

with low achievers

Compensatory education programs
provide additional money for
supplies and staff

Compensatory education programs
increase the possibility for
parental involvement

Number of
Responses

Response
Rank

35 1

22 2

16 3

5 4

5 4

4

2

Total Number of Responses 89
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Response Categories

APPENDIX G

NEGATIVE OUTCOMES OF

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION'*PROGRAMS'

Number of Response
Responses Rank

Guidelines exclude certain children
who need the help, requires aides
only work with certain children 16

Stigmatization and labeling of stk.
dents that are involved in com-
pensatory educatfon programs. 11

Segregation and resegregation of
students 10.

Di srupti on of cl asses , schedul i ng

problems, interruption of daily
schedule 9

Compensatory education students miss
instruction and class activities 7

Other
noise in halls
over dependence on programs
loss of funds

Di sci pli ne problems

Program goals are not focused on
areas of student needs

Lack of cornniunication between com-
pensatory and noncompensatory
education staff

Difficulty in planning funding
timetable

Total Number of Responses

13d

6

4

2

1

4

7

1 10

69
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APPENDIX H, TABLE 1

'PERCENTAGES OF EMI:STUDENTS .11YSCHOOL tEVEL AND RACIAL AND .ETHNIC. GROUP; .670-79

Early Elementary

Later EleMentary

Junior High SCh.
1

Senior High Sch.

Early Elementary

Later Elementary

Junior High Sch.

Senior High Sch.

141

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

3 4 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 10.5 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

.7 1.2 1.2 1.4 .8 1.2 .7 1.0 .5

4.0 4.2 4.8 3.2 1.6 2.2 1.1 2.3 1.2 1.7 .7

4.7 1.5 5.4 3.2 1.9 3.5 1.7 1.1 3.0 .7

1975-76

2.8 3.0 .7

1976-77 1977-78 19709

1 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 _3 4 5 1 2 3 4

1.0 1.7 .9 .6 1.7 .5 1.3 3.1 .7.9 94 .8

1.6 .8 2.3 .6 2.0 4.0 .8 3.0 1.5 3.0 .9

2.7 1.1 2.8 1.4 3.8 1.4

1.5 .6 3.1 .8

Legend: A = American Indian
2 sa Black

3 = Oriental
4 = Spanish American
5 .04hite or Oiher



Early Elementary

Later Elementary

1 Junior High:School

Senior High School'

Early Elementary

Later Elementary

Junior High School

Senior High School

143

APPENDIX H, TABLE 2

jIRCENTAGES OF il STUDENTS, BY SCHO6L.LEVEOND MCI-ALAND 'ETHNIC.:GROUP, 1970-79

-

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

3 4 1 2 3 4 5 2. 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1

.1974-75

2 3 4 5

.7 .6 .2 .2 .4 .4

.4 .7 .7 1.7 .9

.6 .5 .5 4 -3.2 2.5 1.3
r r,

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

.5 .2 .8 1.0 .7 1.0 .2 3.1 .6

1.6 .9 1.5 .7 1.1 .4 1.0 .5

.6 .1 3.8 3.1 .7 3.0 1.3 .9 1.1

.6 .1 1.6 .5

Legend: 1 = American Indian
2 = Black

3 = Oriental :

4 = Spanish American
5 = Whlte or Other

;



Early Elementary

Later Elementary

Junior High School

Senior High School

Early Elementary

Later Elementary

Junior High School

.Senior High School-

APPENDIX H TABLE 3

PERCENTAGES OF tD STUDENTS, BY SCHOOL LEVEL AND RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP, 070-75

1970-71

3 4

1975-76

1971-72

3 . 4

1972-73

5 2 3 4 5

1976-77

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1.3
.6

.5 2.0

2.0 1.8

.2 ,

1977-78

2 3 4

1.1 1.0

1.0 1.2

.4 2.8

1973-74

2 3

.5

1978-79

2 3 4 5

.9 .7 1.0

1.4 1.4 1.3

1.0 1.7 .3

Legend: 1 = American Indian
2 = Black

3 = Oriental
4 = Spanish American
5 = White or Other

2.2 .6

1974-75

2 3

.-9



Early Elementary

Later Elementary

Junior High Sch.

Senior High Sch.

Early Elementiry
,

Later Elementary

Junior High Sch.

Senior High Sch.

-147

APPENDIX H, TABLE 4

PERCENTAGES OF EMI STUDENTS, BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP
YEAR, AND SCHOOL LEVEL, 1970,79

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73

1 2 3 A 5 I 2 3.14 5 1 2 3 4 5 1

100 18 72 31 69

27 1 72 34 66 37 63

60 40 40 60 41 1 58

40 3 57

1975-76 1976Y7 1977-78

1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

23 2 75 26 4 70 29 3 68

44 56 62 38 51 3 46 3

45 55 43 57

39 61

1373-74 1974-75

2 3 k 5 1

31 69

37 63

37 63

1978-79

2 3, '4 5

Legend: 1 = American Indian
2 = Black
3 = Oriental
4 = Spanish American
5 = White or Other

45 3 52

38 5 54

53 47

.56 44

113

2 3 4 5

3I11

40

31 3

62

60

66



'APPENDIX H, TABLE 5

'PERCENTAGES OF El STUDENTS, BY RACIAL-AND ETHNIC GROUP, .

YEAR, AND SCHOOL LEVEL, 1970-79
-

1971-72

2 3 4 5 1

*1970-71

3 4

Early Elementary

Later Elementary
1

'Junior High Sch. 19 81

Senior High Sch.

1975-76 1976:77

3 4 2 3 4

Early Elementary 45 20

Later Elementary 40 .44

Junior High Sch. 71 / 29 64 2

Senior High Sch. 67 33

149

5 1

34

1972-73 1973-74. 1974-75

.2 3 4 5 1 2 3- 4 5 2 3 4

24 76 22 78 25

15.
.85 12 88 24

21 79----2-7 73 46 2

1977-78 1978-79

2 3 4 5 1 2 '3 4 5

19 81 R 10 5 85

55 45. 45 55

48 52 28 72

52 48

Legend: 1 = American Indian
= Black -

3 = Oriental
4 = Spanish American
5 = White or Other,

5

75

.76

52-7

1.50



APPENDIX H, TABLE 6

°PERCENTAGES OF LD STUDENTS BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUP,
YEAR, AND SCHOOL LEVEL, 1970-79

1970-71 1971-72 1972.-73 1973-74 1974-75

1 2 3 4 5 1 *2 3 5 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Early Elementary 19 81 30 70

Later Elementary 41 59

JUnior High Sch. 24 76

Senior High-Sch.-

0

,

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

2 3 4 5

.

2 -3 4 5 1 2 3 .4 5 1 2 '3 4 5

*Early Elementary 29 71 .16 84 27 , 73 24 76

Later Elementary 57:. 43 46
..,

54 27 73 68

Junior High Sch. . 59 : 41 58 42, 52 48 '

.32

70 30

Senior High Sch. , 100 53 47

151.
f' ,

.:,'

Legend 1 = American Indian
2 =_Black
3,= Oriental
4 = Spanish American
5 .., White or*Other

152
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APPENDIX t TABLE 1

GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GAINS'FOR DISTRICT TWO.TITLE .1 STUDENTS

School

A

IN 2, 3, AND 4 GRADE READING, BY scHooL, 1976-77

No. of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

Less Than
1.0 Year

1.0 Year
or More

1.6 Years*
or More

34.

27

27

29.

22

16

5

5

11

4

0

4

7 7 0 0

40 36 4

28 21 7

20 19 1 0

34 25 9

25 12 13 2

18 16 2 0

24 17 7 0

284 220 64 12

77% 23%-

*Also included in previous column,.I.0 year or more.

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78



APPENDIX , TABLE 2

GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GAINS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE I STOENTS

IN 2, 3, AND 4 GRADE READING, BY SCHOOL,'1977-78

No. of Students .

Pre- and Post- Less Than 1.0 Year 1.6 Year
School tested 1.0 Year or More or More

21 6

3

5 3

2 2

19 2

11

7 1

25 7

8 2

6 2

_

117 28

A.
B

50

14

29

/

/ 31"

/
-

C 24 19

D 25 23

E 79 60

F -53 42

G 41 34

H 92 67

1 32 24

J 46 40

K 62

N is 538 421

78% 22% 5%

*Also includv:.1 in previous column, 1.0 year or more.

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78



_APPENDIX 1, TABLE 3

GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GAINS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE I STUDENTS

IN ,, 5, AND 6 GRADE READING, BY SCHOOL-

School

T
-

'u

1976-17

No: of.Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

Less Than

1.0 Year

1.0 Year
,

or More

19 10 9.

36 21 15

35 23 12

18 9 9

65 29 36

78 38 40

1.6 YeaTs*.

or More

3

4

5

4

21'

21

347 188 159 78

54% 46% 22%

*Also included in previous column, 1.0 year or more.

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78 /



APPENDW -TABLE 4

GRADE EQUIVALENT,UNIT GAINS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE I STUDENTS

IN 4, 5, AND 6 GRADE READING, BY SCHOOL, 1977-78

School

No. of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

Less Than
1.0 Year

1.0 Year
or More

1.6 Years*
or More

T (31) 19 .12 7

U (100) 49 51 18

V (37) 19 16 6

W (13) 7 6 1

X (93) 48 45 18

Y (57) 24 33 13

2 (78) 40 38 19

N .. '409 206 203 82

50% io% 50%

*Also included in previous column, 1.0 year or more.

Source: ESEA Title 1 Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78



'APPEND11-4-TABLE 5

GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GAINS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE-1 STUDENTS

IN 2, 3, AND-4 GRADE MATHEMATICS, BY SCHOOL; 1976-77

School

No. of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested
Less Than
1.0 Year.

1.0 Year
or More

1.6 Years*
Or More

A

B

D

19

24

2

12

11

2

. 7

13

0

0

0

.0

F 45 12 33 7

G, 19 7
< ,

12 3

I 7 3 4 1

J 12 8 4 1

N = 128 55 73 12

43% 57% 9%

*Also included in previous column, 1.0 year or more.

'o

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78

15-a
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APPENDIX I, TABLE 6

GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GA)NS,FOR DISTRICT TWO T)TLE I STUDENTS

IN 2,3, AND 4 GRADE MATHEMATICS, BY SCHOOL

1977-78

-School

No. of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

.

Less Than
1.0 Year

1.0 Year
or MOre

1.6 Years
or More'

A

. B .

, C ,

D

43

12

12

.6

24

4

5

4

.19

8

7

2

3

2

0

1

F 28 11 17 ' 4

G 24 8. 16 5.

11 4 7 6

J .21 14. 7 2

N = 157 . 74 83 23

47% r- 53% 15%

*Also included in previous column 1.0 year or mo,re.

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78
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APPENDIX 1, TABLE 7

0-RADE EQUIVALENT UNIT GAMS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE I STUDENTS

IN 4, .5, AND 6 GRADE MATHEMATICS, BY SCHOOL,

1976-77

Schlmil

No. of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

.

.Less Than
1.0 Year

1.0 Year
or More

'- 1.6 Years*
or More

T 26 9 17 10

U 31 16 15 3

,

V 33 18 15 5

W 9 5 ..
4 1

X 17 7 10 2

Y 55 30 - 25 6

N = 171 85 86 32

50% 50% 19%

*Also included ill previous column, 1.0 year or more

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports

, for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78



APPENDIX t, TABLE 8

'GRADE EQUIVALENT UNIT'GAINS FOR DISTRICT TWO TITLE I STUDENTS

iN 4, 5, AND 6 GRADE MATHEMATICS, BY SCHOOL,

1977-78

SChool

No, of Students
Pre- and Post-

tested

Less Than
1.0 Year

1.0 Year
or More

.

1.6 Years*
-or More

T (13) 4 3. 9

U (47) . 30 6 17

V (37) 19 9 . 18

W (14) 6. 4 .8

X (35) '22 - 8 13

Y (57) 24
,

'13 33

Z (32) 21 3 11

N 235 126 46 109--

54% 20% 46%

*Also included in previous column, 1.0 year or more

Source: ESEA Title I Evaluation Reports
'for the School Years 1976-77 and 1977-78

,
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FIGURE 1

MAT READING 1975-1976
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FIGURE 2

MAT READING 1976-1977
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MAT READING. 1977-1978
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MAT.MATN - 1975-1976
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MAT MATH - 1976-1977
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MAT MATH
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FIGURE 7,

MAT SCIENCE 1975-1976



FIGURE 8

MAT SCIENCE 1976-1977
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FIGURE 9

MAT. SCIENCE 1977-1978
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FIGURE 10

MAT SOCIAL.STUDIES 1975-1976
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MAT SOCIAL STUDIES 1976-1977
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INTRODUCTION

Since the Brown Decisio, in 1954, the issues and controversy

surrounding school desegregation have undergonecontinUing evolUtion.

Initially, there was an all-out-effort to place the blame for segre-

gation and to determine the extent of racial mixing required to sat-

. isfy the dictates of the Supreme Court. Second generation issues are

concerned with resegregation within purportedly desegregated school.,

districts.

School desegregation Is now moving into a newera to be de-

.,
fined.by.the concerns of professionals who play various roles.in the

school desegregation process and its outcome. It was with this

third generation of issues in.mind that the College of Urtian Devel-

opment at' Michigan State University convened three symposia involving:

1) media representatives, 2) school administrators and policy makers,

and 3) legal professionals. These persons were asked to help College

social scientists define educational desegregation policy issues

which might be scientifitally researched in order to provide perti-

nent information to professionals involved in various aspects of

school desegregation.

The symposia, convened during the first half.of 1980, were

effective in identifying a number of questions which have not been

answered satisfactorily, according to the participants. Furthermore,L. -

the discussions highlighted the extent to which all groups had common

4
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concerns. It was also apparent that much of the extant social

science research on school desegregation has gone unnoticed 'by .

professionals in other disciplines, suggesting that more effective

and efficient methods are needed for disseminating desegregation -

restarch findings.

The following report reviews thelirst and second generation

school desegregation issues which fiave been pf concern since Brown

and defines t third generation Of questions. These questions merge

the intereits of social scientists and other professionals whose

work affects the school desegregation process. Issues raised by

media representatives, school policy aikers, and lcgal professionals

hen,categorized, and each category is commented upon frOm the -

perspective of social science research. All questions generated by

symposia participants are appended in two sections, one listing.

concerns unique to the respective professions, and one listing con-

cerns common to all.

8
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FIRST AND SECOND GENERATION ISSUES

More than 25 yeaft have now elapsed since the Supreme Court

ruled in Brown v. Board of Education. The court found that a state

may not separate black and white ch4ldren without violating the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution, which requires that no

state shall "deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws."
,

In the.years immediately following Brown, its meaning, the

steps which were necessary to achieve school integration, and even

the definiton of unconstitutional segregation-remained unclear.

While de jure segregation was said to be brought about by official

governmental policy, it eventually came to refer to a variety of of-,

ficial segregative practices by schools, such as open,enrollment

progr ms that allow white students to.leave schools that are dispro--
,

porti nately black, changes in school attendance zones whiCh perpet-
,

,

uate segregation, and construction programs which perPetuate segre-
,,

gation (Bullock, 1978). The issue was further comp;'-ated in some

instances by desegregation which did not elst ai a function ofL

official policy. Indeed, in,the North,'seiregation was More typi-

cally sid to be de facto, since racial separation was pot clearly

legislated or created by official policy.

While these issues were the central focus In school desegre-

gation for many4ears, there now has developed a second generation

17a



of school desegregation issues involving new allegations of dis-

crimination. Although desegregation may be operationalized by pupil

transportation alone, it is not necessarily true that as a conse-

quence, conditions associated with discrimination will be remedied.

'Indeed, many discriminatory conditions are often found to remain,

and they include the following:

Disproportionately high placement of minority students in
special education classes and low-ability groups.

Application of discriminatory disciplinary measures to
minority students.

3. Discriminitiori against minority teachers and staff.

Ldrgel in response to-spch problems, school districts involved in

court ordered school desegregation are more frequently engaging in

speci 1 Ancillary programS which address the various second generation

discrimination problems. Among these are revisions of curricula,

-staff transfers, and community involvement.

Discrim nation in S ecial Education anci Abilit Grou i

In recent years,it has been suggested that minority' students

are disproportionately placed in special education-classes at all .

,grade levels. Mercer (1971) re ieWed the placement of minority stu-
.

dents in special education clas es inSouthern California and found

that Mexican and black children were overrepresented in special

classes for the mentally retarded. The I.Q. test score was the major

5
criterion used for placement, while other factors, such as socio-

economic status and cultural differences, were largely ignOred.



When the issue of minority overrepresentation in special classes

has been brought into the courts, discussion has typically revolved

around whether procedures used to assess mental retardation are

appropriate for minority children who have diverse cultural back-

grounds (Meyers, Sundstrom & Yoshida, 1975). These cases specifically

focus on whether children are denied due process in placement and

whether they are denied equal educational opportunity. In one well-

known case Larry P. v. Riles, the plaintiff's case was based on the

assertion that although blacks made up 28.5 percent of all students

in the San Francisco Unified School District, the educable mentally

retarded programs in the district were cOmpoied of 66 percent black

students. The school district countered that bl-acks do not do as

well educationally due to poverty and poor nutrition, but the court

rejected this argument. It was the conclusion of thi'court that

the sole use of intelligence test sco-is for classification and

placement decisions'had violated the Fourteenth Amendment Tights of

the black children. The court consequently ruled against continuation

of this practice in the district (Bersoff, 1977). The appropriateness

of I.Q. test scores as the ba4is for placement decisions has.been

challenged in other cases 'as well (Covarrubtut v. San Clego, 1971;

Diana v. State Board of Education, 1970).
,

. -1

Ability grouping on the batis of standardized test results

tends to resegregate children when "used in

deselgregated (Samuda, 1975).--Whether this

schools Which have been

is by design, in response

to other conditions, or both, is not the question. Black students

score, on the average, aboueone standard deviation below White

. t...



children on standardized achievement tests and aptitude tests

(Dreger & Miller, 1960; Findley & Bryan, 1971; Heathers, 1979; Shuey,

1966). This places them at a disadvantage when these tests are used

as a convenient and presumably objective basis for ability grouping.

Although many educators and,testing authorities advocate group-

ing on the basis of test scbres this practice has not been clearly

demonstrated to have positive effects on minority group students.),
,

Findley and Bryan (1971), tn a comprehensive review of the effects

of ability grouping, concluded that it does not promote schOlastic

achievement,, but it"does tend to foster'negative attitudes and low,

expectations among teachers of low ability groups. Ultimately, the

most pernicious aspect of ability grouping is that children in low

ability groups are usilally exposed to an anemic curriculum4-rather

than to a rigorous program that would enable theM to move into the

mainstream.

Partly as a function of ability grouping, racially identifiable

classrooms can be found in many desegregated schools irrespective

, of geographical location or other variables: The Southern Regional _.

Council collected data in Alabama, Florida,AississiPpi, Georgia, North

Carolina; South Carolina, and Tennessee and found that two7thirds of

the sdhOol districts studied had at least-one school with racially

identifiable classrooms (Mills-& Bryan, 1976).

Racially Discriminatory Disciplinary Practices

it has been observed subsequent to desegregation in some school

districts that minority group students have lieen subjected to



exceedingly harsh disciplinary practices. In a study by the former

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, it was found that discip-

linary measures kept minority students out of schoOl longer and more

frequently than white students, and that black and other minority stu-,

dents suffered from a rate of expulsion almost twice that of white

students (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1975).

These discriminatory disciplinary practices have prompted

minority parents to initiate litgation against school,districts.

In one such case in Dallas, Texas, the basis of the plaintiffs' suit

was that of the 10,345 students luspended in Dallai schools in 1971,

5,449 were black. Blacks' disproportionately high rate of suspen-

sion was related, according to the Dallas school superintendent, to

institutional and personal racism. The court ruled that the disci-

plinary policies had been.applied in a discriminatory manner (U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, 1976 b).

Complaints of discriminatory disciplinary practices have also

been brought against school districts-undlr Title VI of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and under the Emergency SchOol Aid Act (ESAA) of

1973. It is assumed under ESAA that racial discrimination has

occurred if a school district suspends or expels-minority stUdents

at a proportion that is 20 percent higher than the proportion of
_

minority students in the district in general (Bullock, 1978).

One example of-the use.of.these criteria involved the complaint

filed agafnst Richland County School District No. 1 in COlumbia,
1

-South Caroli a. After receiving the coMplaint,-HEW examined the

loschOol distrt t's disciplinary policies and procedures and conducted

personal interviews with students and school personnel.' The findings

183



were that-the rate of suspensions for minority students was dispro-

portionately high. It was concluded that administrators and teachers

had not been adequately prepared for possible disciplinary problems

accompanying desegregation (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1976b).

Discriminatory Treatment of Minority Faculty

If school desegregation fails to remedy continued discrimina-

tory treatment of minority faculty, one of the essential criteria

for full integration remains unsatisfied. Indeed, adequate minority

representation at all levels of the teaching and administrative staff

is a necessary component of integrated education. As was observed in

a report by the United States Commission on Civil.Rights,,representa-
J

tion on minorities in positions of responsibility,helps to dispel

r myths about the lack of competence of minorfty persons for such posi-
t

tions abd also provides minority individuals with valuable role

models (U.S. Commission on tivil Rights b).

As with other issues Concerning educational discrimination,

many recent court rulings on school desegregation have involved the

representation of minority faculty. While some court orders have

mandated that minority teachers be evenly distributed across the school

system, other rulings have been related to the proportion of minority

residents in the city or the proportion of minority students in the

schools. In the landmark Keyes v.-School District No. 1 of-Denver

case, for example, the Supreme Court required the distridt to recruit

black and Hispanic personnel until minority personnel-ratios reflected
_

those of black and Hispanic,students in the school. Denver responded'
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with.recruitment programs and programs ta-rgeted at personnel devel-

opment, career counseling, and job advancement. Minorfty staff

rePresentation has also been addressed in court-ordered school deseg-

regation plans in 'Boston, Tampa, and Louisville, among Other cities

(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1976 b).

ESAA guidelines are also related to representation of-minority

-faculty.. 'If, after school detegregation, a district shows a dispro-

portionately -high number of dismissals or demotions of minOrity staff

members, the district must offer reinstatement and financial compen-

.sation to those Who have suffered from the discriminatory practices

(Bullock., 1978).

Techniques for Ancillary_Relief

We have reviewed only three of the many second generation school

desegregation problems. The first involved the plicement of minority

students in disproportionate numbers in special education classes and

low-ability groups; the second was.the use of discriminatory discip-

line standards and procedureS with minority students; and the third was

discrimination against minority teachers and other staff members.

Several techniques have been usedieither'in anticipation of the

development of these problemS.or in response to a mandate-from theLJ,

,

courts. These techniqUei, referred. to collectively, as ancillary tech-
.

"I niques, have involved such procedures as CUrriculum revision, tnservice
(

1

training, staff transfer,rand cOmmunity involvement..

Itw111 perhaps be4usefut to consi-der some examples of cities

which haxe used these techniques either singly or in combination
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In the Hillsborough County, Florida, School District, the ancillary

techniquesincluded racial desegregation of staff (from administra-

tive levels to support staff) and special training for personnel.

There have apparently been some measurable benefits. Assistant

Superintendent E. Luttrell Bing reported that both bla_k and white

student achievement scores increased significantly. -Prior to desegre-

gation, white students' achievement sCores were well below national

norms and black students' were even lower. After desegregation and

the ancillary efforts that accompanied pupil reassignment, both groups

of students were about at the national norms in achieverdent

mission on Civil Rights, 1976c).

Bing also reported that the human relations training of teachers,
.

students, and parents tended to lower tensions and apprehensions.

The district found itinecessary to establish a vigorous recruiting

program-to raise the ratio of minorities on the staff to the level

mandated by the court (National Institute of Education, 1977).

In Williamsburg, South Carolina, the ancillary techniques

included individualizing teaching methods, instituting courses about

black culture, pi-oviding human relations training for staff, and

achieving staff desegregation. There is some evidence that the

contequences included improvement in attendance records and dropout

rates (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977). In the Berkeley,

California, Unified School District,/ higher achievement scores were'
f

obtained by both-black and white students after desegregation. This

may be associated with the-use of multicultural curriculum

materials and workshops in multicultural education (U.S. Commission

on Civil Rights, 1976a).
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An example of ancillary programs at the classroom level is

the uie of cooperative learning teams in the Baltimore, Maryland,

Public Schools. There, bi-racial learning teams-composed of high

achievers, low achievers, and average achievers competed with similar

groups by accumulating point totals for their teams throuO the demon-

stration of mastery of subject matter on quizzes. Since each individ-

ual member of the team contributed points to the team's total, cooper-

ation among team members was essential. This interracial cooperation

resulted in better achievement rates by both white and black children

in the program when compared with their counterparts in regular class-

rooms (Slavin, 1977).

Community involvement is illustrated in Charlotte-Mecklenberq.,

North Carolina, where, during the "Year of the Community,-" several

community involvement innovations were established (National rnstitute

of Education, 1977). Mini-school boards for each school were instifUted,

curriculum councils and.speakers' bureaus were established, and.10,000

volunteers were recruited for service to the school system.

The use of,blue ribbon committees to marshal support for deseg-

"regation is illustrated in Dallas, Texas. Businessmen, political

-leaders, and professional leaders formed the Dallas Alliance and gathered

citizen support for the desegregation plan by means of,films and adver-

tising and by working outarrangeMents for coverage with local media
\

(TroMbley, 1977). While the Alliance can be credited for fatllitating

, peaceful implementation of the desegregation plan, its major shortcoming

was its participation in developing a plan which failed to meet children's

187
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educational needs. The Dallas group illustrates the.ability of

local leaders to promote a plan, but it also suggests some of the

limits of such groups in adequately addressing educational issues.

A THIRD GENERATION OF ISSUES

.While the ancillary programs noted above are representative of

second generation school desegregation problems, it has become neces-

sary to proceed to a new level of third generation issues. First

generation issues were concerned with 1-egal definitions and basic

processes of desegregation, and second generation issues were gener-

ally concerned with achieving integration in desegregated_schools.

The third generation of issues is a multi-faceted genre defined by

the toncerns of ')rofessions whose members are in various ways affil-
,

iated with school desegregation. One such prOfession is educational

research, whose practitioners are generally interested in edutational

quality.

_ To thetextent that educational-research is concerned with

issues of school quality, the line of research followed by school de-
_

segregation researchers over the years might add an interesting dimen-

-sion to the educational quality issue. Although, as St. John (1975) has

observed, desegre§ation'research\has not typically involved programs

concerned with the-duality' of education, the essential phenomena they
,

have studied might be of much interest to other eatational researchers.

Desegregation research has studied the effect of extreMely-powerful ahe-

.large-:cale treatments on large segments of school districts. Many

-(
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. studies of desegregation have been guided by the notionthat educa-

tional processes are best understood by changing the schools and

observing the effects of those changes. Therefore, educational re-

searchers in general might be attracted to the phenomenon of a large-

scale educational quasi-experiment as much as they are to the nature

of the desegregation treatment itself. The experimental approach,

involving large-scale ecological dimensions of the educational system,

is not an entirely uncharted Section bf the educational research uni-

verse. Bronfenbrenner (1976) has described an ecological framework

for educational research that defines what is educationally relevant

in a isted arrangement of environmental systems and involves expe.ri-

mntatl3on to transform the relationships among those systens.

In this raaitaT-notion there lies the possibility of gaining' .

'a fundamental understanding of educational institutions by transforming

them profoundly/ Thus far, one of the few such transforming experiments

whose results can be seen on a large scale is school desegregtion We

have some evidence relative to the extent to which children can realize

their potentials in this type of ecological experiment, but there is

little evidence concerning the possible results of other ecological

experiments of similar magnitude.

In addition to educatiohal researchers, other professionals are

a)so interested in school desegregation, and these other interests

should be served with equal seriousness. Not only is it possible for

research on school desegregation to addres needs of individuals

in other professions, it is also possible that the interests of-the
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. educational research and social science communities in general might

overlap with those of the other professions. The notion that desegre-

gation research could be responsive to a wide range of professiOnal

constituencies served as the impetus for the staff at the College

of Urban Development at Michigan State University to:conduct the

three desegregation symposia. It was thought that a research agenda

for the study of educational desegregation policy issues should pot-

bedetermined solely on the basis of the social scientitt's conception

of worthwhile, researchable issues. Indeed, if research on desegre-

gation is to provide knowledge.which can be.applled.by,all who

mandate, implement, or evaluate desegregation plans, it.is necessary

that those who participate in the desegregation process add questions

to the research agenda.

Even before the symposia were convened, there was evidence that

-other professional constituencies interested in the desegregation

,process had a number of concerns and gdheral interests which might

be profitably addressed by social science researchers. These.concerns

were solicited from partIcipants before the symposia began. Some

participants responded in great detail, and their commentS are con,

tained in the sectiohs which iffuediately follow.

_ Views of Media Personnel

Before the symposium in which they-participated began, many

media representatives considered the possible value,of establishing

a new research_agenda for school desegregation. Alexis Scott Reeves,

t.4 the Atlanta Journal/Atlanta Constitution, poited out that most

newspaper articles focus on court orders or specific events, usually.
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conflicts between the races, after desegregation has been ordered.

There are seldom enough news stories which examine the effects of

desegregation on the students--both black and white. Instead the

stories feature statistics, which are easier to obtain. As. Reeves

expressed.an interest in the interaction of the students; how they

feel about the desegregated school; how they feel about each other;

their reactions to.the means of desegregation, such as busing, pairing,

or magnet schools; how the parents and teachers deal with desegregated

education, and if they feel ithas changed the 'quallty of education;

and, if it can be determined,-hoW the reporting of desegregation in a

certain community affects the process and the community's reaction to it.

She also indicated that it would be helpful to know how much

education coverage, in general, is desired by readers, and how many are

interested in various types of education issues--desegregation or other-
r.

wise. It would also be interesting to see what priority readers give to

reading stories about education and its effect on the community, she

concluded.

Leonard Pardue, managing editor of the Louisville Times, submitted

a lengthy list of-interests and concerns.. He saw a need for systematic
.

research comparing, separately, academic achievement and attitudes in

segregated and desegregated school sysc-tems: Hi suggated that this

research should be long-term -- perMps following a class through its

school career in both types of systems: Other research topics he

suggested were changes in social attitudes associated with desegre-

gation; the possible importance of a mixture ofseconomic backgrounds

06 academic achievement; Atte flight as,a possible consequence oi
. II
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school desegregation; and the reaction of business to schoof deSegre-

gation. Specifically, Mr. Pardue wondered whether desegregation

might erode the tax.base of desegregated systems, contribute to the

layoff of teachers, force the cu.rtailment of educational programs, or

have a tangible impact on the business Community, perhaps witli respett

'to decisions about expansion and relocation.

He noted that for the purposes of local journalism,-the more

local the research, the better. Mr. Pardue suggested the possibility

of periodir monitoring of local attitudes to discover where parents.and

childrcri get their information' about what goes on in the schools during

desegregation, the extent to which,their sources are perceived aS

accurate and reliable, and whether there is any 'information they wish to

have hut are not able to get. The public's reaction to newspaper

editorials would also be of interest, as would be some knowledge con-

cerning the degree to which the editorials affected the credibility of

news reporting., in.general.
C

William Grant, currently on leave from the Detroit:Free PreSs and,

a fellow of the-Neiman Foundation at Harvard University, expressed the

opinion that although sihoordesegregation has a'ttracted much research,

\ %
very little of it is high quality. Hesuggested the need for Tbng-

,- c

range research on scrol desegregation, extending well beyond .a period

of a few short monthS, or even a fetcyears. Practical research about -

I

the kinds of approaches that work and those that fail were high on his

list of interests. iAlthough he expreised doubt that the media has eny

Ek.

r

sIgnificant effect/3n the des gregation process; he stated that he would

be interested in examining whit the'evidence might indicate in this

regak. Also of, oncern Was research which would help the Media.make

j

A
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decisions about its c nduct during desegregation.

State Polic Maker Views

Prior to the/symposium in which he participated, Joseph M. Cronin,

Illinois State School Superintendent; submitted lengthy and thoughtful

reflections. tie noted th.t although policy-makers and the Congress

may assume th t desegregation is primarily a local responsibility,

states have/ aken a increasingly more active role in desegregation

planning. The new state role differs sharply from the uncooperative/

hostile

:

d even confrontative response_.of Southern states in the late

_. 1950s an 1960s. Federal civil rights officials then assumed comctiy

that state officials were "part of the problem," and the most typical

solut ons includedby passing or neutralizing state authorities.

Since about 1965 some states have assumed a more positiVe and

eve activist stance toward school desegregation. For almost twenty

years the New York Commissioners of Edlication have issued desegregation

/orders by virtue of the unusual quasi-judicial power vested in the

/
'Board of Regents and Office of the Comnissioner. Massachusetts enacted

//
a Racial Imbalance Law in 1965 hich directed state officials to require

local school committees to e iminate racial concentrations of more

than 50 percent minorities in any school. New Jersey,.Connecticut,

and Illinois are among states whose StateEducation Commissioners or

Superintendents have aggressively promoted desegregation. A Stanford

9

Research Institute study of state-level desegregation activity concluded

that as manyoas eight to ten states could'be trusted to work cooperatively

in allocating Emergency School Assistance Funds to desegregating districts.
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A second group of states have been 'told by judges to assist local

- school districts with desegregation plans and finances. A federal

judge in the late-1970s chided the Ohio Board of Education for ostrich-

like behavior in ignoring the growing racial separation in cities such

as Cleveland. The Ohio State Education Agency, then ordered to help

design the desegregation remedy, now actively reaches out'to help

city school districts desegregate. A federal judge in Michigan directed

that state to assume a share of the Detroit desegregation costs includ-

ing the extra compensatory education which was part of the reinedy. The

Wisconsin legislature-voluntarily paid for much of the cost for

Milwaukee's magnet schools and for suburban two-way voluntary desegregation.

These changes in state-local desegregation planning raised a

number of resource issues:

What is-the state's role in desegregation planning? Under federal

law, do states have an enforcement role or must a state statute be

enacted? Federal -statutes require state and local officials to sign

assistance to non-discrimination clauses to,obtain many federal grants.

Congress appropriates funds for race and sex desegregation. What happens

when federal and state standards for desegregation differ? Should

federal officials proceed with enforcement strategies independent of

state'authorities or with those authorities? Or should an agreement

be devised with each state on how to proceed?

Who pays for desegregation remedies when ordered by federal courts?

Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio are

among the states whith have appropriated funds over the above federal and

local dollars-for desegregation. How much of the cost should properly be

194
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assumed by the state? ShoOld there be an "excess" or additional cost

provision? How might deseregation assistance blend with the State Aid

Formula or with categori/al aids such as state payments for school bUs

transportation? Are"mo t state legislatures reluctant to pay for "busing;"

and is it more likely hat judges must order the state to assume a fair

share of the costs? /

What should stites do to promote school district consolidatjon or

regional collaboration? Metro disegregation remedies have been easier

to achieve in the South where, except for certain city school districts,

the county level often is the local" level. Have the Hartford,

Rochester, Boston, and Milwaukee voluntary city-suburban remedies been

effective in desegregating more than a fraction of the minorities in

those states? What can be concluded from a dozen years of trial and

error and experimentation with both court-ordered and legislated re-

organizations? To what extent do states need or have adequate policy

forbidding territorial detachments or deannexations from desegregating

school districts?

What have states done or could they do to cushion desegregating

school districts against enrollment decline? Several states have

enacted new school aid formulas which allow "averaging" of several years

of enrollment so as to cushion the school district against the with-

drawal of substantialsums of state aid.

Other states have liberalized teacher retirement laws so as to

ease the plight of older teachers who then can retire earlier to pre-

Vent reductions in force from destroying the plans of the 1970s.for

195
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affirmative action on minority recruitment. At least one state, Iowa;

has passed alaw saying that no district can get state aid for a new

school building without checking to see whether a nearby district has

and empty one to use instead. Many mature suburbs have had empty class-

rooms and school buildings a few miles from a city with overcrowded

schools serving a minority race. What incentives could a state devise

to promote the sharing of students and space? Or, again, does it

usually require a court order to compel a high income city and a low

income minority community to share resources?

Since.1975 new issues complicate the state role in providing

for desegregation:

What are the responsibilities of the state for protecting the

educationally handicapped children of minority races? Several state

agencies now are assisting school districts where the number of minority

children in classes for the retarded exceedi the school district

-minority percentage by as much as 100 percent. . Is this racism or simple

overreliance on test scores or a judgment about language deficiencies?

How can states reduce the number of minority students, many black and

many Hispanic, placed in classes for retarded or trainable children?

How many are improperly screened and placed there? Can they be

"mainstreamed" out, and with what help by school Professionals? -Also,

is it racially fair to make educationally handicapped students take

a-required_ graduation test or minimaLcompetency exam? A judge in

Florida ruled that more time (four-years) must elapse before a state

could require graduates of a desegregated sOhool to take such a test
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since presumably the ill-effects of racial segregation do not

wash away in a few-months.

What should states do to make sure that detegregation and

compensatory education programs reinforce each other rather than

conflict? Several state officials point out that to receive maximum

funds for disadvantaged students, states must ask local districts

to target those dollars and programs to schools with concentrations

of disadvantaged students. Desegregation policy tends to encourage

dispersal of students by race and, where possible,,by socio-economic

status to give students a fair chance to compete. Which value should

prevail? Can.loney "follow the child" from a concentrated school to

a desegregated setting where the remedial program may be all the more

urgent?

How should states deal with.conflicts between desegregation.

and bilingual education? An HEW "feasibility'study" of Chicago school

desegregation outraged the HispaniC_community because,of the dispro-

portionate effect on their schools and the possible loss of access

to bilingual education programs. Again, several states have sponsored

programs for bilingual populations. Some court-ordered plans have in

effect broken up successful bilingual prograMs. On the other hand,

do bilingual parents,have any more right to a neighborhood one-race

school than white ethnic parents? This issue already has engendered

serious debate between those who would preserve cultural pluralism

and those who wish that schools would mirror the racial mix ofr-

the entire city or community. What whould state policies be? How

can desegregation proceed with proper safeguards for bilingual programs?

197 a.
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Will state-im ose revenUe limits on tax ca s (maximums) im.ede

or destro school des re ation.efforts? What effect will Proposi-
,,

tion 13 (California) and other tax limits have on communities

experiencing school esegregation? If desegregation costs more than

an allowable averag of increased taxation each year, must a judge

provide a waiver o exemption? How will states reconcile the tax-

'payers rebellion ith the civil rights movement and constitutional

requirements to liminate racially identifiable and intentionally

segregated scho ? What impact has Proposition 13 had on the several

desegregating C lifornia school. districts? Have other states found

palatable,alte natives, ones that allowed no damaging losses of

dollars at su h a critical time as during desegregation?

How migIlt state housing policies be redesigned to support

school dese regation? City school desegregation efforts have been

impeded by the concentrations of low income minorities in large

public housing projects. To what extent can these populations be

disperse over'periods of five, ten,and twenty years? Can admissions

and recr itment patterns be modified? Can some facilities be con-

verted o other uses? How effective will scattered-site and rent

or pur hase subsidy programs be by 1985 or 1990? Can new strategies

be ad pted to persuade the suburbs to assume greater responsibility?

These and other issues trouble both local and state education

d nistrators, especially in states such as Michigan, Illinois,

0 California, and New York with substantial populations of

chool age /children yei to be desegregated. States increasingly

offer from 40 to 80 percent of the total dollars available for school

costs. Some state boards of education now sense a need to plan for
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desegregation. State officials today are more likely to consider

positive approaches to desegregation. In fact, a number f the chief

state school officers in Southern states have risen from the ranks

of those local superintendents who successfully desegregated sChools

under the court orders of the 1960s. A growing number of states die

willing to play a partnership role in solving the desegregation pro-

blems of the 1980s; presumably, the research agenda might include

the state-local relationship and the conditions under which state aid

can make desegregated education possible.

Local Policy Makers' Views

While policy is made and implemented at the state level, it is, .

of course, equally central to.the operation of the local school district.

Before the symposium in which they participated was convened, some local

school superintendents expressed their interests related to their roles

,

in school desegregation.

David De Russo, chief deputy superintendent of the Jefferson

County, Kentucky, Public Schools posed four major interests in the form

of questions:

1. What is the extent of the commitmentin America to
integrate its schools racially/, economically, and
socially?

j

2. What has the business and pr4festional community in
large urban/suburban areas One to prepare its leaders
and future leaders to seek a joint partnership with
business and governmental and community agencies in
overcoming the-problems of

/

Integrating.schools,
housing, and other public nstitutions?

3. What is the extent of preyious,research efforts to
find out the effects of desegregation on the graduates
(and dropouts) of our sOools systems?

1

/



4. What do the legislators, economists, social scien-
tists and educators believe are the alternatives to
the current school desegregation requirements, and
is there reason to prepare for a radical change in
the public education enterprise?

De Russo asserted that the public schools and other appropriate

public and private institutions need to begin now to prepare for a

different type of public school syStem of the future. The court

mandates for desegregating school systems have been reasonably

successful'. Without these mandates, we could not have inte0ated

our schools to the degree we have during the last decade.

He also observed that more research which compares "achievement

of students" with pre- and post-desegregation results is not the

answer. Research about people, their accomplishments and failures

"as a result of going to desegregated schools and living in an

integrated society, should give us the historical framework to

deVelop hypotheses about the future.

In another detailed statement submitted prior to the policy

makers' symposium, James Hawkins, superintendent of the Benton Harbor,

Michigan, Schools expressed interests and concerns. Among them were

the identification of criteria for effective court-ordered desegre-

gation: establishing standards or a formula by which desegregation

is related to quality education; designing desegregation programs

to improve the quality ofinstruction; organizing the curriculum

and guidance services to,improve behavior, readjustment, and achieve-

ment;'alleviating interpersonal and intergroup problems among black

and white students, parents and teachers; the abolition of the myths

that desegregation is expensive, that it produces violence,and that

it negatively affects student achievement; and promoting parent

20)
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involvement. Factors of special concern were identified as community

support, the communication network, and dissemination of information

to the public. Mr. Hawkins also recommended that a study be made of

the effect of desegregation upon employee contracts or master'fagree-

ments, especially in a case of consolidation where each district has

its own contract and the establishment of a new district means

negotiating a new contract for a new district. Each group of

employees-teachers, secretaries, custodians, bus dr4vers', food service

workers, teacher aides, etc. would need to go through this time-

consuming and expensive proceis. Additional concerns involved the

impact of a totally new transPortation system on staff, students,

parents, and the board; the task of assisting teachers, students,

administrators, and support personnel in preparing for desegregation;

and the effort to prevent resegregation through wise funding, counseling,

and proper instructional patterns.

The Perspective of Judges

Since 1954 the courts havelilayed a major role in school desegre-

gation policy. Each year decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court create

headlines as the actions of the lower courts in desegregation cases are

reviewed. Traditionally, the issues brought before judges have required

legal research into precedents and points of law. Legal scholarship

differs substantially from social research in substance,(style, and

process. However, the landmark Brown case in 1954 was decided to some

extent on the basii of social science research brought before the

courts. Moreover, if there is a trend with respect to the use of social

science evidence by courts, it is that courts will rely increasingly on

201
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it.in the future. One particular way in which this will occur is

through the need to document intentional segregatory practices by

school districts. The best evidence for such intentional dis-

criminating practices oiten lies in school board decisions on pupil

transfer policies, pupil assignments, location of new buildings, and

changes in school boundaries over time. Clearly, there is a need

for research, usually conducted by social scientists, with respect to

the possible existence of these policies and procedures.

Illinois State School Superintendgpt Joseph Cronin reflected at

, length about the concerns of judges. He noted that in recent years,

some judges have been intensely interested in the debate over alleged

negative effects of desegregation decisions. Some researchers have

blamed the courts for "white flight," while others point to entirely

diffe ent fictors, such as federal highway and housing policies and

the long-standing desire of city-dwellers for more land and privacy.

Judges may need to know more about the conditions under which problems,

develop and about the various remedies which are either consistent

with or contrary to the results intended.

Courts are aware of the controversy over the effect of magnet

schools as voluntary measures or within the framework of a compulsory

reassignment remedy. Perhaps judges would be interested in how well

or how poorly various programs of pupil or parental choice actually

work.

Courts in desegregation cases have sometime found it necessary to

appoint.special masters or monitoring committees to review the actual

implementation of decisions. The design of desegregation plans is a

2v4
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very technical process and frequently requires university or specialty

consultants: Oronin suggested that research could help clarify how

the detign, monitoring, and evaluation stages are handled and which

features work under what circumstances.

Judges in desegregation cases often must retain jurisdiction over

specific cases for a period of years, sometimes ten or more. How does

a judge decide to relinquith a case or declare it "closed"? Under what

circUmstances does a-case, such as the original Topeka case, deserve to

be reopened? The Pasadena case provided the basis for some advice re-

garding the too frequent revision of boundary lines and attendance

patterns. How has this decision worked in practice? What oversight and

supervisory precedures are appropriate to "case management"? Should

other bodies--e.g., federal or state agencies--assume some of these

responsibllities?

Research on segregation and changing demographics may also be

useful to judges who retain jurisdictions over cases for extended

periods of time. There remin unsolved a series of questions such as

how manyracially identifiable schools can remain in place over time,

how financial solutions can best function, and how can the burdens

of desegregation be made to fall equitably on the several races. !:1

Benjamin F. Gibson; United States district judge in Grand Rapids,

suggested prior to the symposium in which he participated that the

,most pressing questiod which needs an answer in this area is how to

implement school desegregation where the entire school district con-

sists of minority students. It is difficult to integrate a school

system which does not have a population which is representative of
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the population as a whole. It was his belief that if a satisfactory

answer to this question ii achieved, it would facilitate the complete

integration of the nation's school systems.

The Perspective of Attorneys

Attorneys are participants in the same complicated arena as

-

judges and require both legal and social science evi,dence. Sinee

they prepare and presont this evidence to the court, they must keep

abreast of current significant social science research as well as

legal eventi.

Prior to thesymposium in which they participated, many attorneys

reported that.it would be in their best interest ta understand a

wide range,of topics, including'the effects of desegregation on

achievement, whether the outcomes of desegregation are a function of

the voluntary or invo untary methods of desegregation, the effects

of desegregationion h?using patterns on a metropolitan scale, and

whether social attit 'des have changed consequent to and surrounding

desegregation, Pa 1 Dimond, an attorney from Ann Arbor who has

long been a.ctive in school desegregation liti'gation, reflected at

length on the following'issues that he believed needed to be addressed.

. In communities with area-wide plans,of school desegregation,

have federal, itate, and local officials and private persons and
...-

businesses worked with school officials in the development of

genuinely integrated learning, living, and work environments? Has

there been any decrease in residential segregation? What actions,

public and private, in addition to area-wide school desegregation,

could be taken to, reverse the historic process in metropolitan

2u4
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development of black ghettoization and white protection in the

location of industry, commerce, and wealth, and in the distribution

of housing by race? What role could local business, labdr, and Civic

leaders play in supporting the implementation of area4i4e school

desegregaticn plans and in promoting the integration of fo erly

all-white and all-black residential neighborhoods? How could t flow

of federal and stite funds and incentives be creatively administered\

to eliminate the historic "color line" in housing and community

development in conjunction with area-wide school desegregation plans?

To what extent do area-wide plans of school desegregation eliminate

one of the historic factors in faMily choice of housing on a racial

basis? To what extent have black families and teachers assigned to-

formerly white schools moved near the new schools? To what extent have

white families and teachers assigned to formerly black schools moved near

the new schools? To what extent can school desegregtion plans encourage

such "majority to minority" residential moves? To what extent do area-

wide school desegregation plans involve-greater or fewer parents in

school-community action and greater orjewer students in extra-curricular

activities, job programs, and entrance in:x, higher education?

To what extent do programs of "ancillary relief" actually eliminate

second generation discrimination problems in desegregated schools?

How can education be effectively, provided to all students on a multi-

racial basis within integrated classes rather than through various

groupings or tracks that tend to resegregate the students on a

racial basis? How can school desegregation plans be'designed and

administered to overcome a community custom of segreoation in

2 5
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schools, housing, jobs, etc.? To what extent.is such a community

custom, supported and sanctioned by public authority and histori

caste, responsible for existing school (and housing) segregatio

What is the nature and the extent of the causal interaction be wean

intentional segregation of (a) schools and (b) housing and co munity

life?

In the development of the pupil assignment plan, have he

\

interests\of the minority been outweighed by white fears o er assign-

,
ment to the formerly black schools, particularly at the e rly ele-

mentary and hi9h schobl levels? How can the plan for pu il assignment

avoid catering to the white majority by insuring that b th groups

fairly share any "burdens" of reassignment and reorganization of

grade sturctures? What are the specific statistical atterns by

race, by classroom, and by building in the assignmen to (or

"choice of") various educational programs and curri ,la (e.g., tracks,

special education, vocational-technical courses)? 1Jhat are the specific :

statistical patterns by race and by building in (a the administration

of discipline, (b) the participation in extracurr cular activities,

(c) educational achievement and advancement as

:

asured by standardized

tests, teacher evaluations, and entry into high r education and jobs?

What techniques, programs, and administrative directions are available

to provide for effective schooling, discipline, extracurricular

attivity, learning', and advancement to higher education on a multi-

racial, genuinely integrated basis? What remedial actions can be taken

to inSure (a) fafr, two-way pupil ana staff desegregation, (b) racial

respect and diversity in multi-racial classes and curriculum, and
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(c) high expectations and programs for all of the school_children in

desegregating schools and-communities?

How can the development programs, funding incent ves, and

enforcement activities of HUD, DOT, Commerce, Treasu y, and HEW (and

similar state agancies) be coordinated to build on the potential of

school hsegregation plans toeliminate (rather t an continue to

subsidize) segregation in housing, in the.location of industry and

jobs, and in other aspects of community life?

On the basis of thi following premise, Mr. Dimond posed a number

of other questions: If the national policy were to replace America's

protected white enclaves.and isolated minority ghettoes by truly

integrated living, learning, and work patterns over the next decade:

1. What public and private strategies, programs, incentives,
sanctions and initiatives would fairly, equitably, and
efficiently achleve this goal?

2. Can such strategies be developed and implemented to
strengthen rather than weaken the country's tempered
traditions of federalism, localism, freedom, and free
enterprise?

3. What types of cooperation and coordination of
government (federal, state, and local), business,
labor, community, and family will be required?

4. What types of programs and initiatives could help to
achieve a genuinely integrated society--with respect
for cultural diversity and individual character in the
neighborhood, school, and work place--in contrast to
the subjugation of the radial minority in mixed rather
than segregated settings?

5 What types-of integrition strategies will be responsive
to the major tethnological, economic, energy, environmental,
international and/or non-racial social challenges and changes
that may confront the nation in the years ahead?

6. What types of coalitions and direct action movements (neigh-
borhood, regional and/or national) could help tti implement
or generate support fbr such a national pOlicy?

207
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7. What types of federal and/state administrative, legis-
latth, and judicial actions would promote such a
national policy?

Another Attorney-participant, William Taylor, Director of the

-Center for National Policy Review, also submitted a number of major

concerns and questions before the symposium began. His interests

were as follows:

Research on the "non-cognitive" aspects of desegregation.

Most of the studies of desegregation effects have focused on achievement

scores. Yet, regardless of gains on adhievement tests, desegregation

may facilitate mobility by providing minority students with access

to better colleges or better jobs. The netWorking or channeling

processes that lead ,to such mobility are often acknowledgid but

rarely studied because they are not easily quantified. Yet it would

be useful to know, from existing longitudinal data, if.possible,

whether desegregation is associated with improved mobility-for minority'

students and to examine the factors that may be important in this process.

Research on the circuMstances under which school desegregation may

foster residential integration or other improvements in race relations.

Case studies which include a focus on techniques Which may foster this

positive relationshipAguld be useful.
_

Research on the kind of curriculum revision that-should accompany

dese re ation to make schools more res onsive to the needs ofall students.
_

Review of curriculum has become a familiar component,of Milliken a-

relief, but there has been little systematic examination of the types of

curriculum changes that may be most effective. This could provide a uSe-

ful body of information to school districts\implementing such remedies.
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A Professor of Law at the University of Texas

comments on the premise that the major problem

but, instead, compulsory integration, which he

defined As the attempt to make schools more integrated than the

neighborhoods in which students

He considered the most interesting question to be why some

government agencies, courts, and private organizations fight for

compulsory integration. He asserted that,there is little evidence

that it increases educational opportunity or improves race relations,

and that it may actually disserve these goals. Most important, he

claimed, was the failure of the policy of compulsory integration to

aCcomplish even.the immediate objective ot mcreasing school racial

integration. The essence of his questions related to identifying the

reasons for pursuing what he assumed to be a self-defeating practice.

In addition, he saw merit in compiling detailed city-by-city

statistics on the cost of attempting to compel school racial inte-

gration. He also invited research on the impact of court-ordered

busing on the attitudes of affected people toward judges, courts, and

the law, and its impact on American citizens' perception of the degree

to which they control their government, their laws, and their lives.

Finally, he recommended a study of why a Policy that is so

strongly opposed by what he referred to as the "majority of the People"

continues to be implemenied.

In their pre-symposia comments, all of the participants expressed,

interest in whatever research could be conducted to enhance their effective-

ness in their professional roles. ApParently, the underlying assumptions

Which led to the planning of the symposia were accurate.

2ua



THE RESEARCH AGENDA SYMPOSIA

In the period from January to June, 1980, three school desegre-

gation research agenda symposia were convened at Michigan State

University. Participants in the first symposium were representatives
,

of the media, as shown in Attachment A. ,Before they arrived at

Michigan State University for the symposium, they received from our

staff a detailed,statement of the purpose of the symposium along with

a request that t ey address themselves specifically to a set of

n/Pquestions inte ded to probe their thinking about the need
/

for new

research ques ions in desegregation. The questions which they were

asked to-co sider before attending the conference are shown in

Attachmen B.

Th second symposium was designed for school administrators and

school board members (policy makers), and the third was planned for

atto neys and judges who have had substantial experience in the area

of chool desegregation. The participants in the second and third

posia are shown in Attachments C and E, re/spectively. Again,

participants in each of these symposia were/asked to consider, prior

to arriVal in East Lansing, some basic questions intended to stimulate

their thinking about the need for new types of school desegregation

research. Questions posed to policy makers and to attorneys and

judges are shown in Attachments D and F, respectively. k The specific

rationales-for the three symposia were as follows:

1. Research Recommended by Media Representatives: Public
i

perception of desegregation of public schools can have a

profound effect on both the structure and the effectiveness of
,

21.0
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a desegregation plan. Newspaper r porters and representatives

of the electronic media are inter sted in communication to the

public in meaningful and intere ting ways. Little research has

been conducted, however, to pr vide information that would

increase the media's underst ding of the desegregation process

and its role in helping the public to understand that process.

This symposium should res t in a list of topics and techniques

which media representatives might find especially appropriate.

2. Research Recommended blPolicy Makers. The airing of issues

surrounding direct po icy judgMents in educational desegregation

could provide a fou dation for establishing a research agenda

to obtain information useful in making sound decisions. Involved

in this seminar ould be persons in policy/decision making

positions, suc as superintendents and school board members from

districts.whfch are under court-mandated plans as well as from
/

districti likich are implementing plans under their own initiative;

representatives of state and federal educational agencies which

fund edocaponafprograms; and consultants from General Assistance

Centert wtr provide aide in crisis situations.

Research Recommended by Attorneys and Judges. Many educational

policies are mandated by courts in the course of rulings on

desegregation. Since these decisions are made on legalistic

grounds and are based on proposals submitted by lawyers, school

desegregation research could specifically address questions

regarding good educational practice for which attorneys and judges

need information. A seMinar of lawyers and jurists who have been
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involved in desegregation litigation could be convened, the

purpose of which would be to formulate a relevant research''

agenda.

After each of the three symposia, the complete taped proceedings

were transcribed. Then members of the project staff reviewed the typed

transcripts to extract the questions which sympbsium pariicipants pro-

posed for research. Complete lists of research questions proposed by

(1) media personnel, (2) policy makers, and (3) attorneys and judges

appear in Attachments G, H, and 1, respectively.

One of the obvious characteristics of these three lists of research

questions is that they overlap in many ways. There is*clearly a sub-

stantial degree of common_interest and concern among attorneys, judges,

poTicy makers, and representativis of the media. Moreover, these common

interests exist with respect to both process and outcome questions.

The degree to which the interests appeared to be common across all three

symposia is reflected in the list of common issues, shown in Attachment J.

On the other hand, in each symposium some unique interests were

indicated, and these are shown in Attachment K.

TOWARD A RESEARCH AGENDA

It is likely that much of the extant research on school desegregation

has gone unnoticed by many professionals in other disciplines. This may

be because these individuals do not have easy aecess to this research,

even such standard references as Crain and Mahard (1977); Orfield (1978);

St. John *1975); Stephan & Feagin (1980), and Weinberg (1977). These

works are well-known among social scientists, and perhaps they should be

2 -5, oco
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brought to the attenti7 of other professionals. It is likely, however,

that even if the standard reference works on school desegregation could

be made available to rther peofessionals, such works might be Orceived

as insufficient for baling with unique and perhaps even idiosyncratic

concerns. Thus, th standard references would need to be supplemented

by additional research, and'this relates to the utility of the research

questions generated in the research symposia. While it is obvious.that

a large number of research questions have been generated by the partici-

/

pants in the three symposia, research quettions alone do not constitute

a research agnda. Setting an agenda implies a process of evaluating,

ordering, and setting priorities. Developing a research agenda on these

grounds is,, of course, feasible, but may intrude into the process

elements,tif bias and subjectivity.

In 'view of the possibility of author bias, it may be appropriate

to accept as important that which the symposia participants thought to

be imPortant. Therefore, the issues judged to be of greatest importance

may/be inferred to he those shared by the majority of participants, as

shown in Attachment J.

/ One way in Which the training and experience of social scientists

contribute to the development of a research agenda in this project is y

assessing the likelihood that meaningful research could be conducted on

thevarious questions. Not all questions are researchable, others may

be potentieqy researchable if made'sufficiently precise.and translated

into operationally defined terms.

Rather than to attempt an evaluation of the degree to which each of

the dozens of research questions listed here is researchable, it might

be appeopriate to assess the categories of questions, as listed in
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Attachment J.

The quality of education is becoming central to the design of

desegregation plans as ancillary programs come ta play more and more

influential roles. Nevertheless, the term "qua ity education" is

sufficiently ambiguous as to mean almost anyth ng to anyone. Indeed,

it may be viewed almost as a projective test. Thus, if educational

quality is to have any practical value as a concept in schOol desegre-

gation research, it will need to be limite to those situations in which

the concept is operationally defined in a vance.

The processes involved with school esegregation can be described

either generally or in terms of unique case studies. As implied in some

of the research questions, there is m ch interest in generalities,

particularly With respect to the co onalities of plans that have been

implemented smoothly and to the co on characteMstics ofancillary pro-

grams that have effectively contr'buted to the success of desegregation.*

Research on these issues could i volve the collection of new data on

specific sites or the reanalysi and integration of existing data.

The resegregation issue s one of the aspects of the desegregation

process, since it is often 1 nked to specific policies and practices

adopted by the school dist ct. A uS'eful and feaSible research effort

would involve the integra ion of information from several case studies

toward generalities tha would describe the conditions and practices

that are usually assoc ated with resegregafion:

Ancillar relief is another area in which.secondary analysis and

integration of exis ing data might be.feasible. The findings of research

designed to descri e,current ancillary programs might prove useful to

school districts involved in.planning for desegregation and to attorneys

and judges inv ved,in the legal asjt of ancillary prograins.
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curriculum might be revised in the context of school desegregation.

Research sites now exist that would permit the relatively straight-

forward comparison of the effects of certain curricula against others.

For example, the effects of instituting a mastery curriculum along with

a desegregation program cou;d 6e compared with other situations in which

no such curriculum was instituted. In cases where pretreatment data are

available, the essential conditions for a good quasi-experimental study

would be present.

The desegregation-achievement relationship already has been accorded
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Among the issues which could be dealt with is the way in which

a great deal of attention. New research in this area might have a differ-

ent focus. Novel criterion variables for defining achievement may be

.
of interest, and the studies would probably be more valuable if they

described the long-temeffects of desegregation on student achievement.

The popularity of short-term studies of the relationship between desegre-

gation and achievement is partly attributable to the ease of collecting

standardized test data 'for a small group of students over a short time
f,

interval.

While the desegregation-achievement relationship has virtualty defined

the paradigm of outcome-oriented desegregation research, it would be both

feasible and appropriate to extend this paradigm to other outcomes of the

type listed by symposium participants. Among these outcomes are attitudes

( to desegregation, especially among populations about which no'dati yet

j exist; the effect of desegregation on school staffs; the effect of desegre-

gation on the c mmunity,- especially vis a vis the educational system; and

-the effect of esegregation on the level of school violence. A cautionary

note is in o der, however. Some data exist now on virtually all of theie

outcome var ables, but these data do not necessarily represent objective
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scientific research outcomes. The media has amplified the violence angle,

for example, as well as the ways in which desegregation may'have affected

the community. Particularly prominent in the media's coverage have been

accounts of 'public opposition to busing/desegregation, another category

of questions,raised by symposium participants. Objective research could

be conducted on these issues, but it would depend on the availability of

objective data. There may be a problem, for example, in such areas as

school staff reactions to desegregation. Teachers and other staff members

will not be willing to express negative opinions, or perhaps any opinions,

if they perceive that their jobs might be placed in jeopardy as a result.

There appears to-be sufficient interest as well as feasibility associated

with an effort at large-scale opinions and attitude surveys of the general

population. The purpose of such surveys would be to investigate other

areas such as diffeent definitions of desegregation, proposed alternatives

to busing, anO/demographically-based phenomena. But in addition to large-
/

scale general survey's, it would be desirable to survey members of specific

groups, such as school*boards, fQreiqn., language minorities, teacher's

professional organizations and oth s that m y have special concerns relativle

to the processes and outcomes of des regatio . The feasibility of such

special group surveys would depend upo wheth r members of these groups

are amenable to expressing their opinion

Most of-the possible areas offuture re h have in common a general

mOhodological orientation. In most cases, data would be obtained

b questionnaire. -Since data collected by questionnaire must involve

tilformed consent procedures, all respondents are volunteers, regardless

of whether random sampling procedures are,used. In effect, this calls
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into 4uestion the representativeness Of many of the samples which

might be used in the desegregation research of'the future, perhaps

limiting its usefulness. In the future,researchers should make sure to ask

the right people the right questions. The staff of the College

of Urban Development hopes that these symposia helped to define some

of the right questions. Now it is a matter of askingathe right

people, and this, after all, is the essence of conducting research.

21:7
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Attachment A

PARTICIPANTS

School Desegregation Research

Agenda Symposium For Media Personnel

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2, 1980

Ms. Muriel Cohen, Reporter
Boston Globe
Boston, MA

Mr. Art Branscombe, Reporter
Denver Post
Denver, CO

Mr. William R. Grant, Fellow
Neiman Foundation, Harvard

University
Cambridge, MA
(On leave from the Detroit

Free Press,,Detroit, MI:
Reporter.)

Ms. Cathy Dalglish, Reporter
KSTV-TV
Minneapolis, MN
(Formerly employed as the

public relations person
for' the Minneapolis Public
Schools.)

Ms. Roz Abrams, Reporter
WXIA-TV
Atlanta, GA
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Mr. Morris Thompson, Reporter--
Miami Herald
Miami, FL

Ms. Jane Kashlak, Reporter
WHYY-TV
Wilmington, DE

Ms. Alexis S. Reeves,,Editor
Intown Extra, Atlanta Journal

and Constitution
Atlanta, GA

Mr. Leonard Pardue,
Managing Editor

Louisville Times
Louisville, KY

Dr. Anthony Broh
Observer/Representative for

the Institute of Policy
Sciehces and Public Affairs

Duke University
Durham, NC
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STATEMENT-OF CHARGE

School Desegregation Research Agenda Symposium

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2, 1980

The College of Urban Development at Mi higan State University

has been oontracted by the Office of Educ ion to establish a proposed

agenda for research on schooldesegregation that would be a guide-

line to the Office in planning funding if future research.

The College will be conducting id a-gathering seminars, in which

persons-who are or have been involved in key aspects of the desegre-

gation process will offer their opin ons on the need for further
,

knowledge about desegregation. --.

Members of the communications industry have been noticeably

4

absent from such exercises in th ipast, despite the mportant role

they play in the desegregation rocess. We at the tollege hope that

you can help us correct this o ersight by partici 4ting in a closed

working symposium at Michigan State University 31nuary 31, 1980

through February 2, 1980.
/

/

If you agree to become a participant, we/would ask you to reflect

upon your role in the communication of desegregation issues ahd events'

and ask you to consider the following:

1. Are there questions regarding the effects of segregation
or desegregation upon students, families or communities

4' that you would,like answered?

2. Are there questions regarding your potential effect upon
desegregation that you Wuld like answered? .
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3. .1s there research that you wish to be conducted to help
you or your employer-make proper decisions regarding
conduct, posture or procedures while covering-desegregation?

If possible try to establish three or four pieces of new
/,

knowledge
.

.

that would be helpful to you when communicating about des gregatton.

Please respond to the above questions by December'15th sci that we may

disseminate your written response to other participants prior to the

symposium.' As a participant, you wil) be receiving the response of

.other participants prior to the symposium so that you will be rlrepared

to-discuss the issues that are raised.

223
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Attachment C

PARTICIPANTS

School Desigregation Research Agenda SymPosium

May 8 - 10, 1980

POLICY MAKERS

Dr. James Hawkins, Superintendent
Benton Harbor Schools
Benton Harbor, Michigan

Ms. Althea Simmons
NAACP, Washington Bureau
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Odell Nails, Superintendent
Pontiac Schools"
Pontiac, Michigan

Dr. Joseph A. Cronin
State Superintendent
Illinois State Board of Education
Springfield, Illinois

Dr. John Porter, President
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan
(Former State School

Superintendent, Michigan)

Dr. Elbert Brooks, Superintendent
Metro-Nashville Public Schools
Nashville,- Tennessee

Ms. Caroline Davis Gleiter
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Robert Evans, Director
K.E.D.S.
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio

Dr. Leo Lucas, President
Dayton'School Board
Dayton, Ohio

Dr. Crystal Kuykendall,
Executive Director

National Association of Black
School Educators

Waihington, D. C.

Dr. Edward Scaggs, President
Kansas City Board of Education
Kansas City, Missouri

Dr. Joseph E. Johnson
Deputy Superintendent
New Castle County Schools
Wilmington, Delaware

Mr. Robert Johnson,
Assistant to Interim

General Superintendent of Schools
Chicago, Illinois

Dr. David De Ruzzo
Chief Deputy Superintendent
Jefferson County Public Schools
Louisville, Kentucky

Mr. John D. O'Bryant
Vice President
Boston School Committee
Boston, Massachusetts
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Attachment D

STATEMENT Of CHARGE

School Desegregation Research Agenda Symposium

May. 8 - 10, 1980

The College of Urban Development ai Michigan State University has
been contracted by the United States Office of Education to establish
a proposed agenda for research on school desegregation. This agenda
would serve as a guideline to the Office in planning funding for
future desegregation research.

The College will be conducting idea-gathering seminars in which
persons who are or have been involved in the desegregation process
will exchange ideas and viewpoints on issues in need of clarification.

Members of the education policy-making community (i.e., school
board members, school administrators, and other educational leaders)

have played a crucial role in the desegregation process: It is

important that an dpportunity be provided for some of them to share
their opinions an experiences. The symposium of May 8 - 10 has

been planned wit this objective.

In order to use the time most effectively, participants are be*
asked to indic te areas of particular concern in writing, in advance
of the confe nce. The conference coordinators will synthesize and

Circulate a umber of these questions so that participants may come

prepared to iscuss issues identified as being of priority concern

to other a enders.

The follo ing questions are posed to facilitate this process:

1. What particular queitions regarding the effects of desegregation
on students, families, or communities would you like to have

discussed? (e.g., achlevement, attitude change, community
relations,,employment of minorities, etc.)

2. What factors in the school desegregation process are of particular

concern to policy makers? (e.g., community relations, teachers,

unions, legal considerations, second generation problems,
resegregation, ancillary relief, etc.)

3. What specific research might better assist you in developing

policy with regard to school desegregation?
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In addition to your comments'on these questions, we would also
appreciate receiving suggestions for three or four new areas of
possible research that would be helpful in the area of school
desegregation. These responses should be received in our office
by April'21.

Conference Coordinator: Dr. Charlene Savage
Office of the Dean
College of Urban Development
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

(517) 353-9533
353-4601
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Attachment E

PARTICIPANTS

School Desegregation Research Agenda Symposium

May 29 - 31, 1980

JUDGES

Honorable Benjamin F. Gibson
U. S. District Court
Grand Rapids, Michigan

ATTORNEYS

Norman Chachkin, Attorney
Lawyers' Committee for

Civil Rights
Washington, D. C.

Jack Davis, (N.A.A.C.P.)
Attorney at Law \
Lansing, Michiga

Clinton Deaveauxc Attorney
President, ACLU - Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia.

Paul Dimond
O'Brien, Moran & Dimond

- Attorneys at Law
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Joseph H. Duff, (N.A.A.C.P.)
Shockley, Duff & Hart-Nibbrig
Attorneys at Law
Los Angles, California

Lino Graglia, Professor/
University of Texas Law School
Austin, Texas

Aubrey McCutcheon
Attorney at Law
Detroit, Michigan

William L. Taylor, Dtrector
Center for National Policy Review
Catholic University of America
Washington, D. C.

*observer

Honorable Nathaniel Jones
U. S. Court of Appeals - District
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mary von Euler *
National Institute of Education

Desegregation Studiet
Washington, D. C.

Thomas Logan
Attorney at Law
Louisville, Kentucky

Margaret Ford (N.A.A.C.P.)
New York, New York ,

David Gregory,
University of Maine School of Law
Portland, Maine

James Belt, Jr..
Attorney at Law
Dallas, Texas.

E. Brice Cunningham
Attorney at Law
Dallas, Texas

Larry Johnson, Professor
Harvard Univeisity
Center for Law and Education
Cambridge, MasSachusetts

Bill Caldwell
Attorney at Law
Memphis, Tennessee

Leo Goddeyne *
Law Clerk for Judge Noel Fox.,
U. S. District Court
Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Attachment F

STATEMENT OF CHARGE

School Desegregation Research Agenda Symposium

May 29 - 31, 1980

The College of Urban Development at Michigan State University has
been contracted by the-United States Office of Education to establish
a proposed agenda for research on school desegregation. This agenda

would serye as a guideline to the Office in planning funding for
future desegregation research.

The College will be con ucting idea-gathering seminars, in which
persons who are or havej been involved in the desegregation process
will exchange ideas and viewpoints on issues where further knowledge
is needed.

Members of the legal profession (i.e., judges and attorneys) have
played a crucial role in the desegregation .process. It is important

that an opportunity be provided for some of them to share their'

opinions and experiences. The symposium of May. 29 - 31 has been

planned with this objective.

In order to use the time most effectively, participants are being

asked to indicate areas of particular concern in writing, in advance

of the conference The conference coordinators will synthesize and
circulate a number of these questions so that participants may
come prepared to discuss issues identified as being of priority

concern to other attenders.

The following questions are posed to facilitate this process:

1. 'Are there questions regarding-the effects of court decisions
upon students, families or communities that you would like

answered?

2. What legal or educational information do you wish you had
available on which to base appropriate remedies in
desegregation cases?

3. Given the achievement of racial balance in the schools,
what knowledge would you find useful in determining appropriate
action to provide equitable educational opportunity in such
schools? (i.e., What is necessary for determining whether;
children have equitable education within a school with
balanced population?)
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4. Is there specific research that you would like to have
carried out that would assist you in developing cases or
making decisions regarding desegregation?

/In addition to your comments on these questions, we-would also
/ appreciate receiving suggestions for three or four areas of new
areas of research that would be helpful in the area of school
desegregation.
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Attachment d

Research Questions Generated by Journalists

1. How has th implementation of school desegregation affected

the way pa ts and teachers view each other?

2. Do black and ite students react differently to the implemen-
tation of dese gation?

3. How do reactions ary among age and grade levels?

4. How does the ratio f blacks to whites affect attitudes?

5. How do parents, stude ts, teachers, and community members
perceive desegregatioN i.e. Do they see it as beneficial

or detrimental? \

6. a. How do students, parents, teachers, et. al.; define
desegregation?

b. How do their perceptions of desegregation change as the
implemen,tation progresses?

c. How do these perceptions affect achievemeni?

7. Is the public interested in reading (hearing) about desegre-
gatiOn (beyond their own local, personal cases)?

8. WhaVaspects of school desegregation could be .better covered

by the medi41

\10. a. How oes the desegregatio .tim6:. table affect the orderliness

9. a. What financial burden does the implementation of school

1 Does t e publfc response to desegregation,vary between those

m

\

\ b. Haw does it affect public acceptance of the process?

b. Does nyone bear a disproportionate or unfair share?

;011 bOration?

toget er during implementation and those where there was no
cities where the media and school and comunity officials worked

of t e process?

deseg gation impose, and\how is this burden distributed?

12. What effect, if, fl,y, does the presence of the media (e.g., TV

cameras) have on people's behavior? (Could it have an

inflammatory effect?).
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13. Where do students, parents, and teachers get their ihfOrmation
about the desegregation process?

_

14. Which.has mdfre influence--the media or interpersonal communication?

15. What inforMation is most likely to foster opposition to desegre-
gation'?

16. To what degree do people trust the information'they get from
the media?

17. -Does school vfolence affect the dropout rate?

18. What is the relationship between perceived violence and actual
violence?

19. How man'y students who drop out due to violence, enroll in
another school and how many don't ffnish school?

20. Haw does the ratio of black to white students affect the success
' of a desegregation Olan?

21. Does the direction of busing (i.e., blacks to white schools;
whites to black schools) affect the success of a deSegregation plan?

22 Is there any correlation between a community's reaction to desegre-
gation and whether or not the school board is elected or appointed?

23. ,What is a workable desegregation plan?
,

/

24. Can plans "designed for failure" be identified?

25. .I's there a way to look at the motiv3tion of those who design
lesegregation plans and correlate it with the success of the plans?

26. Are large city schools increasingly black due to white flight or
because children of white urban families are beyond school age?
i

27. What effeolt does the post baby boom declihe of school age chil-
, dren have on racial mix in urban schools?

I28. To what e tent are learning problems among poorer populations
due to deficiencies in the schools? To what extent do mal-
nutrition, unemployment or other social problems cause learning
problems?

21. What are the post desegregation changes in curriculum?

3O. How have post desegregation changes in curriculum affected
learning?

t

i

31. Has desegregation caused any changes in teachers' unions?
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32. Can the impact of media actually be measured?

33. What are the ways that resegregation can manifest itself?

34. How can the communication gulf between media personnel and

education personnel be bridged?

35. What is the relationship between what happens to kids in the
city and what happens to them in the suburbs?

36. a. Where are the teachers who were shifted as a result of

desegregation? a

b. How are they doing?

37. What are the effects of court ordered parent participation, such
as in Boston?

38. How has the implementation of school desegregation affected
students, attitudes toward and perceptions of each others?

39. Do achievement test scores increase with desegregation for

blacks or for whites?

40. How do achieVement levels compare in the North and.South after

desegregation?

41. Is there a correlation between test scores and the size of

the city?

42. Have academic expectations for children declined with desegregation?

43. Have achievement goals for the various cla'S levels declihed

with desegregation?

44. a. What effect does economic integration have on the success

of desegregation?

b. How does it affect achievement?

c. Conversely, do schools with predominantly poor student
populations tend to have poor achievement records?

r

45. What are the characterfstics of successful magnet schools?

46. What are the characteristics of quality education?

47. a. What, specifically, are the objections to busing or

desegregation?

b. If blacks are against it, what are their reasons?

232
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48. Journ ists asked for a handbook which would ihclude the
,fol wing:

0

Definitions--e.g.,"non-taCial, unitary system; white flight;
desegregation; voluntaile desegregation; court-ordered
desegregation.

History of desegregation--List desegregation cases. What
cases set precedents? Salient points.of each decision.

c. Brief description of the various desegregation plans--
'teacher and student assignment; pairing; clustering; 'etc.

d. Cases which courts have refused to hear.

e. List of desesregation researchers and their areai of interest.

f. Bibliography

g. Research cetsters--phone numbers, addresses

h. "Financial aspects of desegregation--cost of busing; legal
fees; cost per student of litigation; cost per student of
implementation.

i- Status of cases still in court.
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Attachment k

'Research Questions Generated by

School Administrators and Policy Makers

1: Is busing an effective-technique for achieving equal educational
opportunity?:

2. In what situattons-are magnet sChools successful?

3. Does desegregation improve achievement?

4. Does desegregation foster racial tolerance or harmony?.

5. Does desegregation bring the community closer to the school or
farther from it?

6. Has violence increased in desegregated schools?

7. is white flight a myth? That is, would school populatiOns have
decreased anyway even if desegregation' had not taken place?

8. What kind of education system do people want? That is, do
they prefer the voucher plan, magnet schools, or some'other
arrangement?

9. 'What is the relationship between declining tax bases (declining

resources) and teacher attitudes and expectations for students?

10. Does desegregation increase political activity in an area?

11. Are parents willing to send kids to a "good" school even if
it is some distance from their homel'

12. Through what means is it possible tO give language minorities
the 'percept.* that desegregation has something to offer them?

13. What can be done to help school board members be-positive about
desegregation? Would some type of in-tervice training be
effective?

14. What are some techniques by which it 'would be possible to foster
positive attitudes about desegregating after-school activities?

15. Who are the black leaders associated with desegregation? Are

they representative of black opinion, or are they chosen by
the white power structure?
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-16. What do educators, parents, administrators, the Media and students
see as the purpose of desegregation? What do federal judges
see as the purpose of desegregation?

17. What has happened to black administrators in the desegregation
process? Have they.been demoted, promoted into "invisible"
positions, or eliminated as role models?

18. What effect does politics (e.g., moves for anti-busing amend-
ments, anti-busing riders on aporopriations bills) have on the
effective administration of desegregation?

19. Under what circumstances Would teacher unions be supportive of
staff and student desegregation? .

20. Is desegregation really providing equal educational opportunity?

21. Is desegregation creating some additional educatiOnal consequences
such as the exclusion of some from the edOcational process?

22. How can a joint partnerihip be-formed between the business
community, the school" Community, and the various interest groups,
the-purpose of which Would be to prepare leaders of the future?

23. Are we moving toward a federal school system through desegregation?

24. What is the tipping point on balance of racial groups that
determines whether a school"district-is resegregating?

25. How can school districts determine what enrollment patterns
would have been had deiegregation not occurred? A projection
formula for enrollment needs to-be devised so that "white flight"
cannot be used as an argument against desegregation.

26. Is desegregation based on race or social class?

27. What have school systems done Creatively to avoid tuch second
-generation problems as resegregation, questions of discipline,
lack of minority representation on faculty, and in administrative
positions, lack of minority student participation, lack of

4majority student population and extracurricular activities?

28. What-role have Hispanics.played in desegregation?

29. What is a desegregated school?

30. What impact do housing patterns really have on our ability to
-desegregate our school districts?

31. How can,school boards be effective in view of the fact that
they are so political?

235
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32. When'the burden 'of desegregating the schools is put on black
students, do they suffer negative consequences? If so, what

are they?
. .

33. What is the role of media in hyping up desegregation issues?

34. What are the roles of parents and citizens'in,the entire process
of desegregation?

35. What different impact is there in a school system in carrying
out integration where the blacks are'a minority, rather than a
Majority in that system?

36. What'are the effects on achievement levels, attitudes, 'self-
concept, and discipline problems of black students bused to
schools where they are in the minority as Opposed to those
black students who remain in the segregated school setting?

37. What are the dffects on achievement levels, attitudes, self-
concept, and discipline problems of white students_bused_to
schools-where therare in the minority as opposed to those
white students who remain in the segregated school setting?

38: Is there a decline of support from the black community if
noncontiguous schools are used for.busing?

39. Can preventive programs such as early childhood education
accomplish the same positive results as does racial integrition
on achievement and self-concepts.

40. What are the differences between desegregation and integration.

41. As the median age of the American population becomes older,
and as people become more concerned with issues affecting the
aged; how is this going to impact on the education of elementary
and seCondary sch ol age children?

42. How are distrfct boundary lines determined and shifted? What

is the political meaning of boundary lines as they relate to
desegregapon? What role does the state play in reinforcing
the boundary lines and serving this protected class?

43.- Whatare the new and emerging trends in past court decisions
that have implications for the development of school desegregation

. patterns?

44. What impact does an expert have on a judge during desegregation
litigations?

45. What are the risks associated with desegregation, as seen by
school board members? Are there differences in the perception
of risks between appointed and elected board members?

.236
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46. Are there differences in the behavior of appointed and elected
school boards?

47. What are the effects of desegregating .school district staff
and how often has it actually been accomplished?

48. What are the.effects of Tttle I-on achieVement within desegre-
gating and desegregated districts?

49. What is the cost of desegregation, and how can Ithe cost be
broken down and accounted for?

50. What impact would in-service trainin§ have on the deci sion-
making practices of school board members?

51. Does desegregation result in greater interracial participation
i n communi ty organi zati ons?

52. What discrepancies exist between the original intent of court
orde-rs-and-thei-r-eventual-outcomes_over

53. Does the behavior of a school board vary as a function of the
racial class of its membership on school desegregation issues?

54. What is the relationship betwaen affirmative action and
school desegregation within a school district?

55. In terns of academic cidality, are private schools in fact
superior to public schools?

237 .
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Attachment I ',

Research Questions

Generated by Attorneys and Judges

16 What are the alternative means available for the implementation
of coUrt-ordered desegregation, and which are-most effective?

2. What evidence is there Ofthe legitimacy and effectiveness of
ancillary relief programs? What is the relationship between
theSe programs and the objectivei of a court-ordered desegre-
gation plan?'

.3. What are the most effective ancillary relief measures?

4. What is the psychological impact of segregation and;desegre-
-' gation on both minority and majority students?'

5. What is the relationship'between desegregation, achievement,
and.self-esteem?

6. What is the effect of desegregation on students' aspirations
and subsequent educational and career attainment?

7. Is desegregation effective in increasing mobility fbr minority -

students? If so, what are the characteristics of schools which
are effective in increasing mobility?

8. What is the effect of a desegregation remedy on the distribution
of educational resources in a community?

9. What is the'impact of desegregation on the educational process?

10. How do different segments of the community perceive the school
system (particularly the quality of education) following
desegregation?

11. What is the long-term impact of a desegregation remedy, i.e.,
a longitudinal-study of a system undergoing desegregation is
needed.

12. Whit'is the nature of resistance tO court-ordered desegregation?
What can be done to neutralize this resistance?

13. What effect do the perceptions and attitudes of the school
staff have on the implementation of desegregatign, and what can
be done to improve attitudes of school staff?
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14. What types of in-service training programs are effective :n
changing or improving staff's inter-racial attitudes and behaviors?

15. What is effective or quality education, and what are the
components of quality education?

16. How are educational goals and objectives defined? Are they or

should they be the same for all students? What are the differ-
ences between districts which.achieve their educational goals
and districts which do not?

17. Are there different learning styles? If so, how should education
be designed to take these differences into account?

18. What are the characteristics of effective teachers and effective
teaching methods?

19. What methods of education are most effective for minority students?

20. What educational model can fie developed for minority students
other than the current compensatory or remedial 'education model?

21. What is the effect of desegregation on attitudes of white parents,
students, teachers and administrators?

22. How do parents view a school system before, during, and after
desegregation?

23. Have some school districts been' strengthened as a result-of
desegregation because of the close scrutiny the districts undergo?

24. What is the impact of black and white role models on black and
white students across races?

25. Is there a relationship between racial attitudes and the academic-
achievement of blacks?

26. Isit better to bin children across political lines and/or
economic lines rather than across racial lines?

27. Has'detegregation Cauied people to-feel that they have lost
control of the government and their lives? If so.,:is this a

local, regional, or general phenomenon?

28. How do parents' views Of instructional quality and quality of
- materials before desegregation compare with their views after
'desegregation? What changes are observable in'teachers and
administrators? .

29. Does quality of educational inputs affect the quality of educa-
tional outcomes?
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Attachment J.

COMMON ISSUES OrCONCERN

The questions generated by School Administrators and Policy

Makers, Attorneys, and Journalists during three Desegregation

SyMposia are categorized below by issue.

L = Question generated by Attorneys

A = Question generated by School Administrators

J = Question generated by Journalists

Quality Education

I. What is effective or quality education, and what are the
components of quality education? (L,

2. How are educational goals and objectives defined? Are they

or should thez be the same for all 'students? What are the ,

differences between districts which achieve their educational
goals and districts which .do not? (L)

. What are the characteristics of effective teachers and effective
teaching methods? (0

4. What methods of education are.most effective for minority
students? (L)

5. In terms of academic quality, are private schools, in fact,
superior to public schools? (A)

The Desegregation Process

I. Is desegregation really .providing equal educational opportunity?*
(A)

2. What is a workable desegregation pfan? (J)

3. Can plans "designed for failure' be identified? (0

4. Is there a way to look at the Motivation of those who design
desegregation plans and correlate it with the success of the .

plans? (0
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.1 How does the desegregation timetable affect the orderline s
. of the process? How does it affect public acceptance of the,
procesi? '(J)

What impact does an expert have on a judge during dese nega-
tion litigations? (A)

What are the-new andemerging trends in past court de isions
that have implications for the development of school desegre-
gation patterns? (A)

8: What, effect does politics (e.g., moves for anti-b sing amend-
ments, anti-busing riders on appropriations bill ) have on
the/effective administration of desegregation? (A)

/

9. Wh'at is the relationship between what happens o kids in the
city and what happens to them in the suburbs Ihen desegrega-
tion is ordered? (0

10. ,Have some school districts been strengtheneçl as a result of
/ desegregation because of the close scrutin the districts
/ undergo? (L)

11. What discrepancies exist between the OH 1110. intent of
court orders and their eventual outcomes over time?-(A)-

12. What is the long-term impact of a dese regation remedy?
i.e., a longitudinal study of i syste undergoing desegregation
is needed. (L)

Resegregation

1. What are the Ways that resegregat on can manifest itself? .(J)

2. What is the tipping point on bal nce of racial groups-that -

determines whether a school dis rict is resegregating? (A)

3. What have school systems done reatively to avoid such second
generation problems as resegr gation, questions of discipline,
lack of minority representatf n on faculty and in administra-
tive positions, lack of mino ity student participation, lack
of majority student populati n and extracurricular
activities? (A)

4. Is desegregation creating ome additionaT educational
consequences such at the xclusion of some from the educa-
tional process? (A)

-r
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Ancillary Relief

1. What evidence is there-of the legitimacy ond effectiveness of

ancillary4telief'*grams? What is the relationship between-
these programs and the*objectives of a court-ordered desegre-

gation plab? (L)

What are the most effective ancillary relief measures? (0

3. What types of in-service training programs are effective in

changing or improving staff interracial attiltudes and behav-

iors? (L)

4. What can be done to help school board members be positive
,about desegregation? Uould some type.of in-service training

be effective? (A)

5. What,are some techniques by which it would be possible to
foster positive attitudes about desegregating afterTschool
activities? (A)

Curriculum

1. What_ere the post &segregation changes in curriculum?
Have they affected learning? (0

2. Are there different learning styles? If so, how should educa-

tion be designed to take these differences intO account? (0

3. What educational model can be developed for minority students

other than the current compensatory or remedial education

model? (L, A, J)

The Relationship between Desegregation and Achievement

I. Have academic expectations (achievement goal-) for school

children declined with desegregation? (J)

2. Do achievement test scores increase with desegregation for

blacks or for whites? (J, A, L)

3. How do achievement levels compare in the North and South'

consequent to desegregation? (0)

4. Is there a correlation between test scores and the size of

the city? (0

5. What is the effect of desegregation on students' aspirations

and subsequent educational and career attainment? (0

6. Is desegregation effective in increasinumbility for minor-

ity students? If so, what are the characteristics of
schools which are effective in increasing mobility? (0
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7. Is there a relationship between racial att tudes and the
academic achievement of blacks? (0

Student Racial Ratios .

I. How does the/ratio f blacks to whites ffect attitudes? (J)

2. What different imp ct is there in a s ool'system in carrying
out integration w re the blacks are Minority, rather than
a majority in 'th system?

3. What are
/

the ef ects on achievement levels, attitudes,,self-
conce0, and di tipline problems of black students bused to
schools where ey are in the mino ity as opposed to those
blaCk students ho remain in the egregated school setting? (A)

4. What are the fects on achieve nt levels, attitudes, self-
concept, and discipline proble of white students bused to
schools whe e they are in the nority as opposed to those
white stud ts who remain in t e segregated school setting? (A)

5. When the urden of desegrega ng the schools Is put on black
students do, they suffer neg tive consequences? If so, what

are they (A)

6. How db s the ratio of black to white students affect the
success of a desegregation plan? (0

7. Does//the !direction of busing (i.e. blacks to white schools;
whites to black schools) affect the success of desegregation
plans? (0

Attitudes/Reactions to Desegregation

Do black and white students react differently to the
implementation of desegregation? (J, A)

. How do reactions vary among age and grade levels? (0

3. How has the implementation of school desegregation affected
students' attitudes toward the perceptions of each other? (0

4. -What is the relationship between desegregation and self-
esteem? (J)

5. What is the effect of desegregation on attitudes of white ,

parents, students, teachers and administrators? (0

6. How has the implementation of school desegregation affected
the watparents and teachers view each other? (0'

7. Does desegregation foster racial tolerance or harmony? (A)

2/13
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N,

Definitions and Perceptions of Desegregation

1. What is a desegregated schOol? (A)

2. What are the differences, between desegregation and integration? (A)

1. What do educators,.parents, administrators, the media and
students see as the purpose of desegregation? What do Federal

judges see as the purpose of desegregation? (A)

4. How do parents, students, teachers, comMunity members
perceive desegregation? /i.e. Do they see it as beneficial

_or detrimental? -(J)

a. How do students, pets, teaChers, et at. de-ffne

desegregation?1

b. How do their perceptions of desegregation change ai the

implementation;progresses?

c. How do these pereptions affect.achi vement?

5. How do different sesgments of the communit perceive 4se

school system (particularly the quality of education)

following desegregation? (L)

6. What effect do'the perceptions and attitudes of school

staff have on the implementation of desegregation,tand what

can be done tb inprove attitudes of school staff? ;(.)
/ \

Effects of Desegregation\on School Staffs

1. What are tPe effects of desegregating school di trict staffs
ahd how often has,it actually been accomplished. (A)

2. Whereare the teachers who were shifted as a r sult of

desegregation? How are they doing? (J)

3. What has happened to black administrators in the desegregation/

process? Have:they been denoted, promoted i/ to "invisible" /

positions, or,iliminated as role models? (A)

4. What il.theAmpact of black and white role/models on black /

and white students across races? (L) /

,/

The Role of Parents in Desegregation I. /

/ /

1. What are the roles o parents and citi ens in the entire/'

process of desegrega ion? (A) .
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2. What are the effects of court-ordered parent participation such

as in Boston? (A)

,How do parents view a school system before, during and after
desegregation? (L)

.koW do Parents'. Views of instructional quality:and quality of
materials before desegregation compared with their-Views after

desegregation? What changes are observable in teachers and

administrators? (L)

Axe-parents willing to send kids to a "good" school even if it
is some distance from their home? (A)

The Effect of Desegregation on the Community

I. Does desegregatiOn bring the community closer to the school

or farther from it? (A)

2. Does desegregation resblt in greater interracial participation'

in community organizations? (A)

3. Does desegregation increaie political activity in an area? (A)

4. Has desegregation cauied people to feel that they have lost

contrOl of the government and their lives? If so, is this a

local, regional, or general phenomenon? (0

Economic Desegregation

I. What effect does economic integration have on the success

of' desegregation? How does it affect achievethent? Conversely,

do schools with predominantly poor student populations tend to

have poor achievement records? (J)

0
2. Is t more preferable to desegregate along social/economic or

political lines rather than racial lines? How would this affect

the public's response to busing? (A, 0

3. To what extent are learning problems among poorer populations

due to deficiencies in the schools? To what extent are they

due to malnutrition, unemployment or other social problems? (0

Language Minorities

I. Through what means is it possible to give language minoritiei

the perception that desegregation has something to offer them?

(A)

2. Wtlat role have Hispanics played in desegregation? (A)



Alternatives to Busing

1, Is busing an effective technique for achieving equal educational
opportunity? (A) -

2. What are the alternative means available for the implementation
of court-ordered desegregation, and which are most effective? (0

3. What are the characteristics of successful magnet schools? (J,

Opposition to Busing/Desegregation

1. What is the nature of resistance to court-ordered desegregation?
What can be done to neutralize this resistance? (L)

2. What, specifically, are the objections to busing or desegre-
gation? If blacks are against it, what are their reasons? (0

3. Is there a decline of support from the black community if non-
contiguoos schools are used for busing? (A)

School Violence

1. Has violence increased in desegregated schools? (A)

2. What is the relationship between perceived violence and actual,
violence? (J)

3. Does school violence affect the dropout rate? (J)

4. How many students who drop out due to violence, enroll in
another school and how many don't finish school? (J)

Demographic Issues

1. Are large city schools increasingly black due to white flight
or because children of white urban families are beyond school
age?. (i.e., because children horn during the peak years of the
baby bdom are now past school age?) (J,. A)

2. As the median age of the American population becomes older, and
as people become more concerned with issues affecting the aged,
how is this going to impact on the education of elementary,
and secondary school age children? (A)

3. How are district boundary lines detirmined and shifted? What
is the political meaning of boundary lines as they relate to
desegregation? What role does the istate play in reinforcing
the boundary lines and serving this protected glass? (A)



do_housing_patterns really have on our ability to
desegregate ourdschool districts?. (A)

Financial

I. What financial burdens does the implementation of school desegre-
gation impose, and are the burdens distributed? Does anyone
bear a disproportionate or unfair share? (0

2. What is the cost of desegregation, and how can the cost be
broken down and accounted for? (A)

3. Does the quality of educational inputs affect quality of
educational outcomes? (L)

4. What is the effect of a desegregation re
of educational resources in a community? J)

on the distribution

5. What is the relationship between declining tax bases (declining
resources) and teacher attitudes and expectations for students? (A)

School Board Behavior

I. How can school boards be effective in view of the fact that
they are so political? (A)

2. Are there differences in the behavior of appointed and elected
school boards? (A)

3. Does the behavior of a school board vary as a function of the
racial. class of its membership on school desegregation issues? (J)

4. What are the risks associated with desegregation, as seen by
.school board members? Are.there differences in the perception
of risks between appointed and elected board members? (A)

Teachers Unions

I. Has desegregation caused any changes in teachers' unions? (J)

2. Under what circumstances would teacher unions be Supportive of
staff and student desegregation? (A)

Media-Related Issues

I. Is the public inte'rested in reading (hearing) about desegre-
gation beyond their own local, personal cases? (J)

2. What aspects of school deiegregation could be better covered
6y the media? (J)
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3. Does the public response to desegregation vary between those
cities where the media and school and,community officials worked
together during implementation and those where there was no
collaboration? (0

4. What effect, if any, does the presence of the media (e.g., TV
cameras) have on people's behavior? (Could it have an
inflammatory effect?) (0

5. Where do stddents, parents, teachers get their information about
the desegregation process? (J)

6. Which has more influencethe media or interpersonal communi-
cation? (J)

. What information is most likely to bring about'support or
opposition to desegregation? (0

8. To what degree do people trust the information they get from
the media? (0

9. What is the role of media in hyping up desegregation issues? (A)

10. Can the impact of media actually be measured? (J)

11. How can the communication gulf between media personnel
and education personnel-be bridged? .

MisCellaneous

1. How can a joint partnership be formed between the business
community, the school comnunity, and the various interest groups,
the purpose of whi,ch would be to prepare leaders of the future? (A)

2. Are we moving toward a federal school sptem through desegre-
gation? (A) .

3. What s the relationship-between affirmative action and school
desegregation within a'school district? (A)

4. Who are the black leaderi associated.with desegregation? Are

'they representative of black opinion, or are they chosen by
the white power structure? (A)

5. What kind of education system do people want? That is, do they l/

prefer the voucher plan, magnet schools, or some other
arrangement? (A)
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6. Can preventi ve programs such, as early chi ldhood- edueation
accomplish the same positive results as does racial
integration on achievement and self-concept? (A)

7. What are the effects of Title I on achielleernent within desegre-
gating and desegregated schools? (A)
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Attachment K

Unique Research Issues

Questions that are of unique concern to media representatives:

1. Is the public fnterested in reading (hearing) about desegre-
gation (beyond their Own local, personal cases)?

2. What aspects of school desegregation could be better covered
by the media?

3. Does the public response to desegregation vary between those
cities where the media and school and community officials
worked together during implementation and those where there
was no collaboration?

4. What effect; if any, does the presence of the media.(e.g., TV
cameras) have on people's behavior? (Could it have an

inflammatory effect?)

5. Where do students, parents, teachers get their information about
the desegregation process?

6. Which has more influence--the media or interpersonal cOmmunication?

7. What information is most likely to bring about support or

opposition to desegregation?

8'. To what degree do-people trust the information they get from
the media?

9. Can the impact of media actually be measured?

10. How can the communication gulf between media personnel and
education personnel be,bridged?

11. Media repreientatives asked for a handbook which would include

the following:

a. Definitions--e.g., non-racial, unitary system; white flight;
desegregation; voluntary desegregation; court-ordered
desegregation.

b.- History of desegregatiOn--List desegregation cases. What

set precedents: Salient points of/each decision.

c. Brief deicription of the various'desegregation plans--
teacher and student assionment; pairing; clustering.

'd. Cases which courts have refused to hear.

e: List of desegregation.researchers and their areas of interest.

f. Biblipgraphy
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Research centersphone numbers, addresses
Financial aspects-of desegregation cost of bus-i-ng4-1egal
fees; cost per student of litigation; cost per student

of implementation
I. Status of cases still in court.

1 . Journalists ilso cited the need for a national data pool or
clearinghouse from which they could obtain information that
is non-opinionated, unbiased, and prepared by experts.
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Questions that are of unique concern to policy makers:

1. What is-the relationship between declining tax bases (declining

resources),and teacher attitudet and expectations for students?

2. poes desegregation increase political activity in an area?

3. What can be done to help school board members be positive
about desegregation: Would some type of in-service training
be effective?

Who are the black leaders associated with desegregation? Are

they representative of black opinion, or are they chosen by
the white power structure?

5. _What do educators1 parents, administrators,tthe media and
students see as the purpose of desegregation? What do Federal

Judges see as the purpose of desegregation?

6. What has happened to black administrators in the desegregation -

process? Have they been demoted, promoted into "inyisible"
positions, or eliminated as role models?

7. What effect does politics (e.g., moves for anti-busing
amendments, anti=busing riders on appropriations billt) have on'

-the effective administration of desegregation?

8. Under what circumstances would teacher unions be supportiye of

staff and student detegregation?

9. How can a joint partnership be formed between the business

community, the school community, and the various interest groups,

.the Purpose of which would-be to prepare,leaders of the future?

10. What have school systems done creatively to avoid such second

generation problems as resegregation, questions of discipline,

lack of minority representation on faculty and in administrative

poiitions, lack of minority student participation, lack of
majority student,population and extracurricular activities?

11. What are the risks associated with-desegregation, as seen by

schogiboard members? Are there differences in the perceptic4

of risks between appointed and ,elected board members?

12. Are there differences in the behavior of
school boards?'

13. Does the behavior of a school board vary
racial class of its membership on school
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appointed and elected

as a function of the
desegregation issues?
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Questions that are of unique interest to attorneys and judges:

1.. What are the effects of court ordered parent partictpation
such as in Boston?

2. What are the nem and emerging trends in past court decisions
that have implications for the development of school desegre-
gation patterns?

3. What impact does an expert witness have on a judge during
desegregation litigation?

4. What discrepancies exist between the original intent of court
orders and their eventual outcomes over time?

5. What are the alternative means available for the implementation
of court-ordered desegregation, and which are most effective?

6. What evidence is there of the legitimacy and effectiveness of
ancillary relierprvgrams? What is the relationship between
these programs and the objecttves of a court-ordered desegre.T
gation plan?

7. What is the effect,ef a desegregation remedy on the distribution
vf educational resources in a community?

8. What is the nature of resistance to coimt-ordered desegregation?
What can be done to neutralize this resistance?

,
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